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RCA -50EH5high power- sensitivity audio- output pentode for low -cost stereo amplifiers, radios,
and 1 -tube phonographs
a

If you're interested in a low -cost high-sensitivity stereo or monophonic amplifier design,
here's the tube that makes it possible.
RCA -50EH5 is a 7 -pin miniature power pentode with extremely high transconductance
14,600 micromhos and high power sensitivity at very low plate and screen voltages.
This RCA workhorse delivers 1.4 watts power
output with only 110 volts plate supply and
a driving signal of only 3 volts peak.
Many design features contribute to the high
performance of the 50EH5. New cathode
base material minimizes inter -element leakage, cuts noise and hum, prolongs life and
improves reliability. Improved heater material extends heater life. Special plate material minimizes gas -current runaway. And
EVERY RCA -50EH5 is thoroughly tested
for power output, hum, noise, shorts and
continuity, emission and gas.
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LOW -COST STEREO!

Discover for yourself how this superlative performer points the way to better low -cost audio circuits.
See your RCA Field Representative, or write
directly to RCA Electron Tube Division, Commercial Engineering, Section G- 91 -DE, Harrison, N. J.
RCA FIELD OFFICES...EAST: 744 Broad Street, Newark 2, New Jersey,
HUmboldt 5-3900
MIDWEST: Suite 1154, Merchandise Mart Plaza,
Chicago 54, III., WHitehall 4 -2900
WEST: 6355 E. Washington Blvd.,
Los Angeles 22, Calif., RAymond 3-8361

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
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Summary Rating s of the Sherwood
S -5000 to the highest of all
IS Stereo Amplifiers tested in
the AAI Evaluation Test Report..
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1959

Sherwood Electronic Labs.. Inc.
4300 North California Avenue
Chicago 18. Illinois

July.

COVER PHOTO -A custom -built monophonic system which is presently only a
phonograph with built -in TV. Space above the Leak Varislope III preamp is provided for a future FM tuner, and the drawers at the bottons will be replaced with
a tape deck as the system progresses. The loudspeaker enclosures are custom crafted to match the components cabinet, but are separate and can be placed
elsewhere. In their present position they appear to be an integral part of the main
cabinet. Design by C. F. Barton, audio consultant of Bridgeport, Connecticut.
This photo was intended to he accompanied by a descriptive article, which got
pushed into the August issue.
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The "Most honored of them

all"

stereo amplifier- preamplifier is joined by the S2200 stereo
tuner. As with its "Top Rated"
predecessors, the S-2200 features
FM "Interchannel Hush" plus push
button selector, internal plug -in
adaptor for Stereo FM Multiplex,
2 "Acro- beam" tuning indicators,
S -5000

simulcast

FM /AM

stereo. All

Sherwood tuners feature FM sensitivity below 0.95 microvolts and
IA% distortion @ 100% FM.

further details write: Sherwood
Electronic Laboratories, Inc., 4300
N. California Avenue, Chicago 18,
Illinois.
For

RADIO MAGAZINES, INC., P. O. Box 629, MINEOLA, N. Y.
Postmaster: Send Form 3579 to AUDIO, P. O. Box 629, Mineola, N. Y.
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AIWA

UNI - DIRECTIONAL
RIBBON MICROPHONE
MODEL

VM -18

Features:

Email size and silo, shape facilitate

I:andling.
' Comparatively high sensitivity
f:ne response characteristics.

and

Sturdy construction with short ribbon
diaphragm.
Humming minimized.
Equipped with o low frequency attenuation circuit.

Specifications:
Type: Ribbon Microphone
Impedance: 600 ohm
20'

(At 1000c sat O point of
the switch)
1V
Sensitivity: 75 db (Odb
1000 c s)
Directionality: Uni - directional

m

bar

Noise Level: Below 30 db
Dimensions: 9 5 8" (length)
1
2"
(dia.) Weight 2.2 lbs. (9
feet -cord 3 plug included)
1

AIWA

CO LTD

we.: .Eth Street
Ne, Ye.k
N Y.

50'

Matching Cartridges to Preamplifiers
Q. I hare been puzzled by the various
recommended load impedances of magnetic
and ceramic cartridges and the phono input loads built into most preamplifiers. Is a
matching of the two necessary in a high
fidelity system?
I have noted that recommended loads for
magnetic cartridges vary from .7 k to
100 k, the most common being 47 k. Phono
input impedances on preamplifiers vary also,
though here again, the common one is 47 k.
As an example of an uncommon phono
input impedance I refer you to the Lafayette ET-600 Stereo Control Center,
whose input load is .96 k. How does one
match a magnetic cartridge whose recommended load is 47 k to this unit? Also,
since the ceramic phone input is coupled to
the magnetic phono input, how is a ceramic
cartridge snatched?
I understand that there is a level set for
the phono input following the preamplifier.
Does this have any effect on the input load
of the unit? A. F. Carrano, East Haven,
Conn.
A. It is best to match the impedance of
the cartridge to that of the preamplifier
into which it feeds. If this cannot be done,
it is best that the preamplifier's impedance

be higher than that of the cartridge. In the
case of a magnetic type, too low an input
impedance will result in a deterioration of
the high-frequency response, but a crystal
or ceramic cartridge will have its lows attenuated when the impedance presented to
it is lower than that recommended by the

manufacturer.

The Lafayette preamplifier is interesting.
Suppose that you have a cartridge whose
recommended load impedance is 47,000
(47 k) ohms. The Lafayette is provided
with a 96,000 -ohm input impedance. As I
have already stated, this is not the worst
possible situation since this impedance is
higher than the desired 47 k of the particu-

lar theoretical cartridge we are now discussing. If you do wish to match impedances, all you need do is shunt the cartridge
with a 100,000 -ohm resistor; this resistor will be in parallel with the 96,000
ohm resistor in the 'preamplifier, and the
resulting resistance will be approximately
47,000 ohms. In the Lafayette preamplifier
the input resistance for ceramic cartridges
is lower than that which is recommended by
many of these cartridge manufacturers.
This was done because the ceramic cartridge input is coupled to the magnetic cartridge portion of the preamplifier as you
stated, and this was done for a very good
reason. The coupling network is designed in
"

34$0 Newkick Ave., Brooklyn 3, N. Y.

such a manner that it alters the characteristics of ceramic cartridges so that their
frequency characteristics resemble those of
the magnetic cartridges. This allows the
ceramic cartridge to be equalized to the
various curves listed in the instruction
book, just as is done with magnetic cartridges. This feature could not be provided
were it not for this method of wiring.
The level-set control is inserted following
the preamplifier. It therefore cannot reflect any change into the input circuit of
the preamplifier. Even when the level -set
control is connected directly across the cartridge (not done in the Lafayette unit),
the impedance seen by the cartridge is not
affected because the arm of the level pot is
connected in most cases to a grid of a
vacuum tube which puts no load on the cartridge. (This is not strictly true since there
are some capacitive effects and a very slight
degree of Miller effect, but these considerations are rarely of concern to designers of
audio equipment because their effects are
only slightly detectable at audio frequencies.)
Sometimes the phono input is shunted
with a potentiometer wired as a variable
resistor, rather than by a fixed resistor.
Varying the resistance of this control varies
the impedance across the cartridge. The
dial with which this control is associated is
often calibrated in terns of the resistance
of the pot at various degrees of shaft rotation. This resistance will be equal to the impedance seen by the cartridge. This system
makes it possible for any cartridge impedance within reason to be accommodated by
the preamplifier using this system. This device is employed with magnetic cartridges
exclusively so far as I know.
The usual ceramic cartridge requires an
input impedance of 0.5 megolim or higher.
Under this condition the cartridge is connected to its own input, and will give a
response curve according to whichever re-

cording characteristic its manufacturer
specifies. The equalization adjustments provided for the normal magnetic cartridge
input will be ineffective under this condition because the ceramic cartridge is connected to a stage following the magnetic
preamplifier's equalization network.
Mikes and Bass Cutting

Q. I'm trying to decide the best way to
snake the preamplifier and power supply for
a condenser mike head so that I can use it
for recording. I do not anticipate any problems as far as the basic preamplifier design
is concerned, as I'll use a triode tube with
a very large grid resistor, a cathode -follower tube at the output, and so on. However, it occurred to me that it would be

I
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Progress Report

N3

from Garrard Laboratories

THE FUTURE
OF RECORD PLAYING

HAS BEEN TURNING
ON THIS MOTOR
FOR THE PAST
8

MONTHS

It's true. Behind the locked doors of the Garrard laboratories, our engineers have been testing some
significant new gramophone motors. Someday you can expect one of them to establish its own standard
of quiet efficiency, just as the present Garrard motors are doing today. When it is finally released, it will
reflect all the arduous months of creative engineering that went into it. Our designers developed it out
of a 40 -year tradition of experimentation, the perfectionist tradition that has enabled Garrard to produce and provide so many of the meaningful advances in the world's finest record playing equipment.

world's finest
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desirable if I could install a switch (probably at the output of the power supply that
would allow me flat amplification and also
the choice of one or preferably two bass
cuts. If you could suggest the values of
capacitors and resistors connected either to
the triode's plate, or, across the signal output of the cathode follower, allowing me
to cut the bau 17 db at 40 cps and /or 6 db

Sonotone's 1960
census

over

at 40 cps, I would greatly appreciate it. On

the one hand we'd have a bass cut of 6
db /octave starting at 300 cps, and for the
second instance we'd have a 6 db/octave
bass cut starting at 80 cps. N. Brenes, New
York, N. Y.

million)

(yes, 10

cartridges
now in use!

Only a few years ago, Sonotone invented the ceramic cartridge...and has
been setting sales records ever since. And no wonder! Over the years,
Sonotone has developed its fine cartridge line to the point where today it's
the standard of the industry. Models available for virtually every type of
phonograph...used as original equipment by over 70 manufacturers. In
fact, Sonotone has already sold over 10,000,000 cartridges. You'll hear the
difference when you change to Sonotone ceramic or new crystal cartridges.

Sonotone.
ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS DIVISION,
IN CANADA,

ELMSFORD, N. Y.,

CONTACT ATLAS RADIO CORP.,

DEPT. T21 -50.
LTD., TORONTO

LEADING MAKERS OF

I
BATTERIES

y
CARTRIDGES

,
SPEAKERS

.

TAPE HEADS

MIKES

ELECTRONIC TUBES

A. We do not agree about the bass cut
required for this microphone project of
yours. I agree that is desirable to cut the
bass when the singer stands close to the
mike, but if he stands more than 18 to 24
inches from it, I see no need for cutting.
If you cut at 300 cps, you will alter the
sound of the voice being recorded, reducing
the naturalness, especially if the performer
is a male. I have found that a rolloff below
60 to 70 cps will give more than adequate
results for most applications. When recording a large chorus, it is sometimes well to
restrict the response of the system below 20
cps to prevent low- frequency beating.
Whether you agree with this philosophy
or not, the matter of the design of rolloff
circuitry is the same. Let's assume that you
will roll off in the cathode follower stage.
You must determine the impedance of the
stage into which the cathode follower will
work. (I chose the cathode follower stage
because it is easier to work out a circuit
arrangement whereby the bass -cut selector
switch can be mounted on the power supply
assembly rather than on the preamplifier
and mike head assembly.) The load is
shunted by an appropriate inductance whose
reactance is equal to the desired rolloff
point. The coupling capacitor is similarly
adjusted when 12 db /octave slopes are required, whereas only the capacitor need be
involved if 6 db /octave slopes are needed;
no inductance is used under these conditions. This design is similar to what is done
in crossover network design for loudspeaker

systems.
The actual arrangement would be something like this: The output of your cathode
follower would be taken through a large
coupling capacitor, perhaps 2 µf at an
appropriate working voltage. This lead goes
through all the appropriate cable to the
power supply. This "hot" signal lead is connected to the arm of the selector switch
whose contacts are provided with the appropriate smaller capacitors as previously
described. The free ends of these capacitors
are connected together and go to the hot
output terminal, mounted on the power -supply. If you wish a 12 db /octave slope, you
will have to provide a second deck on the
switch which will serve to switch the inductances in and out.
As you said, the microphone assembly
must use a tube having a very high grid
return resistor. Be sure that the tube selected for this service is one which permits
such a high return to be used. In addition,
this tube should be selected for low -noise
characteristics. Filament power should be
provided from a direct current supply. This
is necessary because the low output of the
microphone head would otherwise be down
in the hum level, and because the input resistance is sufficiently high that a slight
amount of a.c. flowing through the grid resistor would equal a considerable voltage
drop, and this would indeed be a serious
source of hum.
I£
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guild -crafted
by Philips of the
Netherlands to give you

THE CLEANEST
SOUND AROUND...

LOUDSPEAKERS
70(
featuring voice coil magnets of

;

.

.

(30% more powerful than Alnico V)

This new line of 5" to 12" loudspeakers is designed to match the quality requirements of the discriminating music lover ... at surprisingly moderate prices.
The world's greatest buys on the basis of listening quality, the T -7 series
incorporates voice coil magnets of Ticonal -7 steel, the most powerful
of modern magnet alloys, for maximum efficiency... dual cones
for wide frequency response ... constant impedance, for
an extremely straight response curve...longer effective air -gaps and extra high flux density to
eliminate ringing and overshoot ...everybndard
thing needed to guarantee completely
A
untong
hales
EXHIBITION Acoustically
unadulterated audio realism.
EA

TrtOna l.)

slay
magnet

i

Perfectly matched for bass
response of the NORELCO
T -7 speakers... ideal for
most quality 8" to 12"
speakers. Available in three
sizes, in hand-rubbed

mme
roicá
constn.coon
l

ifóre/cMAGNETO -DYNAMIC
STEREO CARTRIDGE

designed to

moderate size without
SPEAKER achieve
loss of bass response or
ENCLOSURES wideness of dispersion.

Mahogany. Walnut. Blond
or Cherry.

/Yore%o

#ore/co

'STEREO TURNTABLE/
RECORD CHANGER

CONTINENTAL '400'
TAPE RECORDER (EL3536 54)

/ rorelc(
STEREO PLAYBACK
MONAURAL RECORDER

3 -SPEED

For additional descriptive literature, write to:
NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CO., INC.
High Fidelity Products Division
230 Duffy Avenue, Hicksville, L. I., New York

AUDIO
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LETTERS

Misinformation -but whose?
Sue:

Silky Tone
from

Orient

I would like to take exception to a

state-

ment made in the EDITOR'S REVIEW in the
dune issue that the only stereo broadcasts
now on the air are from simultaneous use
of AM and FM stations.
Radio stations WHCU -FM and WVBRI'M ,,t' Ithaca, N. Y. have been broadcast
iii;;
\I -FM
"full fidelity" stereo every
Saturday evening since April, 1959. This
service was begun and has been carried on
through the co- operation of these stations
and Alcor, Incorporated, also in Ithaca,
and one of central New York's largest high
fidelity outlets.
Technical problems existed only during
the first broadcast and were quickly ironed
out by the engineers of Alcor and the two
-

l'

MOVING MAGNET
STEREO

CARTRIDGE

NEAT
V$ -500

stations.

AM -FM stereo is also broadcast over
WHCU and WHCU -FM on Sunday afternoons. These broadcasts have been in
progress since August, 1958.
PETER H. DEGRAFF, Service Manager,

hie.,
Ithaca, N. Y.
didn't say quite that-quoting front
ALCOR,

IV,

,lane issue, these are the exact words:
"The only stereo broadcasts now on the
air are from simultaneous use of FM and
.IM stations, according to the EIA release.
" We then followed it by mentioning two FM -FM stations that we listen
to in this area. Apparently EIA was misinformed. ED.)
I/O

Organ Enthusiast
;nc:
AUDIO is my favorite magazine because

hi -fi is my hobby. However, I would like
to see some articles on electronic organs.
(We have run many in the past few

years. ED.)

The following information, from observations made while servicing my Conn
Artist model 713 organ with Leslie speaker,
might be of interest to other hobbyists.
Accuracy of pedal tuning may be
checked directly against the regulated 60cps power supply by alternately playing
pedals Alj, and
using a very soft voice
without tremolo. If the master generator
for the octave is properly tuned, frequencies of these notes will be 58.27 and
61.73 cps, respectively. Therefore, there
will be an equal number of beats between
either pedal tone and the normal faint
power hum. The same is true for pedal
totes At and B, with respect to the 120cps hum. This is a quick method of verifying accuracy, since a lopsided number of
beats is easily discernible.

B

SPECIFICATIONS

Operating Principle/
Stylus Diamter/

Moving magnet

Frequency Response/

Stylus Pressure/

Output Signal/

.7mil or .5mil
30 -18000 cps
3

Stereo Separation/

30dB 1000 cps

4x10"i
Stereo Blance/
D.C. Resistance/

Calif. Edison Co.,
East Highlands, California.
C/O So.

-5 grams

Sm V 1000 cps 5 cm /sec

Compliance/

K. B. CORLE,

cm /dyne

±1 dB 1000 cps
1.2

kn

SO

kn

Road Resistance/

was happy to see
article appear in the
regret that you did not
that I submitted with
I

my stereo preamp

June issue, but I

include the change
my acceptance of
should be
2700 ohms rather than the 1500 ohms
shown. I would appreciate it if you could
list this change in the next issue.

your offer of publication.

R

W. B. BERNARD,
3150 South Glebe

Arlington 2, Va.
The
Sn <:

Rond,

Air Sp:ing A:ticle

Mr. Rebort Avedon's "More on the Air

Spring

be :w

important contribution.

PAUL W. KLIPSCH,

Klipsch and Associates, Inc.
Hope, Arkansas.
Defeatist
SIR:

I am content to have my subscription
expire with the July issue. I am no longer
interested in high fidelity developments
after the mess resulting from so- called
stereo. I have a system including a "name brand" speaker of fair size and have yet
to find any set -up which will improve the
fidelity of the sound. How many stereo
records are really better than monophonic
on any kind of a system ? Possibly tape
could offer some improvement but the chaos
of cartridges and speeds in that field would
not encourage any attempt to find a better
set of components. Nor can I imagine
having two of these large speakers in an
average size room, or getting better sound
from two "pint- size" speakers.
NAME WITHHELD
(WVe wonder if this reader actually does
have only one speaker out of which he expects to hear stereo.
so, we must have
fallen down somewhere, but it seems that
we must have made it clear at least a
dozen times in the past year-and the
reader has been receiving AUDIO for at

If

least a year -that it was absolutely necessary to have two loudspeakers.
However, we disagree with him on the
quality of stereo records. Some are superb,
and some are just ordinary. May we suggest that he get one of the Medallion
sampler stereo records and try it out with
two amplifiers and two speakers, making
sure that both channels are equally good,
and that the loudspeakers are properly
phased.
this sampler can't show some
of the finer points of stereo, we Hurst conclude that the reader might possibly be
deaf in one ear. ED.)

If

"Flying in the Face Of" Department
SIR:

Erratum

NEAT ONKYO DENKI CO., LTD.
No. 4, 1- chome, Kondo Hotagocho,
Chiyoda -ku, Tokyo, Japon

speaker" in the June issue seems to be the
first -only-study of the loudspeaker back
air chamber as other than an adiabatic
situation. Mr. Avedon's penetration of the
thermo- dynamics involved both analytically
and experimentally indicates his grasp of
the physics and mechanical engineering involved. The finding that an absorbent
packing achieves something between adiabatic and isothermal is in keeping with
what one should expect. The significance of
the results acoustically seem to me to be
large. Figure 9 of the text (actually Fig.
8) shows one decibel difference between
the padded and non -padded box. The paradox of a padded box exhibiting a higher
effective capacitance than the unpadded
box is shown to affect the acoustic response
of a speaker by a negligible amount.
Mr. Avedon's paper appears to me to

and

the

Ultra- Compact

Loud-

6

Anent the well known "hole in the middle," I tried an approach I had not heard
of heretofore, and with some startling
effects. I realize that it is incorrect and
unorthodox and flying in the face of all
we know.
I hooked up my center speaker to one
channel and the two outboard speakers to
the other channel. Sitting facing the
center, I noted a tremendous spread of
sound, with "stereo" on both sides. Walking across the room. I still had stereo
effect on either side of center. Please try
this out, or have Mr. Canby try it and
make his comments.
On monophonic material the effect is
unique in that the point source is almost
(Continued on page 57)
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stereo if the speakers were too close together.
The fault does not Ile with the orchestra or
the recording crew. On my setup I've been
getting ample orchestral contrast on the preceding Weston stereo items due to adequate
spacing between speakers. The problem won't
be solved until a six -foot interval between
speakers Is commonplace or the console angling of speakers is worked out. In the meantinte, Weston attempts to satisfy everyone
through use of a male chorus that swings
count ernaloii ies in the right channel.

IL9

VTENin9
CHESTER SANTON°

Andre Kostelanetz: Gypsy Passion
Columbia CS 8228
This is the first Kostelanetz stereo disc to
arrive for review since the start of this column. An album of gypsy music hardly gives
the entire orchestra a chance to shine but the
record suggests that the Kostelanetz king-size

crew benefits front the type of stereo processing Columbia has now attained. Respite the
fact that much of the music on this record
lu
was meant to be played around the campfire
The symbol O indicates the United
and the arrangers treat it that way -the
Stereo Tapes 4 -track 71/2 ips tape
sweep of sound at times recalls personal apnumber. When Mr. Santon has lispearances of the orchestra. It certainly takes
tened to the tape only, the tape
me back to the days when a Kostelanetz broadRichard Hayman: Great Motion Picture
cast from the CBS Theatre on Broadway was
number is listed first. Otherwise, the
Themes of Victor Young
one of the town's major attractions in popular
corresponding tape number is furMercury
O
music. Are the arrangements featured at that
STC
60012
nished by United Stereo Tapes.
time still in existence? If so, how would they
This tape recording indicates that Mercury's
sound in stereo? The present A & R start at
mood music sound is not entirely dependent
Columbia should contain at least one wireless
on the Cbleago studios they've been using in
fan who might be persuaded to record in stereo
recent years. In these notion picture tunes,
STEREOPHONIC
some
of the highlights of the Kostelanetz radio
Hayman's well -known stylings for strings and
career. For the present, although not the last
Ros on Broadway
solo harmonica were taped in a New York
word
in native style, this album offers relaxed
An elaborate mlking setup similar to
O M 70012; London 110 studio.
listening and the reliability of intonation
that used in Chicago sessions gives Mercury%
Hoch and Deutschmeister Kapelle
tossed
off by New York's top free lance musialmost a duplicate of earlier sound. The only
cians.
M 70015; London 111
important difference is the decision to use less
reverberation
loss that will be apparent
Until the day when the record industry
Bob Thompson: MMM Nice
only in the case of anemic playback equipgets around to the moderately expensive job
ment.
Stereo
fans
who have survived the
of re-mastering the older stereo records, tape
RCA Victor LSP 2117
months of discussion dealing with binaural vs.
Is In a good position to move in with an upThe lightest touch currently in use by outstereo sound may read with a twinge the indated version of the original stereo recordings.
fits
speeinlizing
in novelty arrangements for
The latest London tapes released by UST in- . formation on the jacket that the two conchorus and orchestra belongs to California's
denser mikes for over -all stereo pickup were
clude some of the earliest material brought out
Bob Thompson. Ills first disc. "Just For
only twelve inches apart. Mercury justifies
by London when the stereo disc was just getKicks," was one of the more refreshing highsuch usage for pop music by filling up the
ting started. The Austrian band in the Hoch
lights of the past year. The sonic surprises of
studio with other mikes for closeup work -one
etc. album undergoes considerably more imthe
previous release are not surpassed in this
atop
each
small
cluster of Instruments. In
provement in Its tape version than does the
recording. Ile is consistently amusing without
effect, the two high -altitude mikes end up supLatin orchestra of Edmundo Ros. Whereas the
overstepping
the narrow line that separates
plying
just
about as mucJi reverb as they do
band's stereo disc is under par In cleanliness
the novel front the corny. Thom pson's style
stereo. The point isn't vital in this case beof sound, the table places it with the newer
is
not
easy
to
describe. The sophistication of
cause
Hollywood
tunes front the pen of Victor
London releases in audio quality. The light
the Ideas for mixed chorus is combined with
Young can hold tip under any type of recordmarches and waltzes played by this Viennese
the
enormous
bounce
and vitality of the singing
condition.
regimental band are not to be confused with
ers he has trained. This incongruity is the
the labors of the typical German street -corner
secret
of
his
distinctive
sound. Three ThompArthur Tracy, the Street Singer
band. The trump of lower brass beard in the
son originals round out a predominantly show right channel should satisfy all requi remeuts
Audio Fidelity AFSD 5929
tune roster. Victor's Hollywood crew places a
in that area.
bit more stress on the extremities of the audio
This one really rolls back the years. Only
The stereo disc of Broadway tunes by
range than do their East Coast colleagues.
the veteran radio fan, upon hearing the Street
mundo Ros still sounds very clean today with
They
cannot resist the urge to slip In an extra
Singer
again,
will understand why the EDIa reasonably flat stereo pickup. Clean enough
mike in order to build up the lowest register
TOR'S REVIEW mentioned this record a few
to hold its own with the tape version, proof the male singers or the impact of instrumonths
ago. Audio Fidelity went all out atvided the disc playback facilities are above
mental highs.
tempting to revive the past. The discreet acaverage. The gaiety in the wind section of the
companiment of the small ensemble parallels
orchestra holds up very well with the passage
Norman Luboff: Moments To Remember
that of the usual string orchestra heard back
of tinte.
in the days When Arthur '!'racy was one of the
Columbia CS 8220
stellar attractions on the air. So neat is the
The Sound Of Children
Roger Williams: Always
illusion of an old time radio program, one
RCA Victor LSP 2159
would scarcely be surprised to hear the vole
Kapp O KT 41024
of Tony \Cons insinuate itself between songs
'l'he Norman Lubutf Choir's familiar treatShipments of 7.5 ips review tapes have With a short
poem. Hearing old songs such as
ment of ballads f
the late '30s scarcely
reached the point where I find it Possible to
Marta, Beautiful Lore, Tilia. etc. in the ripe
prepares one for the other choral group recompare releases of varying vintage by the
style that hasn't changed with the years points
leased about the same time. The Luboff voices
same artist. On hand are two different tapes
up one factor I didn't notice on the old reare robust, polished- predictable veterans of
by pianist Roger Williams -some seven months
ceivers. They really enunciated the lyrics in
many recording sessions. They work with easy
apart In release dates. If any pop material
those days in order to "get through" the static
precision for each studied effect. RCA's disc,
offers a valid basis for evaluation of refineand he understood on the equipment then in
on the other hand, features twenty-two youngments in the processing of open-reel tapes, the
general use. Tracy's voice, still reasonably
sters between the ages of eight and twelve
recordings of Mr. Williams are excellent canfresh throughout most of its range. may
who Were given a dozen grownup songs to
didates. His carefully relaxed sound is resound quaint to the neophyte but it will bring
play with. The contrast is tremendous. After
garded as too valuable a commodity by his
back the big tinte to the rest of us.
the initial shock, the unbiased listener will be
employer to permit changes in style or the
forced to admit that any ballad or show tune
studio setting of piano and string orchestra.
Paul
Weston:
can be rejuvenated if one is willing to go to
The
Sweet
and
the
Swingin'
It's safe to assume that any significant differthese extremes. The producers deserve an
ence between the "Fabulous Century" tape
Capitol ST 1361
award
of some kind for patience beyond the
reviewed earlier and this present item can be
Weston has changed his style in this reline of duty in auditioning about a hundred
traced to changes In the duplicating process
boise. It's a change brought about, on Capikids
and
then drilling the final group into
evolved by Ampex. The strings In this recordtol's own admission, by the gradual Increase
performances of such professional finish. The
ing provide more clues about changes in progin stereo listening on the mood
perfectionist
is
may still insist on the Luboff
let
el.
ress than does the piano although It too is
Apparently the reaction of the average stereo
technique for the long haul but you'll have
appreciably cleaner. The Improvement in the disc
customer has not been very encouraging.
to go some to top the novelty of a tune such
I can understand how the straightforward,
as The B'hiffenpoof Song in the hands of these
1$ Forest Ave., Hastings -on- Hudson, easygoing
arrangements used all these years
boys and girls.
N. Y.
by l'auI Weston could sound rather tame in
(Continued on page 61)

-

clarity of tlte'brchest ra appears to
au o here in the neighborhood of twenty
per cent. Not bad when you consider they're
will using conventional tape.
ranee :n id
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whatever you can of the electronics for
double -purpose. Sometimes it's quite a lot.
Or, for fancy quality, add more wires.
There's room.
It would be silly -this argument goes
to build a complete tape player without
recording function. Look at it: you have
two thirds of a recorder already. Who
wants a three -wheeled auto with one wheel

-

AUDIT
edward Ztnail Canby
TAPE PLAYER
u.,r ,,, NI:I I) now is a good hi -fi tape
player. I mean a player -not a recorder.
The situation in tape right now hae some
increasingly odd sides to it. The sources of
ready -to -play tape are again growing
larger, after near- eclipse. The cartridges,
both RCA's and Columbia's, still exert a
heavy influence upon tape thinking, if not
much upon the market. Four -track stereo
tapes are spreading out. But what of the
tape machines that do the playing?
If you are looking for playback units on
which to play your tapes, as you play discs
on record players, you won't find any. They
don't exist. Not without complications
the ever -present and very expensive recording feature. Only among the assembleyourself component tape decks can you
acquire a device that is purely and simply
a tape player, as a turntable and cartridge.
arm unit is a record player.
A California correspondent, a producer
himself of disc records and a few tapes,
wrote me recently on the subject and hit
several nails on the head, just where I had
been getting ready to aim myself. His feeling is that the tape industry, "wittingly or
unwittingly," is seriously getting in its own
way, not as to tapes but in respect to play.
back equipment.
"Consider the situation of the disc enthusiast," he writes. "He can buy an excellent turntable and pickup for $160 to 175.
He has to pay $600 or more for compara.
ble equipment to handle tape. The less expensive tape units will not satisfy the de.
mand for fidelity. (I would add reliability
and long life, too. E.T.C.) The result is no
market for recorded tapes among such
people. The people who own tape recorders, even good ones, are not buying recorded tapes, because they make their own.
They record live music, they take music
off the air, and they dub from stereo discs
owned by their friends."
You may want to quibble about prices
and you'll probably feel that the argument
is a bit overdone- people with tape recorders do beg, borrow, or steal taped
material; but they most likely buy tapes,
too. Ask the tape producers. Nevertheless,
the argument has a ring of solid truth in it.
The thing we need, this man says, is not
more tapes but better and simpler tape
playback, and, above all, playback detached from the expensive and inevitable
recording feature, which seems to be a
universal requirement these days.
"It is possible to produce a truly hi-fi
tape player at a price comparable to that

-

of a disc player," he goes on. "Ampex is
now installing four -track replacement
heads on existing tape machines at only
$50. They could easily market a simple
tape deck without electronics for $100.
Thus for $150 a tape user could equip himself to play tape directly into the low -level
tape input of his audio equipment. Ampex
is not offering such a unit. .
I can imagine that Ainpex will raise its
collective head in surprise at this possibly oversimplified suggestion, and I would
not want to make such very specific costand- marketing guesses. Nor am I sure that
if Ampex did offer such a tape player, it
"would cut into their recorder sales." But,
he continues, the lack of such an offering
is "cutting the throat" of the Ampex -promoted United Stereo Tapes, which puts out
the present four -track reel -to -reel offerings
of many record companies. He says they
agree with him at United Stereo.
"In short," he concluded, "the vicious
circle will be broken when we see full -page
ads in the hi -fi magazines offering a high quality tape deck for $150 to $175 and
recorded tapes of the highest quality in
four -track stereo at $6 for 60 minutes'
playing time. All of this is entirely

feasible.
Let's put aside specific prices. The fact
is, and you can't very well put this aside,
that at no level of component quality do we
now have a readily available tape player
unit for hi -fi installations -nor, for that
matter, is tape playing equipment being
offered in the popular "home machine"
lines. One must always buy (with the aforementioned exception of the Viking -type
tape deck equipment) a tape recorder, in
order to own tape playback facilities. The
two are indissoluble, as things now stand,
and the entire place of recorded tape in
the home is tied to this fact.
Curious. I'm not annoyed with the tape
machine makers for their failure to provide what my correspondent wants; I'm
simply intrigued, and wonder just why. The
policy is obviously deliberate, for there's
no technological reason why we can't have
tape players galore -they're easier to make
than tape recorders.
Why are we so tied to the tape recorder?
Why not? Once you have a basic tape moving mechanism you might just as well
add what it takes to make tape recordings,
as well as play them. It seems like not very
much, at first thought. Just an erase head,
a simple recording preamp and some extra
switching and circuitry; use one head for
both playback and recording (though it
must be to some extent a compromise) -or
add an extra head (stereo, in- line). Use

left off?
It's a very convincing argument, if superficial, and it is of the sort that now
reposes in most minds among the tape using public, if preferences are any guide.
Might as well get the works, people say.
In fact, they have to get the works
there isn't any alternative. And people do
not, therefore, realize how much more they
pay for the whole tape recorder than they
might for a deliberately functional tape
player, designed to match the record player
and the radio tuner as a source of hi-fl

-

sound.
There's more to it. Unfortunately, every
tape playback machine I have set my eyes
on, so far, has looked exactly like a recorder. An incomplete, emasculated recorder.
Build a fine tape transport unit, like,
say, the home Ampex, and leave out the
recording feature? All that lovely precision
machinery and nothing but playback? Unthinkable! If it looks like a recorder, it
ought to be one. Worse-entirely too many
people are likely to think it is one, with
subsequent misunderstandings on the sales
floor that defy imagination. Department of
utter confusion! No wonder the tape player
has been lost in the shuffle.
You can see the sort of reasoning that
now goes on, among the customers and, by
reaction among the manufacturers who
must sell to them. As things stand now, we
think of recording first-we put the playback function into an inevitable second
order of importance. If you build a recorder, you have to provide playback, too.
Every recorder is also a playback unit. We
gear the entire operation to the recording
feature -and thus to the dual function,
record/playback.
If you put recording first, you will determine the very shape, size, cost, according
to the dual function. There must be room
for both.
Thus inevitably, until now, the playback
machine has been no more than a standard
record /playback transport unit with part
of its innards left out. It's a sort of
stripped -down model, with blank spaces
here and there. It works, but it has a
dreadfully negative quality to it. It reeks
of things that are "missing." And it breeds
confusion by looking like the "real" thing,
the complete machine.
The very fact that such a unit is basically a recorder without the record feature
makes it a poorly adapted affair, too big,
unnecessarily complex, unfunctional. It is
a misfit, any way you look at it. It just
begs for its full function, as a record player. The public hasn't ever gone for
such units, and rightly. I doubt if it ever
will.

PLAYBACK ONLY
A

playback unit intended from the very

AUDIO
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Mono HI -Fi .. .
the experts say
your Best Buy
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Stereo Amplifier -Preamplifier HF81t

Stereo Preamplifier HF85t

FM Tuner HFT9Ott

AM Tuner HFT94tt
FM /AM Tuner HFT92tt

Stereo Automatic Changer/
Player 1007
Speaker System HFS3
Bookshelf Speaker Systems

3 -Way

AyS

2 -Way

o
100W Stereo Power Amplifier HF89
70W Stereo Power Amplifier 11F87
28W Stereo Power Amplifier HF86

HFS5 and HFS1

Stereo Integrated Amplifier AF4tt

OOTITLTE OF

HIGH FIDELITY
MAINVACTALLS

Exclusive advanced systematized engineering
Lastest and finest quality parts
Exclusive "Beginner -Tested" easy step -bystep instructions
Exclusive TRIPLE quality control
Exclusive LIFETIME guarantee at nominal cost
Compare, then take home any EICO
IN STOCK
right "off the shelf"- from 1500
equipment
neighborhood EICO dealers throughout the U.S.
and Canada.
HF81 Stereo AmplifierPreamplifier selects,
amplifies, controls any stereo source & feeds It
thru self-contained dual 14W amplifiers to a pair
of speakers. Provides 28W monophonically.
Ganged level controls, separate balance control,
Independent bass and treble controls for each

--

channel. Identical Williamson -type, oushpull
SATURDAY
EL84 power amplifiers. "Excellent "
extremely versatile."
REVIEW. "Outstanding
ELECTRONICS WORLD. Kit $69.95. Wired

-5109.95. Incl. cover. ...

-

HF85 Stereo Preamplifier: Complete master
stereo preamplifier -control unit, self-powered.
ble. Level, bass,
Distortion borders on unm
treble controls independent for each channel
or ganged for both channels. Inputs for phono,
tape head, mike, AM, FM, & FM- multiplex. One
each auxiliary A & B input in each channel.
HI -FI
"Extreme flexibility . . . a bargain."
REVIEW. Kit $39.95. Wired $64.95. Incl. cover.
New HF89 100 -Watt Stereo Power Amplifier:
Dual 50W highest quality power amplifiers. 200W
peak power output. Uses superlative ultra -linear
connected output transformers for undistorted
response across the entire audio range at full
power, assuring utmost clarity on full orchestra
& organ. 60 db channel separation. IM distortion
0.5% at 100W; harmonic distortion less than 1%
from 20- 20,000 cos within 1 db of 100W. Kit

-

$99.50. Wired $139.50.
HF87 70 -Watt Stereo Power Amplifier. Dual 35W
power amplifiers Identical circuit -wise to the
superb HF89, differing only in rating of the output transformers. IM distortion 1% at 70W;
harmonic distortion less than 1% from 20- 20.000
cps within 1 db of 70W. Kit $74.95. Wired $114.95.
NFU 28 -Watt Stereo Power Amp. Flawless reproduction at modest price. Kit $43.95. Wired $74.95.

AUDIO

FM Tuner HFT90: Prewired, prealigned, temperature- compensated "front end" is drift -free. Pre wired exclusive precision eye- tronica traveling
tuning indicator. Sensitivity: 1.5 uy for 20 db
quieting; 2.5 uy for 30 db quieting, full limiting
from 25 uy. IF bandwidth 260 kc at 6 db points.
Both cathode follower & FM- multiplex stereo
outputs, prevent obsolescence. Very low distortion. "One of the best buys in high fidelity kits."

-Cover
AUDIOCRAFT. Kit $39.95'. Wired
'Less cover, F.E.T. incl.

$65.95'.

$3.95.

AM Tuner HFT94: Matches HFT 90. Selects

"hi -fi"

wide (20-9000 cps @ -3 db) or weak -station
narrow (20-5000 cps (a? -3 db) bandpass. Tuned
RF stage for high selectivity & sensitivity. Precision eye.tronicv tuning. "One of the best
available." --HI -FI SYSTEMS. Kit $39.95. Wired
$65.95. Incl. cover & F.E.T.
New FM /AM Tuner HFT92 combines renowned
FICO HFT90 FM Tuner with excellent AM tuning
facilities. Kit $59.95. Wired $94.95. Incl. cover
& F.E.T.

New AF -4 Economy Stereo Integrated Amplifier
provides clean 4W per channel or 8W total output. Kit $38.95. Wired $64.95. Incl. cover & F.E.T.
HF12 Mono Integrated Amplifier (not illus.): Complete "front end" facilities & true hi -fi performance. 12W continuous, 25W peak. Kit $34.95.

Wired $57.95. Incl. cover.
New HFS3 3 -Way Speaker System Semi -Kit corn.
plete with factory -built 36" veneered plywood (4
sides) cabinet. Bellows-suspension, full -inch excursion 12" woofer (22 cps res.) B" mid -range
speaker with high internal damping cone for
smooth response, 31/2" cone tweeter. 21/4 cu. ft.
ducted -port enclosure. System 0 of 1/2 for
smoothest frequency & best transient response.
32- 14.000 cps clean, useful response. 16 ohms
Impedance. HWD: 261/2 ", 13"e ", 143á ". Un.
finished birch. Kit $72.50. Wired $84.50. Walnut
or mahogany. Kit $87.50. Wired $99.50.
New HFS5 2 -Way Speaker System Semi -Kit corn.
plete with factory -built pá" veneered plywood
(4 sides) cabinet. Bellows-suspension, We" excursion. 8" woofer (45 cos. res.), & 31/2" cone
tweeter. 11/4" cu. ft. ducted-port enclosure. System 0 of 1/2 for smoothest frea. & best transient
resp. 45- 14,000 cps clean, useful resp. 16 ohms.
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HWD: 24", 121/2", 101/2 ". Unfinished birch.
Kit S47.50. Wired $56.50. Walnut or mahogany. Kit $59.50. Wired $69.50.
HFS1 Bookshelf Speaker System complete with
factory -built cabinet. Jensen 8" woofer, matching Jensen compression- driver exponential horn
tweeter. Smooth clean bass; crisp extended
highs. 70- 12,000 cps range, 8 ohms. HWD: 23"
x 11" x 9 ". Kit $39.95. Wired $47.95
HFS2 Omni -Oirectional Speaker System (not illus.)
HWD: 36 ". 151.4", 111/2 ". "Fine for stereo"
MODERN HI -Fl. Completely factory- built. Mahogany or walnut $139.95. Blond $144.95.
New Stereo Automatic Changer /Player: Jam -proof
4- speed, all record sizes, automatic changer
and auto /manual player. New extremely smooth,
low distortion moisture -proof stereo crystal
cartridge designed integrally with tonearm to

-

Constant 41/2
grams stylus force is optimum to prevent groove
flutter distortion. No hum, turntable attractions,

eliminate mid -range resonances.

acoustic feedback, center -hole enlargement.

Only 103/4" x 13". Model 10070: 0.7 mil diamond, 3 mil sapphire dual styli, $59.75.
1007S: 0.7 mi1,3 mil sapphire, $49.75. Incl. FET.

+Shown in optional Furniture Wood Cabinet
WE71: Unfinished Birch, $9.95; Walnut or
Mahogany, $13.95.

tShown in optional Furniture Wood Cabinet
WE70: Unfinished Birch, $8.95; Walnut or
Mahogany, $12.50.
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EICO, 33.00 N. Blvd., L.I.C. 1, N. Y.
Show me how to SAVE 50% on easyto -build
top-quality HiFi. Send FREE catalog, Stereo HiFi
Guide plus name of neighborhood EICO dealer
Name

Address
City

Zone

State

Listen to the EICO Hour, WABC -FM, N.Y.. 95.5 MC,
Mon. to Fri. 7:15 -8 P. M., Sat. 11-12 P. M. Ask
dealer about EICO's Stereo Records Bonus.
o 1960 by FICO, 33-00 N. Blvd., L. I. C. 1, N.Y.
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DYNAKITS
LOOK BEST -TEST BEST
SOUND BEST

beginning for playback alone should be
something rather different, I think.
It would require a basically new design,
both in looks and in its functioning parts,
which from the start would permanently
exclude the recording feature -and thus
break away from the dual -purpose necessity. It would concentrate exclusively on
high quality, simple tape playback, with
single -purpose ingenuity and care. It
wouldn't even look like a tape recorder
and this is psychologically important. In
no way, except for some of the uncompromised inner parts, (the playback head
and so on), would it be interchangable
with the tape recorder.
Now this is clearly what my correspond ent really wants, and he is right. A real
tape player, so designed, could at last offer
top tape sound at a reasonable component
price -or even, in the cheaper home equipment, a unit offering "excellent" tape
sound, better than comparable home phonographs for disc and at a price much lower
than that for a home recorder.
A bevy of tape players of these sorts,
in the various sales areas, could boost reel to -reel tape up where it wants to go, free
it from the stranglehold of the tape recorder. But is it feasible to launch such a
tape player?
That's the question. It's a big order, and
a dangerous one. It would be a gambling
sort of venture even if there were only one
kind of tape, reel-to -reel stereo at 7%
inches. With those nasty cartridges still
hovering ominously, it is an even more
doubtful manufacturing proposition-for
nobody can yet say that the tape cartridge
is not a threat to reel -to -reel. Yet some
things are clear.
First, the easy way out, the tape player
that is merely adapted from a recorder,
minus the recording feature, is not likely
to work, though it would cost peanuts. It
is doomed, and has been right along. That's
why there aren't any such tape players now.
There isn't a customer in the land who
is going to be happy with a tape machine
that looks like a recorder and isn't one.
Ile has turned them down in the past and
be will again. Nor will he appreciate a
compromise unit that wasn't designed for
playback and wastes space and technology
on its "missing" aspects, the obviously absent record feature.
Second, though the brand new and specifically designed tape player is an awful
risk in many ways, it is not merely the only
ay out
is already a necessity. It just
I ., to be built soon, if tape is to grow.
As to the first point, may I remind you
that there were tape players -for awhile.
For instance, the very first RCA stereo
tape machine was a player unit -no recording. It crone in two pieces, table -top
type on brass legs. One unit housed speakers and a tape player
was, of course,
a conventional transport minus the recording feature. The other held the second set
of speakers and was empty. This was before stereo disc; clearly, the intention at
that point was eventually to put a stereo
disc player in the other unit. The thinking
at that ime was clear enough, you see. Two
stereo playback units, of equivalent importance, for tape and dise, using the common
audio system.
But that first Stereotape player lasted

-
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-
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*
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hours.

* Complete
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Descriptive brochure available on request.
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only months. In an astonishingly short
time RCA replaced it with another model
that looked almost exactly the same. The
difference was important. The newer unit
had recording, as well as playback. (Single- channel recording, stereo playback.)
And the price had gone way, way upmaybe thirty or forty per cent.
That's what happened to the earlier playback machines. The public didn't like them,
didn't even know what they were (since
they looked like recorders), and they just
didn't sell. Hopeless confusion. I suspect
that not even the dealers could remember
which were recorders and which weren't.
The answer seemed just what everybody
wanted -make 'em all recorders, and jack
up the price. No more confusion
well,
not so much, anyhow.
Can it really be true, still, that a standard tape transport minus the recording

...

feature is basically unsaleable and unfunctional, as well as confusing?
Well, I suppose you could paint the non recording models bright green, or put differently shaped plastic covers over their
works-but I don't think it would do much
good. The emphasis would still be on the
negative features, the "missing" parts. It
could be tried again, and perhaps it might
work now, what with the new and much
less expensive tapes now on the market.
I doubt it.
But I can't help sensing that the more
radical approach is likely to succeed. I feel
that the risk in designing a playback -only
machine of really outstanding quality and
reasonableness of price, a machine that
doesn't even look like a tape recorder, will
pay off in acceptance by the hi -fi public.
The more ingenious and simple the design,
the better will it stand out on its own, unconfused with the tape recorder.
As to my second point, above, that this
machine just has to be built, as things now
stand, I can see that the project must be
clearly a cooperative one, between the tape
producers and the tape machine makers, for
the common good of both. The machine must
above all offer a big, new value
must
be both very good and relatively inexpensive. I suggest, therefore, that its place
should be as a "loss leader," to sell more
tape to the customers. The loss would necessarily have to be spread around, but this
should not be a major problem; some companies, Ampex for instance, are already in
both fields, tapes and playing equipment.
The right hand surely can help out the
left, in such a situation.
It would be fatal, I think, to price the
tape players too high -or to grade their
quality too low. They must offer really top quality sound, to get the vaunted best off
the tape and to beat the dise at the hi -fi
game. They must, too, offer a quality bargain that will dramatically bring the cost
of high- quality tape sound down, at least
to the level of good FM radio if not lower.
The loss leader idea, the units deliberately
selling at a tiny profit or even at a technical loss, might swing the deal for tape,
where shorter-sighted profit compromise
would fail.
In this connection, don't fail to remember the LP at its beginning. The new record was a success largely because Columbia
had the canny sense to put out good -quality
players for everybody, at a low price. They

-it
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PRICES CUT
nT/ÏOST

13

on

Audiotape on

11/2-mil

MYLAR

THAT'S RIGHT! Audio Devices has cut at least 31'7, off the price
of its premium -quality Audiotape on 1' -mil "Mylar." Now you
can enjoy all the advantages of DuPont's fabulous "Mylar" for
little more than the cost of ordinary plastic-base tape.
Audiotape on 1'/z -mil "Mylar" is the finest tape in the Audio tape line. Its tough, durable "Mylar" base and professional quality oxide make it the perfect tape for schools, recording
studios, radio and TV stations, military users -as well as discriminating home recordists.
See your Audiotape dealer as soon as possible. At the new low
prices, his stock will move fast. (Similar price reductions have
also been made on Master "Low Print -through" Audiotape on
11/2 -mil "Mylar. ")

*

" Mylar" is DuPont's trademark for its polyester film -the
toughest, most durable recording tape base material known to
man. "Mylar" cannot dry out or become brittle with age. Radical differences in temperature and humidity have no effect on
it. Recording tapes on "Mylar" can't break or stretch in normal
use, regardless of temperature or humidity. Most importantly,
"Mylar" is a known, tested base material -proven by years of
use in telemetry, automation and electronic computing applications. Millions of feet have been recorded by professional and
amateur sound recordists, too.

AUDIO DEVICES, INC., 444 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22, N. Y.
In

AUDIO

Hollywood: 840 N. Fairfax Ave.

In

Chicago: 5428 N. Milwaukee Avo.
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MINIATURIZATION
PLUS

LOWER COST

Cuts readily to any shape with
ordinary scissors.

Thin Versatile
Co -Netic and
Ne tic Magnetic

Shielding Foils
Permit positioning foil -wrapped components

A

minimizing interaction due to magnetic fields

&

B

...

Wraps easily.

closely,
making

possible compact and less costly systems.

How thin Co-Netic and Netic foils lower your magnetic shielding costs:
1) Weight reduction. Less shielding material is used
because foils (a) are only .004" thick and (b) cut and
contour easily.
2) Odd shaped and hard -to- get -at components are
readily shielded, saving valuable time, minimizing
tooling costs.
These foils are non -shock sensitive, non -retentive, require no periodic annealing. When grounded, they
effectively shield electrostatic and magnetic fields over
a wide range of intensities. Both foils available from
stock in any desired length in various widths.
Co -Netic and Netic foils are successfully solving many
types of electronic circuitry magnetic shielding problems for commercial, military and laboratory applications. These foils can be your short cut in solving
magnetic problems.

Inserts readily to convert
existing non -shielding
enclosures.

Shielding cables reduces
magnetic radiation or
pickup.

-at

Wrapping tubes prevents
outside magnetic

interference.

PROTECT VITAL MAGNETIC TAPES
When accidentally exposed to unpredictable magnetic fields, presto! -your valuable
data is combined with confusing signals or even erased.

For complete, distortion -free protection of valuable magnetic tapes
during transportation or storage. Single or multiple reel Rigid
Netic Enclosures available in many convenient sizes and shapes.

Rigid Netic

(.014' and up
in thickness)
Shielded Rooms
and Enclosures
for sale, distortion -free stor-

age of large
quantities of re-

corded magnetic

tapes.

Write for

further details
today.
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were so good, so cheap, that even the dismal
problems of compatibility were no deterrent. At $10, how could you loset And you
could have a changer, too, that was for a
number of years the best sound- bargain on
the market, complete at around $18.
Rumor has it that those machines were
deliberately sold at a loss, to promote LP.
I remember them well enough to suspect
this must have been so. They were excellent
and they sold LP, to the point where the
larger industry could take hold. Then they
disappeared.
The quality and price of those players
was precisely calculated for an optimum
impact under the circumstances -to sell the
largest possible number of the new records,
to build confidence in LP quality, and so
to launch the LP business. It is true that
those calculations were on a quite different
plane from those we might make in the
present tape situation. Quality is higher,
cost is greater. Yet the principle is the
same. Get out new, attractive, high -quality
one -purpose playing equipment and sell it
at the lowest possible price, even at a
loss-to build yourself a market for tapes.
There'll still be the tape recorders, of
course. People who own them will be in the
market for tapes as they are now, on a
side -line basis. There's little to lose in this
direction. And lots to gain among new
users of the simpler tape player.
To conclude, I can see more or less how
the public's point of view must change, before the tape player can establish itself
solidly, well removed from the tape recorder. The attitude that must be cultivated is one that envisions "extras," rather
than missing functions. The tape recorder
is a double package in this respect, combining several functions and many uses
a price. As in an FM -AM tuner, or a tuner amplifier, you pay more, you get more.
The tape player is a single unit with only
one function, specialized. It resembles the
FM tuner in this respect.
We'll be thinking of these units in three

Thin pliable foil wraps easily
around magnetic tape. maintaining original recorded fidelity.

Composite photo demonstrating that magnetic shielding

qualities of

Rigid Netic Alloy
Material are not
significantly affected by vibration. shock (including dropping or
bumping) etc. Netic is non -retentive, requires no periodic

annealing.

MAGNETIC SHIELD DIVISION PERFECTION MICA CO.
1322 No. Elston Avenue, Chicago 22, Illinois
ORIGINATORS OF PERMANENTLY EFFECTIVE NETIC CO -NETIC MAGNETIC SHIELDING

ways.
1. You buy a

double-purpose unit, a
tape recorder, with your main interest in
the recording feature. Playback is an automatic associated function. In this case, the
machine offers an "extra," at its high price,
in that it will also play commercial tapes.
The machine is worth the cost in these
terms.
This is the most common attitude at the
moment as far as tape recorders and stereo
recorded tapes are concerned. The tapes
are the "extra" feature -when and if.
2. You buy a tape recorder in order to
play stereo tapes-you accept the recording
feature, but don't plan to use it much.
Recording is thus your "extra," here. But
it is expensive, and the unit as a whole is
very much too expensive for a tape player.
This is the other common situation today
and it hurts tape, as well as the tape -playing customer.
3. The new addition, the saving grace,
is the tape player. It avoids both situations where there are "extras," in favor of
a single function, playing tapes, and it not
only plays them well but is relatively inexpensive. It tends to promote more and
more tape buying, fits easily into the hi-fi
family as a component, fits into the home

-
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Aslight electrical potential exists between

all objects.

It can raise the dickens inside a hi -fi tube!
To live with it in your amplifier you must either

-

lose gain, accept distortion, or use tubes that have

Controlled Contact Potential.

DOESN'T SOMEBODY CONTROL
CONTACT POTENTIAL IN HI -FI TUBES?
YES ...GENERAL ELECTRIC!
We select

the materials, make the tubes
in mind.

and test the tubes with this

amplifier

All General Electric hi -fi

for low

tubes are controlled

Use them.

Contact Potential.
They're the

l

6EÚ7
12AX7

7025
7247

BEST.

CALL US!
New York: WI 7 -4065
Boston: DE 2 -7122
Washington: EX 3 -3600
Chicago: SP 7 -1600

Dallas: RI 7 -4296
San Francisco: DI 2 -7201
Los Angeles: GR 9 -7765

AUDIO
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GENERAL

iu (I1141
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EDITOR'S REVIEW
MULTIPLEX AGAIN
STILL HAVE no definite lamination about the
possible action by the F.C.C. on stereo broadcasting, but one item of interest has come to our
attention. The Commission has done considerable work
in evaluating the various systems proposed -fourteen
in all-and seven of them were eliminated either because they were withdrawn by the proponent or rejected as impractical. One additional proposal submitted by Philco was added to the seven remaining
from the first group.
Since our own experience in the motion picture industry indoctrinated us thoroughly in the principle
that no matter what improvements were made in the
studio to expand the service in one way or another,
the new sound track must be capable of being reproduced by the projectors already in the field without
modification. Only those houses which were willing to
make what modifications might be necessary to take
advantage of the additional service would be able to
enjoy the improvements, to be sure, and the large
presentation houses usually made the necessary
changes. But the mass of movie theaters still played
the new film on their old equipment. We believe this
to be a valid principle.
The first few FM- multiplex systems that were proposed were careful to follow this principle to a greater
WE

or lesser degree. Certainly there is no question that
the transmission of A + B on the main channel will
provide a complete signal to listeners who do not find
it desirable or worthwhile to add the necessary equipment to enable them to enjoy stereo broadcasts. Those
that want it can add the necessary adapter-regardless
of its specific configuration -and they will then be
able to reproduce stereo. In any case, the listener who
does not wish to add an adapter could still receive
monophonic broadcasts.
However, should the listener want stereo, he can add
the adapter to his present FM receiver in only a few
of the systems. Others of the proposed systems will
not work for stereo unless the existing FM receiver is
,extensively rebuilt to accommodate the new signal.
The owner of a standard type of FM receiver would
thus be required to rebuild his set -or, more likely,
to have it rebuilt at a fairly high cost, since custom
work of that nature runs high- before he could take
advantage of stereo broadcasting. This is almost like
providing only diesel fuel in all the gas stations on the
turnpikes so everyone would have to convert his present car to diesel operation if he wanted to continue
to use the high -speed roads. We believe firmly that
the F.C.C. should keep in mind the need for keeping
the cost down to a practical minimum and not load the
cost unnecessarily by choosing any system that will
make the chamLre prohibitively expensive.

Warrir K . filirllttrlain
It is with deepest regret that we insist chronicle the
passing of Ilarrie K. Richardson early on the morning
of June 12 as a result of a heart attack. Associate
Editor of Ammo since June, 1951, he was responsible
for several departments of the magazine and served
as a good -will ambassador throughout the New York
City area.
Ilarrie had a strong background in publication and
radio work, with his first position being Radio Editor
of The Daily Oklahoman. in 1929 he became chief
announcer of KVO() in Tulsa, moving to Hollywood
three years later for nuore work with networks as producer, announcer, and writer. After three years on the
coast, he went to Chicago where he held a number of
executive positions in the radio advertising field.
During the war he worked as editor of Sonar instruction manuals published for the U. S. Navy by the
Office of Scientific Research and Development in New
York, and it is from this background that he came to

l

AUDIO.

Harrie is survived by a wife, Cecile, and three children. A resident of Glen Rock, N. J., he was well
known in the village for his activities in community
affairs, and particularly among the children with
whom he spent a large part of his time while being a
real companion to his own. All of us will miss him.
16
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The Arm -Model 198 UNIPOISE Arm

with integrated Stanton Stereo Flux valvet Pickup...identical to the
top -rated Model 380A Collectors
Series Cartridge. Balanced on a
single pivot -friction-free for almost
infinite compliance to trace the moredifficult-to-track groove of a stereo
record -the Model 198 precisely reproduces music from mono and stereo
recordings with full fidelity. $54.00

...perfect for stereo
Perfect Stereo -mates* for the best Stereoplayer ever!

4

Silent partners ...the 198 and 800 reproduce
only the music in a record. .. perfectly... faithfully ... without adding a whisper of sound.
Here is responsible performance -for all who
can hear the difference. From a gentle pianissimo to a resounding crescendo -every

-

movement of the stylus reflects a quality

touch possessed only by the Stanton Stereo
Fluxvalvet.
LISTEN! Ask for
FOR THOSE WHO

CD

a

...

-Gyropoise 800
the only magnetically balanced high
fidelity turntable...actually revolves
on a cushion-of -air. Without a trace
of rumble-horizontal or vertical
the Gyropoise 800 is the perfectmute in a Stereoplayer, keeping the
record in quiet motion at precisely
less base $59.85
331/3 rpm.
The Stereotable

Pickering Stereoplayer demonstration at your Hi -Fi Dealer today!

CAN HEAR THE DIFFERENCE

icNering

PICKERING a CO., INC., PLAINVIEW. NEW YORK

Send for Pickering Tech -Specs -a handy guide for planning a stereo high fidelity system ... address Dept. B70
}U

5. Patent No. 2,917,590

The

Model 198 and Gyropoise 800 are sold separately

STEREO.MATES, STEREOPLAYER, UNIPOISE, GYROPOISE, STANTON STEREO FLUXVALVE ARE TRADEMARKS USED TO DENOTE THE DUALITY OF PICKERING a CO.,INC. PRODUCTS
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ASSIGNMENT: HIT A TARGET 6000 MILES AWAY
Can you guide a 110 -ton Air Force Titan missile

far up into the sky, to bring its nuclear warhead
down with pinpoint accuracy on a target one fourth the way around the globe -a target you not
only can't see but which continually
moves with the spinning earth?
This was the problem in missile
guidance the Air Force presented
to Bell Telephone Laboratories and
its manufacturing partner, Western Electric. The answer was the
development of a command guidance system which steers the Titan

System keeps its master control equipment on the
ground where it can be used over and over again.
Thus a minimum of equipment is carried in the
missile, and the ground station has full control
of the missile during its guided
flight. Techniques drawn from the
communications art render the system immune to radio jamming.
Bell Laboratories scientists and

engineers designed the transmission and switching systems for
the world's most versatile telephone
network, developed much of our
nation's radar, and pioneered in
missile systems. From their vast
storehouse of knowledge and experience comes the guidance system
for the Titan.

with high accuracy.
Unlike self- contained systems
which demand complex guidance
equipment in the missile itself, Bell
Laboratories Command Guidance

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES
WORLD CENTER OF COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
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The Silicon Diode in Audio
Equipment
Silicon diodes are rapidly becoming popular with designers of audio equipment. The author discusses their use as power rectifiers and as bias regulators.

L. B.

using vacuum
tube rectifiers have been around
for a long time. The rectifier tubes
have certainly worked out well, and have
been improved over the years. While
they are quite reliable today, the rectifier is still the most frequently replaced
tube in audio equipment.
Copper oxide and, later, selenium rectifiers have seen some use as substitutes
for the tube, but the voltage and current
requirements of audio equipment forced
the use of large units, as sizable heat
dissipating fins are required to cool the
rectifying junctions. Copper oxide rectifiers are frequently used in meter circuits, while selenium is common in bias
supplies today.
AUDIO POWER SUPPLIES

A,

h.

1162 Fleetridge Drive, San Diego 6,
California

DALZELL"'

As an offspring of the transistor, a
whole new family of semi -conductor
rectifiers has developed in the last few
years. Germanium diodes are small, but
more suited to higher powers at low
voltage levels. The comparatively recent
silicon diode rectifier seems to have eliminated the problems of size and heat
at least at audio power levels.
It seems fantastic that four tiny
wafers of pure silicon with hyper -accurately controlled impurities can do the
same job as a conventional full -wave
vacuum -tube rectifier. They can even do

-

the job better, for they waste little
power, take little space, and in a properly designed circuit they will probably
last for years.
Manufacturing methods have been
rapidly improved, and silicon rectifiers,
which but three years ago were too expensive for serious consideration in
audio equipment, are coming into a price
range that allows direct competition
with the vacuum tube, and there are real
advantages in their use. There are problems too, and in this article an attempt
is made to cover the design of silicon
rectifier power supplies for audio amplifiers. Many of the same ideas apply to
the design of supplies for pre -amplifiers
and tuners, but in class AB or class B
amplifier circuits the power supply requirements are much more severe. The
current drain is higher, and usually
there is a substantial difference between
zero- signal and full -output current
especially when the amplifier is tested
with steady -state sine waves.
To simplify our discussion, let us refer to the vacuum tube full wave rectifier as a tube, and the semi- conductor
silicon diode rectifier as a diode.
First, consider the conventional full
wave center -tapped power supply of
Fig. 1. The transformer serves to :

-

ONE OR MORE
:)IODES PER SIDE
a5 REQUIRED
FOR P. I. V.

Fig. 1. (A), The

familiar full -wave center

tapped rectifier circuit using a vacuum
tube of the more advanced indirectly
heated type. (B) is the silicon -diode
equivalent of (A). Pin designations are
for the 5AR4 and 5V4 type or replacement rectifier or diode unit.

AUDIO

(1) Isolate the line supply voltage.

(2) Provide a high -voltage secondary
for conversion to the high- voltage
d.c. or B plus.
(3) Provide a 5 volt rectifier tube heater
secondary (Fig. la). ,

JULY, 1960

Fig. 2. Internal construction of an experimental silicon rectifier unit which can
replace conventional vacuum -tube rectifiers in certain situations.

(4) Provide a 6.3V secondary to heat
the other tubes in the circuit.
The rectifier tube heater may draw up
to 3 amperes at 5 volts, which is 15 watts
that the transformer has to handle. A
powerful amplifier, or a large stereo amplifier, might require two rectifier tubes,
thus doubling this portion of the transformer load.
The full -wave center-tapped rectifier
arrangement is covered in any number
of texts and tube manuals. However, a
review of P.I.V.-peak inverse voltage
-seems in order, as this will he an important consideration in the use of silicon diodes.
Peak Inverse Voltage

If a variable d.c. supply is arranged
with positive connected to the cathode
and negative to the anode of a rectifier
tube or silicon diode, at low voltage the
units will present a very high resistance,
and only a minute current will flow. As
the voltage of this inverse connection is
slowly increased, the current will remain very low until an inverse break19
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Fig. 3. This curve,

which applies to
Texas Instrument
N2069, N2070,
and N2071 silicon diodes, shows
the extremely high
surge current that
these rectifiers can
absorb.
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down point i. readied. The current will

then increase drastically, and the tube
or diode will usually be destroyed. With
an increasing a.c. applied, the units will
block on the half cycle when the potential is inverse, until the peak inverse
voltage equals or exceeds the reverse
break -down point, and again a high
current can flow and the units would
probably be destroyed.
The peak a.c. voltage is most important, for the usual a.c. meter indicates
r.m.s. voltages, and such an indication
multiplied by 1.414 indicates peak, but
only if the wave is sinusoidal.
Now let us consider the power supplies
of (A) and (B) in Fig. 1. If the transformer delivers 400 -0 -400 r.m.s. volts,
and the supply is a sine wave, then each
tube plate or diode pair woud see
400 x 1.414 or 565 peak volts. At the
peak instant, one end of the secondary
will be positive by 565 volts in relation
to the ground center tap; the other end
will be negative by 565; and 2 x 565 or
1130 peak volts will be applied in the
inverse direction across the half of the
tube or one diode pair that is at the
most negative point, and this must be
blocked -usually with an ample safety
margin. With no load connected, the
filter capacitors will be charged to 565
volts in both cases.
Here now is one great difference between the tube and the diode. All electrical conductors in audio use have some
resistance. The forward resistance of
rectifier tubes in general is much higher
than that of the silicon diode.
After the capacitors are charged, in

OPTION FOR
STEREO DECOUPLING

Fig. 1. there will I, only a tiny leakage
current flowing until the load is connected. When the load is applied and a
current begins to flow, the effective resistance of the transformer plus the internal resistance of the tube or diodes
will cause a voltage drop. An increased
current causes a higher drop across the
supply and any external inductance or
resistance in the filter, and the term
"regulation" is used to indicate the reduction in B plus with increased current. If the power-supply regulation is
poor, there will be a large voltage reduction as the current drain becomes
greater.
To study the adaptation of silicon
diodes to the conventional full wave
center-tapped power supply, the author
has undertaken a series of experiments.
Directly replaceable silicon diode substitutes for the rectifier tubes in common
use are available. A rather complete
series is manufactured by International
Rectifier Corporation and by Sarkes
Tarzian, but in the interest of self -education an experimental unit was constructed.

P.I.V.

600
420

R.M.B. Input
Avg Rectified Forward

v
v

Current
750 ma
Recurrent Peak Current
6 a
Operating Temp
Oto100°C
Max Reverse Current
0.2 ma
Max Forward Voltage Drop 0.6 v

These diodes are quite small, the body
being about 0.25 inches long and 0.2
inches in diameter. The body is insulated,
and there are silver pig tail leads for
connection and that act as heat sinks,
although no measurable heating has been
experienced. Two diodes in series in
each leg give the desired 1200 volt P.I.V.,
and can handle 750 M.A. -about equivalent to three 5U4GB or 5AR4/Z34
ZEN ER
VOLTAGE

(INVERSE
VOLTAGE

V

Ou

FORWARD

VOLTAGE

LIMIT

Experimental Set-up

Single diodes rated at a P.I.V. over
1500 volts are available, but they are
expensive and usually carry too low a
forward current. However, if diodes
are connected in series, the allowable
P.I.V. will increase as the number of
diodes. They can still. carry their rated
forward current, and they will be comparatively low in price. About 1200
volts P.I.V. looked like a minimum for

-JVVMN

SECOND
AMPLIE IER
CIRCUIT

>-50u,3W

a
Cl

a

A. C.
SUPPLY

experiment, and four Texas Instruments
1N2071 diodes were used. Their characteristics are :

full -wave doubler. C is optional for ripple reduction. The
number of diodes per leg will depend on the P.I.V. See text.

Fig. 4. The conventional

20

Fig. 5. Characteristics of the Zener diode.

tubes. The four diodes were wired in two
series strings, as at (B) in Fig. 1, with
the anodes connected to pins 4 and 6
and the common cathodes connected to
pin 8 of a Vector G2-10 Octal plug -in
unit. A 3 -inch 6 -32 screw acts as the
center cupport, and a modified 2- terminal insulated tie-point acts as the upper
support member. An aluminum case
covers the whole assembly. The internal

construction is illustrated in Fig. 2.
The unit was tested in a number of
situations; but to illustrate the problems
encountered, the experiences with one
amplifier are outlined. The amplifier was
a modified Mollard, using EL34's and
rated at 40 watts. It has a 200 -ma
400 -0-400 volt power transformer, and
a 5U4GB rectifier tube. The input capacitor is a 30 -pf, 500 v. electrolytic
followed by a 100 -ohm choke. A series
of rectifier tubes and the diode unit were
plugged into the rectifier socket in turn,
and the resultant d.c. output was measured at the B -plus primary tap of the
output transformer as follows:
AUDIO
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-in the
SAUCES F4

.

I

.a

(SEE TEXT)

1p

TENET
DIODE

T

REGULATED
OUTPUT
VOLTAGE

-o
RECTIFIES

5R4GY
5U4GB
5AR4 /GZ34
Diode Unit

B PLUS VOLTAGE
425
450
475
505

D. C.

Fig. 6. A regulated

voltage
f o r

s

standard
h o p

u s e

Meters may be
checked at the output.

"fix" a rectifier tube right out of existence. Silicon -diode supplies have repeatedly absorbed such surges without
a complaint.
To eliminate surge, or hot switching
troubles, tube manufacturers specify the
minimum effective plate resistance. This
resistance per plate includes the trans formers' effective resistance, which may
he calculated as follows:

It is evident that the low forward resistance of the diode unit resulted in a
substantially higher d.c. output. When
the amplifier was driven to the clipping
point the B plus with the 5U4GB
dropped from 450 v. to 420 v. With the
Reg í = RA n'Rp
diode unit the B plus dropped from 505
where
v. to 490 v. at clipping.
RA is the resistance of the secondary
The diode unit gave much superior
Rp is the resistance of the primary
regulation, but the B plus was now too
n is the ratio:
high. A power resistor connected beSecondary voltage
tween pin 8 of the rectifier socket and
Primary voltage
the first electrolytic capacitor would reIn Fig. I, secondary refers to one half,
i.e. from ground to one end of the windduce the voltage to the original 450 v.
ing.
d.c., but with this improvisation the
regulation was about the same as with
Additional resistance in series with
the 5U4GB. A 350 -0 -350 volt 200-ma the tube anodes or cathode is usually repower transformer was then substituted. quired to meet the specified condition,
The resultant B plus was then 455 volts. but these limits are too frequently igand the regulation was still 15 volts from nored in practice. The effective plate rezero signal to full drive.
sistance of the transformer alone is usuThat about winds up the experiment ally sufficient to limit surges well below
except to say that the diode unit has the maximum for silicon -diode supplies.
The choke or resistor and second filter
been in daily operation for well over
a year, and the output has not deterio- capacitor, of (A) in Fig. la, are completely superfluous with a diode supply
rated a bit.
The experience outlined above brings
up a couple of problems. Diodes don't
wait for a heater to warm them before
they conduct, hence peak voltage is applied to the filter capacitors and the
audio tubes until current is drawn by
the load, which will then reduce the B
plus to its operating level. With the
350-0 -350 volt transformer used, the
peak is 1.414 x 350 = 495 volts. A purist
might want to use a time delay device
to hold down the B plus until the audio
tubes heat. On the other hand, the diode
supply with the lower voltage transformer is easier on the 500 -volt electrolytic capacitors than the previous ar
rangement was.
1-

author's opinion. Push -pull output configurations may be easily balanced to eliminate the effect of ripple,
and a filter capacitor of about 60 of is
all that is required. Chokes and resistors
simply make regulation worse and waste
power. Of course, this applies only to
push -pull output stages.
In fairness to the rectifier tube, it
should be pointed out that two parallel
rectifier tubes will have one -half the
drop of a single tube. Further, the
5AR4 /GZ34 rectifier tube is nearly as
good as diodes for regulation, and it
heats slowly, eliminating the B plus
overthrow when it is first turned on.
Voltage Doublers

The voltage doubler supply is gaining
popularity, especially when used with
diodes. The doubler makes use of a lower
voltage transformer without a center
tap, which can be less expensive. See
Fig. 4. It does require two fairly large
electrolytic capacitors, but these can be
lower voltage units than the full -wave
supply requires. The doubler simply
charges one capacitor on the first half
cycle and the other capacitor on the
second half cycle. The capacitors are in
series, hence their voltages are additive.
Because the source alternates between
the two storage capacitors, a 160 -volt
500 ma transformer can supply 250 ma
at 1.414 x 160 x 2 or 453 volts, less transformer and diode losses.
In practice, the doubler supply using
diodes does not have the high peak (zero
current drain) voltage of the full wave
center- tapped supply. Transformers designed for doubler operation have low
effective resistance, hence with good ca-

Surge Current

Rectifier tubes will not handle the
surge current that diodes will. Figure 3
illustrates the astonishing surge current
that the 1N2071 will take in stride. It
is not uncommon for someone to "fix"
his ailing audio equipment by turning it
off for an instant, then right back on.
The filter capacitors may be pretty well
discharged, the tubes still hot and conductive, and the resultant surge can

AUDIO

Fig. 7. Experimental 20 -watt amplifier with the outside cage removed.
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pacitors doublers regulate better also.
(See "A 60 -Watt Amplifier with SiliconDiode Power Supply," AUDIO, March,
1959.) As one storage capacitor is being
charged while the other discharges, ripple has a different wave shape, which
seems slightly less troublesome than the

full-wave center- tapped supply as far
as hula is concerned. Finally, the doubler
is less sensitive to variation of a.c. source
than a full -wave supply.
As a practical example of the doubler
power supply, the Triad R93A power
transformer, which was designed for

Fig. 8. Underside view of the 20 -watt amplifier. Note that the output transformer,
at left front corner, is mounted on a bracked to reduce above -chassis height and to
allow assembly into the cover.

this purpose, can be connected to supply
166 v. a.c. to the diode doubler. Peak
d.c. voltage at the zero-current condition
will be 166 x 1.414 x 2 = 468 v. At a
drain of 130 ma, this reduces to a steady
455 v. d.c., while a drain of 250 ma
causes the B plus to drop to about 440
v, d.e. This is very good regulation indeed. The diodes in each side of the
doubler have to block a P.I.V. of
2 xE,, x 1.414. It is wise to allow a good
factor of safety in this case.
The series doubler capacitors should
be at least 100 tLf each, and greater
values give better results. Their voltage
ratings should add to a level above the
operating B plus.
A ten -volt drop in the a.c. supply reduces the B plus about 40 volts with
the doubler supply, while the full wave
center -tapped supply voltage drops almost 55 volts.
When silicon diodes are used in power
supplies, whether full wave or doubler,
there are real improvements. The superior regulation and ability to handle
surges have two big advantages. Higher
amplifier power can be obtained, and
transient peaks have little or no effect
on the supply voltage as recovery time
is so short. The supplies have to be designed as a unit, as the voltages furnished by the transformer should be
lower than when tubes are used. So it
will not be possible to simply convert to
(Continued on page 10)
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A Ribbon Microphone for
High -Quality Recording
M

.

GAYFORD

In describing a specific model of ribbon microphone, the author presents the theory and
operating principles of the type which is alTo known as velocity or pressure gradient.

AMICROPHONE

of the best possible

is essential for recording
or reproducing music to the high-

est present day standards of fidelity. It
is in fact necessary for the performance
of the microphone to be substantially
up to the standard of modern amplifiers
as regards frequency response, nonlinear distortion, and transient response.
The purely acoustic attributes of the
microphone, such as its polar response
in both the horizontal and vertical
planes, must also be satisfactory at all
frequencies.
It is extremely difficult to check the
1. Plan view of a ribbon between
performance of microphones in quanti- Fig.
two pole pieces showing a plane sound
and
acousrooms
Anechoic
terms.
tative
wave incident at on angle O to the
tic standardizing apparatus of proved
microphone axis.
accuracy are necessary to establish microphone frequency responses and polar balanced signal from a microphone still
curves. An estimate of the all -important sounds good on reproducing gear of only
transient response of a microphone can moderate performance, and it will sound
usually only be arrived at by indirect better as the reproducing gear is immethods.
proved.
Thus the average user, who is not in
It is not easy to explain the reason
a position to do reliable measurements for this apparent contradiction of the
on microphones, has to buy a given type laws of superposition, as evidenced by
of microphone of known reputation if the failure of defects later in the chain
he wishes to make recordings of the
to mask those at the input end. It may
highest quality.
be connected with the ability of the brain
A comparatively poor microphone is to concentrate on that which it wishes to
often thought to be satisfactory for use hear, i.e. the input signal to the system,
with home tape recorders and similar while subconsciously eliminating other
uses. This is a fallacy if good musical defects which it is accustomed to hearrecordings of any type are desired. It ing, i.e. those arising in the rest of the
might be argued that the shortcomings gear and, therefore, to some extent comof other pieces of equipment in the mon to all programs.
chain, such as the loudspeaker, are suffiIt is in musical reproduction that the
ciently marked to mask any relatively quality of the input becomes of paraminor defects in the microphone or mi- mount importance. In general, the
crophones used. In practice, the proper- greater the number of performers and
ties of different items in the reproducing the better the acoustics of the recording
chain do not always seem to "add up" auditorium, the more outstanding will be
in this way. H. J. Leak demonstrated the difference between a good micromany years ago that the intermodulation phone and an indifferent one.
tones resulting from a controlled increase in the rated non-linear distortion Ribbon Microphone Theory
of an amplifier from 0.1 up to 1 per
iple lui, long been apThe ribbon principle
cent were clearly audible over a good
loudspeaker system. A good "clean" well preciated as being capable of providing
one of the best types of microphone because the moving element can be exand
Cables
LimStandard Telephones
tremely light and well controlled. The
ited, London, England. (An I. T. f- T.
lightness and the low value of acoustic
Associate)

'

AUDIO

.

Impedance of the ribbon mean that it is
basically only suitable for an indoor
studio microphone and that precautions
have to be taken to avoid air movements.
such as severe draughts, or mechanical
vibration of the microphone mountings.
Both can give rise to heavy low frequency rumbling noises.
The basic theory' of ribbon microphones analyzes a transducer of the sort
in which a light rectangular ribbon is
suspended between two rod -like pole
pieces energized by a permanent magnet across their ends, so that a transverse
magnetic field is maintained across the
ribbon. The latter has free access to the
sound field in both front and rear directions. As a sound wave strikes the poles,
it flows around them. The fact that there
is a mean effective distance "d" between
the front and back surfaces of the ribbon
ensures that there is, at any instant, a
phase displacement between the acoustic
pressures p, and ps at the front and rear
of the ribbon. The resultant pressure difference p, - p, is available to move the
ribbon. Such a pressure difference related to a distance is called a pressure
gradient vector.

In mathematical terms, for sine waves:
p, =Poe

pi= I),

(1

cose).
-j -d
c

..p,- Ps= J P,d cos e
au

(1)

Where
o1= 2 x x

frequency

d= acoustic distance around poles.
velocity of sound.
wavelength of sound.
o= angle of sound incidence.
p, = Acoustic pressure at front of
ribbon
p_ = Acoustic pressure at rear of ribbon.
x = distance.
e=
=

H. F. Olson, "Elements of Acoustical
Engineering," D. Van Nostrand. 1947. p.
237 et seq.
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ig. 2. Polar response of a ribbon microphone in the horizontal plane.

astuucd to be auall compared to X.
Thus, to a first approximation, the driving pressure on the ribbon is proportional to frequency. A flat frequency response requires the ribbon to be driven
at constant r.m.s. velocity at all frequencies in accordance with the usual expressions :
e=Blvx10-8volts
(2)
ri is

v

Iit-77a
Zm A

(3)

Where
B = magnetic flux density (gauss)
between pole pieces.
1= length of ribbon in ems.
v = velocity of ribbon in cm /sec.
_4

Zit

= area of ribbon.

acoustic impedance of the ribbon
(acoustic ohms)
If Z,5, is substantially a mass reactance
j w Mo, then from Eqs. (1) and (3) :
=

y= P,d tos8
CM0i

(I)

where Mo = mass of ribbon.
In this case, the ribbon velocity is constant at all frequencies and the polar response is a cosine function of a.
Some of the above physical relationships are illustrated in Fig. 1. The basic
design requirements for a ribbon microphone now become clearer. The ribbon
must be very flexible and must have its
fundamental resonance at the lowest bass
frequency, so that it approximates to n
mass -controlled element over substantially the entire audio frequency range.
The magnitude of the driving pressure
P, - pr actually follows a sine function
as the frequency increases, reaching a
maximum at a frequency such that the
distance d represents a half -wavelength.
P, - p2 becomes zero when a frequency
is reached such that d is a complete
wavelength. We can summarize by saying that the ribbon must be made to behave as a simple mass, i.e. its resonances
must be completely controlled, and the
shape of the pole pieces, magnet, outer

case, and so on must be designed so as
to make the incident sound wave produce
a constant ribbon velocity at all frequencies; i.e. the tendency of the response to fall off at the higher frequencies must be compensated by various
constructional artifices.
It is well known that the polar response exhibited by a ribbon microphone,
as the source of sound is moved round
it, is a bi- directional cosine or "figure eight" curve in both horizontal and vertical planes; the solid polar figure being
represented by two spheres touching at a

point representing the origin of the
graphs. This is a very useful sound pickup pattern, in that, performers can he
arranged within an angle of ± 60 deg.
on either side of the microphone, unwanted sounds sometimes being largely
excluded by arranging that the "dead"
90 -deg. axis of the microphone is in the
plane in which the unwanted noises (due
to ventilators, air conditioning units, and
the like )may lie. Also random reverberant sounds and general background
noises, which almost invariably are excessive in normal rooms and auditoria,
are reduced by 66 per cent (4.8 db) by
the figure -eight polar curve. (See Fig.
2).
It is easily demonstrated that the bass
response of a pressure-gradient microphone rises considerably when it is used
at close quarters to a relatively small
source of sound such as a human voice.
It can be shown mathematicallyz that
the acoustic sound pressure gradient field
due to a small sound source contains an
auxiliary term inversely dependent on
frequency x (distance).' Figure 3 gives
curves showing the magnitude of the
bass rise at different talking distances
which results from this effect. This bass
rise is called the "proximity effect." It
is also noteworthy that microphones of
this type are often called "velocity microphones" because the velocity of the
ribbon when operated on by the pressure
gradient corresponds to the air particle
velocity in the soup j wave over a fair

bon to 1 in., its width then being just
under i in. Equation (2) shows that a
good sensitivity demands a magnetic gap
flux density of 5000 gauss or more. Research by various authorities has shown
that the use of a part-toroidal ring form
of magnet is an economical way of generating the flux across a wide (i -in.)
magnetic gap. Having fixed the general
proportions of the microphone, a considerable amount of development is
needed to ensure that the ribbon func-

tions correctly; the frequency response
of the microphone can then largely be
controlled by the shape of the pole
pieces and certain subsidiary parts such
as the outer case and some guaze baffles.
which are fitted around the pole pieces.
A microphone ribbon behaves like an
elastic bar and its fundamental resonance
is given by' :

I

?.5G

()K2
v

(5)

zero tension is assumed.
Where

I= ribbon length in cm.
= density of material
Q= modulus of elasticity of material
K = Radius of gyration of the ribbon
p

cross section.

It

is essential

that all resonances from
the fundamental upwards are critically
damped, or else the transient response
and, to a lesser extent, the frequency response of the microphone will be affected. Any lack of damping of the
vibrational modes of the ribbon means
that the modal frequencies are shock excited by transients and can persist as an
unwanted "tail" to the reproduced transient. As a large part of all program
matter is transient in nature the seriousness of a poor transient response is apparent. That is why, of two microphones
with apparently similar frequency reII. F. Olson, B. C. A. Broadcast News,
March-April 1950. p. 14 et seq.

part of the frequency range.1.3
Design Details of a High Grade
Microphone

The lient points to be settled in the
design are the details of the ribbon itwJ f.
Its area, aspect ratio and the side rbn
ance slits at the pole pieces are fixed.
The slits are .007 in. wide so as to allow
safe clearance with a thin ribbon. A high
sensitivity figure demands that the art's
of the ribbon should he large compared
to that of the side slits, the final area
being fixed at slightly over 1 sq. cm. The
effect of diffraction and wave phase interferences on the vertical polar curve
restricts the vertical length of the rib3. Proximity -effect relationships for
ribbon microphone at 1, 2, and 5 feet
from a small source.

Fig.
z
3

Ibid., page 255,
Ibid., page 250.

256.
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the number of undamped resonances
which an unsuitable ribbon can exhibit.
The ribbon is clamped to electrical
terminal blocks at the top and bottom,
its back and forth movement in the pole
gap magnetic field generating an e.m.f.
Its electrical resistance is usually about
0.25 ohm, and thus a small input transformer has to be mounted in the base of
the microphone in order to step up this
e.m.f. and match the ribbon to the usual
amplifier input impedance (30 ohms, 150
ohms, or whatever). The transformer
must be fitted with a magnetic shield,
and the wiring between it and the ribbon
must be arranged in a "hum- bucking"
layout so as to neutralize the effects of
any stray electro- magnetic field originating from power transformers in the
vicinity of the microphone. If these precautions are not taken, the ribbon and
its wiring form a considerable loop and
the microphone is likely to pick up hum.
Figure 6 gives a view of a high-quality
ribbon microphone with part of the outer
case removed so as to show the construction.
The ribbon is very light, its weight
being 0.2 milligrams/sq. cm. and this,
combined with the very effective acoustic
damping, gives the microphone an outstandingly good transient response. A
flat frequency response and high efficiency have also been achieved, due to
careful proportioning of the pole pieces
and the magnet, the former being precision castings in vanadium permendur,
while the latter is a high -energy- content
magnet alloy. The driving force on the
ribbon is approximately proportional to
d Cos where d in Fig. 1 represents the
effective distance corresponding to the
sound pressure gradient force, a being
the angle of sound incidence relative to
the normal. A flat response results if d
is small compared to the wavelength of
sound, so that the pressure -gradient
force is proportional to frequency, and
if the ribbon acoustic or mechanical im-

Fig. 4. Schematic of a motional impedance bridge used to measure ribbon

microphones.

sponse, one will sound clean and smooth,
while the other, with a poor transient
response, will sound rough and harsh.
Unfortunately, it is almost impossible to
make a direct check on the transient response of a microphone, as an acoustic
source or loudspeaker with a known
near- perfect transient response is usually

unobtainable.
The easiest indirect general assessment of a microphone's response can be
made by examining its electrical "motional impedance." This is obtained by

examining the impedance looking into
the microphone terminals with a special
bridge which balances out the "static"
component of its electrical impedance,
leaving unbalanced only the dynamic
component, which is a faithful replica
of the net effective motion óf the ribbon
at the test frequency. Figure 4 shows the
bridge circuit and Fig. 5 shows motional- impedance frequency runs on (A)
satisfactory and (B) unsatisfactory ribbons. The ribbon of curve (A) is made
from a soft aluminum leaf material a
quarter of a mil thick. The radiation
resistance load of the air and the coupled
acoustic resistance of the protective wire
gauzes on the poles give a smooth curve,
indicating critical damping of all the
vibrational modes of the ribbon. Curve
(B) shows the response of a thicker ribbon made of harder material. This shows
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5. Motional
impedance characteristics of two
ribbons. (A) is on
aluminum l e a f
ribbon 0.25 mils
thick as used in
the microphone illustrated in Fig.
6. (B) is a rolled
aluminum ribbon
2.5 mils thick. It
will be noted that
the resonances of
(A) are completely
damped but (B)
shows many un-
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1

Fig. 6. A high -quality ribbon microphone
with the outer case and the inner ribbon
damping gauzes removed.

Several difficulties are encountered in
practice. First, it is difficult to assign
one simple value to d, as it is impossible
to make the pole piece cross-section the
same all the way down. The poles have
to be enlarged at the bottom to meet the
necessarily greater area of the magnet
face. The net result is that the gradient
distance d tends to have a larger value
at the bottom of the poles than at the
top. The larger distance gives a gradient
driving force of larger magnitude but
with a high -frequency cutoff at a lower
frequency than is given by the smaller
top distance. Such ribbon microphones
are likely to have a range of several db
in magnitude in their frequency response at middle or high frequencies. In
the present design, the pole piece and
magnet proportions are such that the
effect is quite negligible. The response
tends to fall at frequencies below about
150 cps due to the introduction of resistance control rather than mass control, a
result of the critical damping of the
natural resonances of the ribbon. A porous gauze baffle with a fairly low value
of acoustic resistance is fitted around the
pole pieces and magnet window in order
to compensate for this loss. The baffle
performs this function because the constant pressure difference built up between its front and rear surfaces at all
frequencies is a significant addition to
the small low- frequency pressure differ (Continued on page 61)
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Tailored
Home Sound System

Development of

a

There is no reason why neat and attractive installations should be limited to broadcast
the home, we look at our "rigs" all
station studios which are visible to visitors
the time, so why shouldn't they be as attractive and efficiently installed as possible?

-in

FRED GORDON
PROBLEM AT HAND was that of
planning and designing a sound system for the home with certain considerations in mind. To start with, the
speaker, a University Model 312 was
already installed in its present position,
even while the naked components were
standing on a table during the cabinet
construction period. These considerations
were:
THE.

Cabinets were to be wall hung thereby
giving clear space underneath for
cleaning.
2. There were to be no swinging doors
either outward or upward, yet components such as the tape deck and
the turntable must be covered but
still readily accessible.
3. No piece of electronic gear or operable equipment was to be mounted
on slides or sliding drawers.
4. Provisions were to be made for optimum air flow entering the bottom of
the enclosures with ample egress for
1.

,eUG Encino

Ave., Northridge, Calif.

Fig. 2. Aluminum "Flexdoor" provides access to tape recorder, actuates light switch
in completely open position.

the heated air. The cold air was to
be filtered through replaceable fiberglass filters so that the components
would remain relatively dust -free.
5. Arrangement should be so that any
component could be easily serviced

without:

A. Moving cabinets from wall.
B. Using tools to open cabinets.
C.

Getting into an awkward uncomfortable position.

D. Using an external light source.

cabinet was to have any
component directly above another.
7. All wiring and cables was to he either
inside the cabinets or within the
walls.
8. All components were to be shock
mounted with vibration isolators.
9. All controls were to be conveniently
located on one panel so that they
could be comfortably manipulated
from a sitting or standing position.
6. No single

Fig.

26

1. Wall -hung system finished in coral and blue formica and trimmed with
aluminum provides for phono, tuner, amp -preamp, and the tape recorder.

It seemed, at first, that an impossible
task was outlined here. The ensuing description will endeavor to show how the
final design complied with the given circumstances.
Both cabinets are wall hung by using
hanger bolts anchored in the wall studs.
These fit through holes in the backs of
the cabinets which are fastened to them
with winguuts and wide washers. For the
AUDIO
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Fig. 3. Interior of tape recorder compartment, showing

position of flush- enclosed

light.
top cabinet containing the Concertone neath the cabinet. This raises the full
tape transport, the finish is sixteen coats length piano hinge pin enough so that it
of automobile lacquer, turquoise in color. can be grasped from above and comAccess to the deck is through a brushed
pletely removed. Since the construction
aluminum "Flexdoor" (Figs. 1 and 2), of this cabinet is of a closed nature the
which, when completely opened, activates
a flush enclosed light illuminating the
entire face of the deck (Fig. 3). By moving the Flexdoor just i -in. from the
completely opened position the light can
be extinguished with still enough space
to operate the tape recorder. The deck
is mounted in its own door frame fastened to a piano hinge and can be disengaged so that it swings out for minor
servicing and maintenance simply by rotating the lock knob 180 deg. (Fig. 4).
For major servicing the entire door containing the deck can be removed from
the cabinet by pushing a latch under-

panel is set back 1 in. by the use of a
return of that dimension. This cuts down
on the possibility of the control knobs
being brushed against accidentally
thereby throwing them out of adjustment.
In order to expose the turntable, a
sliding panel of "wood terrazzo" slides
to the left and at the extreme open position turns on a shielded tubular light
inside the turntable cavity, (Figs. 2 and
5). The lamp is in a swivel- mounted
socket which swings out to simplify replacement. The far end of the lamp is
held in position by a spring- loaded clip
fastened to the inside of the cavity.
The wood- terrazzo panel, the bottom
of which is completely lined with felt,
maintains its alignment through the design of the front aluminum moulding
which grasps the return at the front and
a bearing -surface-equipped channel at
the rear of the top of the cabinet. The
panel acts also as a switch similar to the
Flexdoor on the transport enclosure so
that the turntable may he run with the
light off.
To do any kind of maintenance on the
components within this enclosure, the entire top is removed. A special slide latch
is located inside at the turntable end of
the enclosure. By releasing this latch and
lifting and pulling slightly on the cabinet
top an interlock at the other end is disengaged and the entire piece can be removed and hung on the door, (Fig. 6),
out of the way leaving the interior with
all the components completely accessible.
Power coming into the unit goes first
through a main circuit breaker, then to
a concealed main power switch located
(Continued on page 53)

Fig. 5. Sliding "wocd terrazzo" panel
covers phono compartment when desired, and when slid aside turns on light.

Fig. 4. Tape compartment door open for
necessary servicing. Note lamp raised
above top of cabinet for easy changing.

AUDIO

manner of changing the 12 -in. 40 -watt
Lumiline lamp is by way of a socket bar
sliding in a vertical track with a spring
tension on the cabling so that it does not
foul the Flexdoor while it is in the working position. The socket bar is topped
by a disk which rests flush with the top
of the cabinet (see Figs. 3 and 4). The
cabling from the deck goes through a
roller equipped opening in the cabinet
back, (Fig. 4), through the wall and
down to a similar opening leading to the
main cabinet and then plugged into the
tape preamap. An ample opening is provided at the bottom of the transport
cabinet with a corresponding one of perforated metal installed flush at the top.
Formica was the material chosen as
the covering of the main cabinet -white
on front and the remainder coral. The

JULY, 1960

Fig. 6. Simplifying maintenance, the entire top panel may be removed to provide access to all components. Hanging
it on interior of closet door avoids damage and keeps it out of the way.
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More About Tape Heads
Tape recorder performance depends very largely on the quality of the heads. Understanding
their functioning and the factors which affect their performance will aid in selecting a recorder.

HERMAN BURSTEIN`
\N EARLIER ARTICLE in

IN

"11ow Many Heads

this series

-

for the Tape Re-

corder?"-tape heads were discussed
principally in terms of their functions,
relating to the advantages and disadvantages of using separate heads for
record and playback or of using a single
head for both purposes. In the present
article, at the risk of a slight amount of
repetition, we should like to go deeper
into the subject of how the heads operate. It may be pointed out that while a
230 Twin Lane E., Wantagh, N. Y.

good deal has appeared in the popular
electronics literature to explain the operation of phonograph cartridges, comparatively little has been said about their
important counterpart, tape heads. Yet
a basic understanding of the playback
head, as well as of the record and erase
heads, can prove of substantial value to
the audiofan concerned with the purchase of a tape machine, with replacing
heads, with maintenawe, or with simple

repairs.
In most home maekines the sanie head
is used for both recording and playback.
However, to facilitate discussion, we

BACK GAP
CLOSED)

LAMINATED CORE

WINDING
(ON A BOBBIN)

WINDING
(ON A BOBBIN)

c.

FRONT GAP

(IN CONTACT WITH

THE TAPE)

Fig. 2. Construction of a laminated tape

head.
WINDING

shall speak of record and playback heads
as separate units.
BOBBIN (OR INSULATING MATERIAL)

MAGNETIC CORE

SHIM (NON -MAGNETIC
MATERIAL SEPARATING
THE GAP EDGES)

TRAILING EDGE OF GAP
TAPE

DIRECTION OF TRAVEL

GAP HEIGHT
(PERPENDICULAR
TO LENGTH OF
THE TAPE)

H

GAP WIDTH

GAP (VASTLY ENLARGED)

Fig. 1. Basic structure of the tape head.

Structure of the Heads

Record, playback, and erase heads all
have three basic elements, shown in Fig.
1: a core of magnetic material, a gap
in the core, and a winding around the
core. The head is enclosed in a protective housing made partly of magnetic
material to prevent the coil from picking
up hunt from external sources such as

motors and transformers.
The tape and the head make contact
at the gap. In the case of the record and
erase heads, a magnetic field passing
through the core enters the tape at the
gap and either causes a signal to be recorded on the tape or erases a previously
existing signal. In the case of the playback head, a magnetic field on the tape
enters the core through the gap.
Cores are sometimes laminated, as in
Fig. 2, and sometimes non -laminated, as
in Fig. 3. The better, and usually more

AUDIO
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$495
Ampex lowers prices more than 20% on these famous recorders !
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NEW PRICES EFFECTIVE JULY 1I, 1950. AMPEX AUDIO COMPANY, SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA
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FRONT GAP
(CONTACTS THE TAPE)

CORE PIECE

J1L

CORE PIECE

WINDING
(INSULATED
FROM CORE)

BACK GAP CLOSED

Fig. 3. Construction of a non -laminated

tape head.

expensive, heads are generally laminated
and have more signal output because
they contain a greater volume of magnetic material. The laminations reduce
certain magnetic losses (eddy- current
losses), which can produce an appreciable drop in treble response.
For maximum efficiency and to cancel
hum, most heads employ two windings,
one on either side of the gap, as in Fig.
2. In a playback (or record -playback)
head the windings are connected in
series for maximum voltage, output,
which is the important thing in playback in order to keep the signal level
well above the noise and hum produced
by the tape playback amplifier. In the
case of record and erase heads, however,
the windings are usually connected in
parallel, because maximum current-carrying ability then becomes the important consideration in achieving efficient
operation. This is the kind of thing to
keep in mind if one is replacing a head
and has the option of wiring the windings in series or parallel. Figure 4 illustrates the series connection, and Fig. 5
the parallel one.
The playback head should have a large

3

S

INA

-

5-H«
4

OUTPUT

Fig. 4. Series connection of dual windings.

number of winding turns in order to
produce high signal output, which inceases with number of turns. The record and erase heads, on the other hand,
should have a relatively small number
of turns to permit the easy passage of
current through the winding. This is one
of the conflicts involved in using the
same head for recording and playback.
The playback head must have a very
narrow gap in order to reproduce the
high frequencies. Recording, however,
does not require a narrow gap. While
successful recording is possible with the
extremely fine gaps used for playback,
some as narrow as .00009 in., a relatively
wider gap, about .0005 in., tends to be
optimum. Erasure definitely requires a
wide gap, about .0005 to .001 in. Thus
the magnetic field emanating from the
core can span a substantial portion of
the tape and erase effectively.
Operation of the Record Head

Figure

6

illustrates what happens

when audio current is fed to the wind-

OUTPUT

Fig. 5. Parallel connection of dual windings.

ing of the record head. This current produces a magnetic field in the core. Since
the tape bridges the gap in the core,
the magnetic field flows through the tape,
which offers less resistance to this field
than does the gap. The tape becomes
magnetized in accordance with the variations of audio current. This magnetization continues until the instant the tape
leaves the trailing edge of the gap (see
Fig. 1); the magnetization remaining
on the tape corresponds to the tape's
magnetic condition at this instant. For
optimum results, the trailing edge must
be as straight and sharp as possible.
Here is one of the principal differences
between mediocre and high- quality heads.
The amount of audio signal that can
be fed to a record head before tape distortion becomes excessive -about 3 per
cent harmonic distortion -varies among
heads of different manufacture. Should
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Fig. 6. Operation of the record head.

you substitute a head of a different
brand for the one you have now, this
factor must be taken into account. The
manufacturer of the head can supply information on how much signal may be
fed to the head and how this can be
measured by the service technician or
possibly yourself.
When audio current is fed to the record head, a high-frequency current,
called bias, is also fed to the head, as
shown in Fig. 7. Bias current plays a
role analogous to that of a catalytic
agent in a chemical process. In the absence of bias current, distortion on the
tape would be intolerable and the signal
level recorded on the tape would be very
low. Up to a point, which ordinarily is
not reached at 7.5 ips and lower speeds,
the greater the bias current the less is
the distortion. It might seem, therefore,
that one merely has to crank up the bias
current until distortion is at a minimum.
Unfortunately, bias current makes the
record head behave in the same manner
as an erase head, particularly at high
frequencies. In short, excessive bias
spoils treble response. Therefore bias
current must be chosen so as to achieve
a satisfactory combination of good
treble and low distortion.
AUDIO CURRENT
RECORD
HEAD
DRIVER

RECORD
HEAD

HIGH-FREQUENCY

BIAS

OSCILLATOR

BIAS CURRENT

Fig. 7. Supplying audio and bias current to the record head.
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playback quality
is only half the
Bogen- Presto story!

BOGEN -PRESTO
studio -standard turntables
Consider the record you are about to hear. The original
recording may very well have been made with a Presto
professional tape recorder. It is also likely that the master
was made on a Presto disc recorder, using a Presto turntable, a Presto recording lathe and a Presto cutting head.
Presto has been serving the recording and broadcast
industries for many years, and is the only manufacturer
of both -professional tape and disc recording equipment.
It's logical that the people who make the equipment
that puts the quality into the records-are most likely to
make equipment that will preserve this quality in playback. Which is probably why there are so many Presto
turntables in professional use.
The quality of a modern home music system need be
no different from that of a professional studio. The same
records are played, and the quality of the amplifier and
speaker components can be quite comparable. Bogen Presto offers you this professional studio quality in the
record playback equipment, as well.
Whatever other equipment you now own, the addition
of a Bogen -Presto turntable and arm will produce an
immediate and marked improvement in the playback
quality of your stereo and monophonic records. And you
will find the compactness of these

-

eBOGEN -PRESTO COMPANY

IN

P.

-

Professional Tone -Arm, $24.95.
Speeds continuously variable
-click -stops for 16, 33iá, 45 and 78 rpm
4 -pole heavy-duty motor -heavy steel
B60
turntable- cueing device automatically raises
and lowers arm to assure gentle contact between stylus
and record groove. With modified PAl Studio Arm, $49.95
MODEL B61 731 pound non -ferrous, turntable- otherwise identical to Model 1360. With modified PAl Studio Arm, $54.95.
All prices are slightly higher in West
See your high fidelity dealer or
write for illustrated catalog describSERVES THE NATION WITH BETTER SOUND
INDUSTRY. EDUCATION, THE STUDIO AND IN THE HOME. ing complete turntable line. Dept. A -7
MODEL PA1
MODEL B60

-

BOGEN -PRESTO

units particularly convenient
where space is limited.

Here are some of the Bogen- Presto turntables:
MODEL TT4 ( illustrated above ) 3 speeds
precision -ground
aluminum turntable planetary, inner-rim drive independent
idler for each speed hysteresis- synchronous motor positive
smooth lever -operated speed change
turntable shaft automatically distributes cylinder -wall lubricant for friction -free
motion
built -in strobe disc 'snap -action 45 rpm record
spindle
'radial -ridged' mat for improved record
traction and ease in cleaning. Less arm, $99.50.
MODEL 1T5 Powered by heavy -duty, recording type hysteresis -synchronous motor
otherwise identical to TT4. Less arm, $129.50.
MODEL TT3 Single speed ( 33X rpm ) -belt 1T3
driven by hysteresis- synchronous motor
-same turntable material and shaft bearing design as TT4 and TT5.
Less arm, $59.95.
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(A) MAGNETIC GAP

=

/4

X

(B)

MAGNETIC GAP

=

1/1

X

and straighter the edges of the gap, the
less is the difference between the magnetic width and the physical width of the
gap. In a high -quality head, the magnetic gap will tend to be about 10 per
cent greater than the physical width. In
a poor head, the difference may be much
greater than this. It can be understood,
therefore, why it is possible for a good
head with a physical gap of .00015 in. to
achieve better high- frequency response
in playback than a poor one with a gap

(C) GAP = 1X

RELATIVE
VALUE OF
RECORDED

FLUX

NNW
MAGNETIC GAP WIDTH

Fig. 10. Magnetic potentials scanned by the gap of a playback head for three wavelengths, (A), (B), and (C), at different phases of the waveform, (1), (2), and (3).

-

The bias frequency and the harmonics
of the audio frequency tend to "clash"
beat is the technical term-resulting in
audible noises. To minimize this, the
bias frequency should he at least four or
five times the highest audio frequencies
that the tape machine is capable of recording with moderate losses. Thus if
the upper limit is 12,000 cps, the bias
frequency should be at least 50,000 to
60,000 cps. Before purchasing a tape recorder, it pays to check what the specifications say about bias frequency.

tions in magnetic field representing high
frequencies induce a greater voltage than
do the variations representing low frequencies.
The narrower the gap, the more exPEAK

^ESONANT
,a-RESPONSE

5

HEAD

DUE TO

INDUCTANCE

AND SHUNT

O

CAPACITANCE
FREQUENCY

(A)

WINDING

Operation of the Playback Head

RESISTANCE
R

Operation of the playback head is essentially the converse of the record head.
The magnetic field on the tape enters one
gap edge, flows through the core, and
comes out the other edge to re -enter the
tape. The field passing through the core
induces a voltage in the winding, which
is then fed to the playback amplifier.
Assuming that all frequencies are recorded at equal strength on a tape, it is
in the nature of a playback head to produce increasing voltage output as frequency rises. As frequency doubles (goes
up one octave), head output also doubles (increases 6 db). Hence the rising

characteristic of the head is termed a
6 -db- per-octave line. The rise continues
until treble losses due to gap width take
effect. The net result is shown in Fig. 8,
based on a tape speed of 7.5 ips, a gap
width of .00025 in., and the assumption
of signals of equal strength on the tape
at all frequencies.
Why does head output increase with
frequency? A voltage is induced in the
winding as the result of a changing magnetic field. The greater the number of
changes per second, the greater is the
induced voltage. The field is that which
flows from the tape into the core of the
head. This field changes along the tape
in correspondence with the audio signal
that was recorded. A high -frequency signal entails more changes (cycles) per
second, or per inch of tape, than a low frequency signal. Therefore the varia-

WINDING
INDUCTANCE

HEAD OUTPUT
SIGNAL (ZERO
IMPEDANCE
GENERATOR)

OUTPUT TO TAPE
PLAYBACK PREAMP
SHUNT CAPACITANCE,

MINDING

CAPACITANCE,

CABLE CAPACITANCE, AND
INPUT CAPACITANCE OF
TAPE PLAYBACK AWL.)
(B)

Fig. 11. Effect of shunt capacitance upon
playback -head output. A shows fre-

quency response characteristic and (B)
is the electrical equivalent circuit of
the head.

tended is the treble response of the playback head at any given tape speed. ]f
tape speed is reduced, the gap must be
proportionately narrower to maintain
treble. Thus at 3.75 ips the gap must be
half as wide as at 7.5 ips for equally
good performance at the high end.
Whereas a head with a gap of .0002 t,,
.00025 in. is considered adequate for reproducing a tape at 7.5 ips, a gap of
about .0001 in. is called for at 3.75 ips.
An approximation to the useful frequency response of a playback head is
given by the formula f = S /2G, where f
is frequency in cps, S is tape speed in
ips, and G is gap width stated as a fraction of an inch. Thus at 7.5 ips a gap
width of .00025 in., according to this formula, indicates useful response to about
15,000 cps.
The formula allows for the fact that
"magnetic" width of the gap tends to he
somewhat greater than the physical dimensions of the gap, thereby reducing
high -frequency response. The sharper
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of, say, .0001 in.
Table 1 shows the approximate upper
response limit for the gap widths most
commonly encountered, at the tape
speeds in common use. An important
note of caution is in order here. The
table only shows the maximum frequency
that a head can play back. This does not
signify that such a frequency can necessarily be recorded at the indicatetd
speeds. There are severe recording losses
that impose a limit on treble response;
the higher the frequency or the slower
the tape speed, the greater is the recording loss. To illustrate, the table shows
that at 3.75 ips a modern head with a
.00009 in. gap permits response to about
21,000 cps. However, high -frequency
losses in recording are so great at this
speed as to prevent such extended response in the present state of the art.
(On the other hand, continued progress
in the audio art may permit recording to
20,000 cps at 3.75 ips in a few years.)
Why does successful reproduction of
the high frequencies require a harrow
gap i To provide the basis for the answer, let us consider Fig. 9, which shows
that when a sine wave is recorded on
tape, this is equivalent to arranging the
magnetic coating into a series of bar
magnets. Each bar corresponds to half of
a sine wave, and it has a north pole and
a south pole. When a low frequency is

12. Magnetization experienced by
tape particle during the erase process.

Fig.
a

recorded, comparatively few bar magnets
are recorded on each inch of tape. When
a high frequency is recorded, many bar
magnets are recorded in the same space;
or, to put it differently, the magnets become shorter. In technical terms, the recorded wavelength is long at low frequencies and short at high frequencies.
Figure 9 shows the gap of the playback head in contact with the equivalent
AUDIO
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acoustic suspension loudspeakers*
o

U. S. Patent 2,775,309, issued to Acoustic Research, Inc.

high fidelity

(John H. Newitt, former staff member, MIT)

"One of the most unusual features is that a very small size enclosure
is not only permissible but is actually desirable ... the small
cabinet just happens to be a desirable by- product of the over -all plan
to obtain a linear suspension ...
"These small units are, therefore, equal to or better than two large
woofers that require cabinets many times the size of the
acoustic suspension unit."

HIeFI
"In terms of bass response, these [acoustic suspension] speakers
represent a phenomenal improvement in the state of the art."

STEREO.

RI-F1960

(H. H. Fantel, associate editor, HiFi /Stereo Review)

"A major breakthrough in the theory of loudspeaker design...
It should be noted that the compactness of acoustic suspension

speakers is not the result of compromise."

POPULAR

SCIENCE

(Robert Gorman)

"The bomb that is still shaking the loudspeaker industry was dropped
by ... Acoustic Research, Inc....
"The AR speakers created an immediate sensation in the audio world.
They won rave notices from music critics and were adopted as a
reference standard for bass reproduction by several independent
testing laboratories."

AR-2a $122
(Speakers are shown
with grille cloths
removed)
Prices shown vary slightly. according to finish.
5% higher in the West and deep South.

The speakers shown above may be heard at AR's permanent display, the AR Music Room on the
west balcony of Grand Central Terminal, New York City. Literature on any or all of these models
is available on request.

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC.

AUDIO

24 Thorndlke St.

Cambridge 41, M
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bar magnets on the tape. As the suecession of magnets go by the head, they
present a changing magnetic field, which
induces a voltage in the winding of the
head. However, it is not enough that
there be a changing magnetic field. it is
also necessary that there he a difference
in the magnetic intensity of the field at
each edge of the gap. As shown, one
edge of the gap is half -way between the
north and south poles of the first bar
magnet, whereas the other edge is nearer
to the south pole. Hence there is a difference in magnetic intensity, called a
magnetic potential.
If frequency increases sufficiently,
meaning if the recorded wavelength
grows short enough, a magnetic potential will no longer be presented to the
gap. This happens when the (magnetic)
gap width becomes equal to one wavelength. When there is no magnetic potential acrd >s the gap, the head produces
no signal output. Output of the playback
head falls very rapidly as gap width approaches one wavelength.
This can be clarified with the aid of
Fig. 10. This shows the relationship of
the gap width to three successively higher
recorded frequencies; i.e., to three successive- shorter wavelengths. In (A), the
gap is equal to } wavelength; in (B), to
} wavelength; in (C), to 1 wavelength.
It may be seen in (A) and (B) that a
magnetic potential will appear across the
gap of the playback as various portions
of waveform pass the gap. In (C), however, no matter where the gap is in relation to the waveform, both edges of the
gap are always at the same stage of the
waveform, so that a magnetic potential
never develops aerors the gap. Hence the

head delivers no signal.
The narrower the gap, the higher is
the frequency at which the gap approaches one wavelength. Therefore the
point at which response begins to fall off
is moved upward in the frequency range.
Record -playback heads and, particularly, heads intended only for playback
have a large number of turns in order to
maximize signal output. This raises a
problem of treble losses due to capacitance across the head, such as the capacitance added bv the cable from the
head to the plavbaek amplifier, and the
input capacitance of the amplifier. Moreover, the winding itself has capacitance,
namely that between turns of the coil;
the more turns, the greater is the winding capacitance. As shown at (B) in Fig.
11, the inductance of the playback head
and the total shunt.capaeitance (of the
winding, the cable between the head and
the playback amplifier, and the ampli lier) form a low-pass filter, producing a
decline in treble response beyond the
resonant frequency determined by the
values of the winding inductance and of
the shunt capacitance. The greater the
winding inductance, which increases with
turns, and the greater the shunt capacitance, the lower is the frequency at which
the treble drop begins. This frequency
can occur within the audio range. To
minimize the danger of substantial treble
loss, the cable from the head to the tape
amplifier should he of minimum length
and minimum capacitance per foot.
On the other hand, the resonant peak
produced by the head inductance and
shunt capacitance, shown at (A) in Fig.
11. can be put to work to improve treble
IOnse. This is done by adjusting the

TABLE

1

APPROXIMATE TRE3LE RESPONSE LIMITS FOR VARIOUS GAP
WIDTHS AT TAPE SPEEDS IN COMMON USE
GAP WIDTH

SPEED

ips

15

7.5
3.75
1.875

.0005

.000_5

00020

15,000
7,500
3,750
1,875

30,000
15,000
7,500
3,750

37,500
18,750
9,375
4,700

.000

50,000
25,000
12,500
6,250

83,000
41,700
20,800
10,400

cps
cps
cps
cps

4

shunt capacitance so that the peak occurs at a suitable point, say at about
14,000 or 15,000 cps. Thereby response
is given a lift at the top end of the useful
audio range, with the fall -off occurring
beyond 15,000 caps, where it does little
or no harm. For the purpose of so adjusting the shunt capacitance, manufacturers of tape machines sometimes place
a capacitor of proper value across the
tape plavbaek hotel.
Operation of the Erase Head
The erase head is powered by a high frequency current, generally obtained
from the same oscillator that supplies
bias current to the record head. Figure
1: illustrates what happens to a given
particle of tape in the erasing process.
At first the particle is heavily magnetized in a given "direction" -say, with
its north pole On the right. This destroys

Fig. 9. Equivalent

bar magnets produced

by a sine wave recorded on tape.

any previously existing magnetic pattern
on the tape. A brief instant later, the
particle is magnetized in the opposite
direction, with its north pole to the left.
These alternate magnetizations grow
weaker and weaker is the particle recedes
from the head, until the magnetization
reaches zero or very close to zero.
Since the erase head is powered by the
same oscillator that supplies bias to the
record head, the frequency of the erase
current is typically between 30,000 and
100,000 cps. Erasure tends to be less
effective at the higher frequencies. Therefore it would he desirable to use a low
erase frequency, for example 30,000
ceps. But this conflicts with, and must
give way to, the desirability of a high
bias frequency for recording purposes,
namely to avoid audible beats between
the bias frequency and the upper harmonics of the audio signals. Consequently the erase frequency tends to be
upward of 50,000 cps.
A few of the least expensive home machines employ a permanent magnet instead of the electromagnetic type of erase
head just described. The basic principle
of operation is the same. A series of two
or three magnets, in one housing, alternately differ in magnetic polarity. They
subject the tape to a changing magnetic
field, and one that gradually decreases
in strength, as the tape moves past and
(Continued on page 57)
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SONY

Offers the utmost in quality

Condenser

Microphone
C -37

A

Designed to meet exacting professional standards where utmost
performance, dependability and fidelity is essential.
The exceptionally smooth frequency response of 20-20,000 CPS*
is completely free of resonant peaks and dips.
Unidirectional and omnidirectional : Maximum front to back sensitivity of
more than 15 db provides unequalled Cardioid pattern.
Output Impedance
200 ohms balanced
Output Level
Uni directional -50 db
Omnidirectional -52 db
Actual anechoed response curve and descriptive brochure available upon
request
:

CP -2 POWER SUPPLY

:

Custom matched to each microphone

O N Y CR-4

!

RADIO Wireless MICROPHONE

a complete professional wireless microphone with an all-transistor
dynamic leveller microphone and ar 8-tube FM receiver.

The Sony model CR -4 is
FM

transmitter,

a

TRANSMITTER
Sell powered with

RECEIVER
2

inexpensive miniature

batteries
Detachable small dynamic microphone
Can be held, used as levaher, or concealed
Flexible, detachable antenna
No FCC license is required

Small size and lightweight. very attractive
for desk use
Nigh sensitivity and low noise
Squelch circuit for eli min ahon of inter
Terence
Neon light for selective

Built-in
control

monitor

tuning

speaker

with

.o

For free descriptive literature and nome of
nearest franchised dealer in U.S. write:

SUPERSCOPE, Inc., Audio Electronics Division /Sun Volley, Californio
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DYNAKIT

PAS -2
STEREO PREAMPLIFIER
Many of the readers of these colunn:.j
are intensely interested in various types of
kits for several reasons. Primarily, it is
possible to save an appreciable amount of
money by assembling a kit rather than purchasing a, factory -built model. But in addition to that there are several other reasons
-some of them are important to one group
of hobbyists and others are important to
another group. For instance, it is possible
for the kit builder to plan in advance for
the specific applications he demands of his
installation (of which, more later), and
he may make certain modifications in the
physical layout to enable the completed
unit to fit into his decor more suitably.
A high degree of engineering must go
into a kit to make it almost impossible for
the novice to build a unit which does not
perform according to the specifications.
This must apply to any kit that stays on
the market for any length of time, for if
the constructor spends his money for the
kit and his time in putting it together, it
had better work or someone is going to
hear about it.
The Dynakit Stereo Preamplifier, Model
PAS -2, is housed in a vinyl- covered steel
case 4 in. high, 13 in. wide, and S in. deep,
and provides practically any control facility required. There are four slide switches
and eight knobs on the panel, as seen in
Fig. 1. The left knob is the input selector,
with positions for phono, tape head, "special," FM -AM, FM- multiplex, and spare.
The next knob is the volume- loudness control, with a slide switch below it which
cuts in the compensation when desired. The

two center knobs control the mode of operation, with the upper one combining the
usual mono- stereo switching with a blend
control in an unusual manner, and the lower
serving as a conventional balance control.

The switch has three stereo positions,
marked with a long rectangle, a medium
rectangle, and a short rectangle respectively, and three mono positions. The rectangles indicate the size of the "stereo
stage," with the smaller rectangles indicating a narrower source which is done by
feeding graduated amounts of signal from
the opposite channel. The next two knobs
are tone controls for the left channel, while
the last two control the tone in the right
channel. From left to right the four slide
switches control tape monitor, loudness
compensation, scratch filter, and power.
On the back panel there are nine phono
jacks for each channel: three are for low level inputs from phono, tape head, and
"special," tour are high -level inputs from
FM -AM, F\1- multiplex, spare, and tape
amplifier; and the remaining jacks provide
tape feed and audio 'outputs. Four a.c. receptacles are provided, two being switched
from the power switch on the front panel,
and two remaining "hot" all the time.
The "special" input deserves sonic mention. This jack may be wired to serve on
a second phono input, thus making it convenient to use for both turntable and
changer, in conjunction with the normal
phono jack. It may be wired as a flat preamp to accommodate a dynamic or velocity
microphone, or it may be used as a separate
mono input to the two channels individually, using the mode switch to mix them
together. Other functions can be accommodated by making suitable connections or

Fig. 1. Dynakit stereo preamplifier, Model PAS -2.

by adding the required equalization.
The unit has a self -contained power supply which provides well filtered d.c. for the
plate circuits as well as 24 volts d.c. for
the heaters. The circuit uses a similar arrangement to that employed in the mono

preamp kit.
The two amplifier channels are essentially
identical, and each consists of a 12AX7 as
a preamp stage which employs feedback
from the plate of the second section to the
cathode of the first for equalization. The
outputs are fed back to the selector switch,
and the chosen input is fed through the
tape monitor switch to the mode switch,
thence to the balance control and to the
ganged volume -loudness control, with the
arm of the volume control feeding the grid
of one section of the second 12AX7, and
its plate, in turn, feeds the grid of the
final 12AX7 section through the scratch
filter. The output of this last tube section
is fed through the tone -control network to
the output jack. Tone control is effected by
a feedback network from the output plate
to the cathode of the first section.
Performance

This unit is exceptionally quiet in operation, and the kit we constructed -about an
eight -hour job, it happens-measured completely in accordance with the specifications. With the volume control set for a
1 -volt output and a phono input of 10 mv,
hum and noise measured 74 db below 1
volt; with the volume control wide open
which would give a 1 -volt output for a 1.1mv input -the hum and noise was 60 db
below 1 volt, which is exceptionally good.
On high -level inputs, regardless of time
volume- control setting, the noise figure of
74 db below 1 volt was also obtained. We
had previously wired the "special" input
to accommodate a microphone, and for a
1 -volt output the mike input was measured
at 1.3 mv; for time same output from tape
head, the input was 1.9 mv. At a 1 -volt
audio output, the tape -feed output measured 0.12 volts, and on the high -level inputs
a signal of 0.121 volts gave the reference
output signal.
At 5 volts output, the harmonic distortion measured 0.13 per cent at 50, 100, and
1000 cps, and 0.11 per cent at 5000 and
10,000 cps. The test oscillator distortion
was 0.1.2 at 50 cps, 0.11 at 100, .07 at
1000, .04 at 5000, and .06 at 10,000 cps,
so it is obvious that most of the measured
distortion came from the source signal.
Phono equalization was within ± 1 db
front RIAA throughout the range, and
tape -head equalization fitted the NAB curve
for 74 ips within 2 db throughout. The
tone controls provided equalizations of + 16
and 14 db at 50 cps and +10 and 13
db at 10,000 cps respectively. Crosstalk be56 db at 1000
tween channels measured
cps with an output of 1 volt on one channel; with the "blend" control in the mid
position the channel separation was 25 db,
and in the narrow position the separation
measured 16 db.
The kit builds very easily since most of
the difficult work is already done in the
form of two printed -circuit panels which
come with all the parts mounted and soldered in place. The instructions are simple
and thoroughly adequate, and anyone
should be able to do a creditable job in a
reasonably short time.
In listening quality the unit is excellent,
the control tapers provide smooth operation, and it may be said to be completely
humless. Its neatness and compactness will
make the PAS -2 fit easily into almost
G -24
any decor.

-
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good music

Now you can enjoy

OUTDOORS

with the new

BOZAK M -108
MEVIRPECX)6

a-darge

,ems.>

-a

.«

weatherproof speaker that brings you fine
This is a real breakthrough
quality, realistic, full-range music outdoors! Nothing like it has ever been offered
to the public!

When you hear the Bozak M -108 you'll be amazed by the clean, true
bass, the smooth midrange, and the singing highs-all from a single 8 -inch
cone -type speaker. Transient response is extraordinarily good. Much research and
work have gone into this unit, in order to give its sound the carrying characteristic needed for outdoors, and yet keep it thoroughly pleasing and satisfying to
the musically trained ear.

You'll be further pleased by the simple installationrequirements. Large
volume enclosure is not needed. The speaker works beautifully from a bookshelf size box or mounted on a plywood panel. The profile is shallow to permit mounting
the speaker in a wall, between studding. The entire unit, cone and all, is fully
weatherproof. You can install it practically anywhere; an endless variety of exciting outdoor sound possibilities are available to you.
Final bit of good news-the Bozak M -108 carries a very modest price
tag! A single speaker is more than adequate to provide brilliant music to an
area such as patio or swimming pool. If you have a stereo system, you can extend
its advantages outdoors for a surprisingly small investment.

Available soon at your Bozak Franchised Dealer.

DARIEN, CONN.
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to take the amplifier out to the beach. For
public address work from a car it would
be ideal, but of course Transis -Tronics,
Inc. makes amplifiers for just this purpose.
It would be very easy, however, to stage a
street dance with a TEC -25, two loudspeakers, and a pocket transistor portable radio
if you are in receiving distance from any
of the popular -music stations.

Fig. 2. Transis -Tronics' new all- transistor power amplifier -25 watts in
each channel

and a two -year guarantee.

TRANSISTORIZED STEREO
AMPLIFIER, MODEL TEC -25

is direct coupled to the fifth, which in

The lint all -transistor amplifier that we
have had the opportunity of testing and
observing in action is the new TEC -25 by
Transis- Tronics, Inc., and after testing a
number of conventional :amplifiers of high
power, we are inclined to say that the
summer is the time for transistor units
they do not give off a few hundred watts
of heat. The TEC -25 employs transistors
for every amplifier function and solid -state
(in this case, silicon) rectifier when operating from the a.c. line.
Handsome in appearance, the TEC -25
employs five 2N321's, one 2N1136, and two
2N1136A's in each channel to provide an
output of 25 watts steady-state, and 34
watts of music -power output. One of its
greatest advantages is the complete lack of
heat from the unit under normal operating
conditions-we left it on for 48 hours and
it remained at room temperature. Of course,
if a maximum signal liad been applied to
it for that time, there would have been
some heat from the output stage, but a
steady 25 -watt output is rarely called for in

-

any hi -fi installation.
Circuitry

From the very nature of transistor circuitry, it is fairly normal practice to employ the entire amplifier for every function,
attenuating the high -level signals at the
input so that all levels at the first transistor
are approximately the sanie. In the TEC -25,
the selector switch provides for a wide
variety of combinations of the sixteen inputs. Switch positions are provided for
TV -TV, Ali -AM, AM -FM, FM -FM. photo
1, phono 2, tape head, microphone, and
"aux." The function switch follows, and
provides for stereo, stereo reverse, mono A,
mono B, and mono A + B. The output of
the function switch feeds through the rumble filter to the first transistor which is
direct coupled to the second, both being
2N321's. The various equalizations are provided by a feedback network from the collector of the second transistor to the emitter
circuit of the first. Passing through the
tone -control network, the signal next
reaches the base of the third 2N321 where
it is again amplified and fed to the volume- loudness control, with the contour
switch adding compensation to the control
in the loudness position. The arm of the
volume control feeds the next 2N321
through a receptacle which permits the use
of a remote volume control to provide for
adjustment of volume and balance from a
listening position. A series pot in the circuit permits level adjustment from the rear
panel so as to compensate for different
loudspeaker efficiencies. The fourth 2N321

turn

feeds the 2N1136 driver, and it is transformer coupled to a pair of 2N1136A's in
the output stage. Load matching is provided by an auto transformer or tapped
inductance connected between the emitters
of the two output transistors, and provide
for load impedances of4, 8, and 16 ohms. A
phase switch interchanges the connections
of the output stage emitters in the 'A"
channel only.
The tone control circuit is a version of
the desirable Baxandall arrangement which
performs the required shaping of the curves
by the use of an appreciable amount of
feedback. A balance control is provided in
the circuit just ahead of the volume controls, and consists of a potentiometer with
the ends connected to the "tops" of the two
volume controls and the center (A)
grounded. It is somewhat disconcerting to
see circuits which are similar in appearance yet so different in operation from the
conventional vacuum -tube circuits with
which most of us are far more familiar.
But since transistors are current -actuated
devices, we must learn is new mode of circuit. For instance, it seems odd that the
tote controls are 50,000-ohm pots, when we
are so used to components of ten to twenty
times that value. In the power supply filter,
there are 8000 -f of capacitors at the
input, followed by a 1 -ohm filter resistor
and 4000 pf at the point where the driver
transistor is fed.
The a.c. power supply employs a full
wave rectifier operating from a centertapped transformer secondary. When desired, the amplifier may be operated from
12 to 18 volts of battery, making it possible to take your amplifier to the summer
camp or the beach if desired, operating it
from your car battery. The amplifier is
very efficient, and when we made the measurements of power consumption we took
time out to check the calibration of the
a.c. wattmeter. We read 70 watts with both
channels operating at rated power output
and could hardly believe it. The usual a.c.
power consumption for a 25-25 stereo amplifier is more likely to be in the vicinity
of 250 watts, and of course most of this is
radiated into the room as heat, which is
why we expressed a preference for transistorized :amplifiers in the summertime. A
power consumption of 250 watts from a
12 -volt battery- assuming 100 per cent efficiency from the converter to get the 117
volt a.c. -would be something over 2(1 amperes, and few car batteries will stand that
for very long. The TEC-25 draws less than
20 watts at outputs ranging from 1 to 5
watts, and this is less than 2 amperes at
12 volts -which any car battery can stand
for several hours under normal conditions.
At least it does give some idea of transistor
efficiency, even though you may not want
-

-
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Performance
A thorough check of the performance
brought out sonie interesting figures. As to
phono equalization, the curves follow the
RIAA standard within ±1.5 db from 30
to 15,11(10 cps, and a 1 -watt output is obtained from a phono signal of 1.22 mv.
With the volume control set for a 10-my
signal and an output of 1 watt, the hum
and noise measured 63 db below 1 watt,
which is more commonly stated as 77 db
(approximately) below rated output-exceptionally good on the phouo input. A
signal of 0.23 my at the tape -head jack
gave the 1 -watt reference output, with the
same noise level measured when the volume control was set for a 2 -ntv input signal. At the microphone jack, an input signal of 3.6 ntv gave the reference output,
and at the high level inputs an input of
0.83 volts gave the saute 1 -watt output.
The tone controls gave a range from
+ 15 to - 15 db at 100 cps and from
+ 15 to -15 db at 10,000 cps. With the
volume control set at 30 db down from
maximum, the compensation curves showed
a boost of 7.2 db at 100 cps and a boost
of 7.9 db at 10,000 cps. Crosstalk between
the two channels measured -44 db at 1000
cps when one channel was putting out the
rated 25 watts; at 10,000 cps it was -32
db, and at 100 it was - 38 db -due, we
presume, to coupling through the filter
capacitors at the lower frequency, and to
stray capacitances in the wiring at the
higher tone.
At 25 watts output, harmonic distortion
measured 0.72 per cent at 1000 cps, with
the figure dropping to 0.53 per cent at 2

watts output. Intermodulatiou distortion
measured 11.98 per cent at 25 watts, 0.65
per cent at 2 watts.
Among the other features of the TEC -25
are the provision for a A + B output at a

point ahead of the tone controls, which is
where the tape outputs are connected. A
shorting plug in the remote- control receptacle permits normal operation without
this facility when it is not considered necessary or desirable. The unit is equipped with
three a.c. receptacles for additional equipment, and all are switched. When the amplifier is to be used with battery supply,
the same power switch controls the battery. The a.c. input is fused at 1 ampere,
while the convenience receptacles are fused
at 3 amperes.
The unit is a handsome piece of equipment with black and satin aluminum panel,
aluminum knobs, black perforated cover,
and walnut end pieces. Because of the low
heat given off, it would be perfectly possible to use an FM tuner right on top of
the amplifier-a practice that usually
causes :t lot of drift. There is no noticeable
difference in quality between the sound
from the TEC -25 and any other high quality amplifier
you were not told you
would never know any difference at all unless you noticed that it was exceptionally
"clean." It finally appears that this transistorized amplifier, at least, has finally
"made the grade."
It puts out in excess of 211 watts at 20
cps, and sounds good at both extremes of
the spectrum as well as in the easy -to -get
midrange. It is a delight to use, and the
advantages of transistors are clearly shown
with titis instrument.
Cí-25
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now -a truly compatiblenono- stereo cartridge

empire

108

the first to achieve 1
high fidelity reproduction
from stereo and
monophonic records

High fidelity is still the essential requisite in reproducing sound. And, it has been felt that much of the
quality of high fidelity, was sacrificed in the transition
to stereo. Many also believe that stereo cartridges
have thus far failed to attain the quality already
achieved for mono cartridges.
The development of the Empire 108 proceeded from
the premise that a stereo cartridge must be at least
equal in performance to a fine mono cartridge--even
as to the quality of its reproduction of monophonic
records. For, if a stereo cartridge cannot translate
the simple lateral excursions of monophonic records,
it can hardly be expected to respond to the intricate
movements created in a stereo groove.
The fact that the Empire 108 reproduces stereo as
well as mono records is purely a matter of functional
design. What is most significant is that the quality
superior to
of its reproduction -mono or stereo
much so, that even
any cartridge in the field

-so

-is

au io empire
1075 STEWART AVE.. GARDEN CITY. N. Y.
EXPORT: EMEC, PLAINVIEW. N. Y.
CANADA: ACTIVE RADIO

AUDIO

and records you will
in the quality of reproduction. In fact, the first thing to do in evaluating
a stereo cartridge is to hear how it performs with

with

hear

a monophonic system
a dramatic improvement

mono records.
Empire 108 with .7 mil diamond stylus
Empire 88 with .7 mil diamond stylus

$34.50
$24.50

Empire 98 stereo /balance transcription arm

Whether you select the Empire 88 or Empire 108, you
get the most out of the performance of each when
used in an Empire 98 arm. Any cartridge for that
matter performs best in an Empire 98-the one arm
that achieves dynamic balance -balance in all planes
assuring optimum tracking and stereo /balance.
Empire 98, 12 -inch transcription arm
Empire 98P, 16 -inch transcription arm
At hi -fi dealers. For details write Dept. A -7.

$34.50

$4450

output
Empire 108 specifications: Response: 15 to 20.000 cycles ± 2 db-usable
Output: 8.0 millivolts per channel balanced to ± 1 db
up to 30,000 cycles
Compliance: Vertical and horizontal 6x10'
Channel separation: More than 25 db
Terminals: 4.
Recommended tracking force: 1.5 to 5 grams
cm /dyne

TV LTD.. TORONTO 2. ONT.
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RECORD REVUE
Edward Tatnall Canby

1.

FROM MOZART TO STRAUSS

Mozart, Piano Concerti in B Flat, K, 456,
B Fiat, K. 595. Ingrid Haebler; Vienna
Symphony, C. von Dohnanyi.
Epic BC 1075 stereo
Epic has picked up In Ingrid Haebler one
of the very finest Mozart pianists to appear
In years--a splendid addition to the music of
another and older great lady of Mozart pianism on Epic, Clara Ilaskil. It's odd that
Mozart seems, in our time at least, to be
especially suited to the woman pianist. Perhaps the Steinway Grand has led our menfolk into too much high -sounding Chopin and
Rachmaninoff, where superior muscle and
endurance count strongly. Just as most women drivers don't feel they must race every
traffic light, so, too, the woman Mozart pianists are able to take him for size, without
physically belittling the small sound or
blowing it up to coarseness.
A nice theory, anyhow, but there is no
doubt of the fact of Raebier's exquisitely
shaped and utterly intelligent playing. Every
run, every decorative passage, la as perfectly
laid out as the proverbial row of pearls -and
the analogy is good, too, since it is the
marvelously even shaping of minute gradations of piano tone that make this superb
sound possible.
The general impression of these two works
is a bit on the restrained side. With Haebler,
it Is merely a complete musical understanding and control that does not need flamboyance for expression ; in the orchestral accompaniment there is a slight chasteness and
rigidity that might, perhaps, be the
ductor's lack. Her music has more lifeconin
it than his.

Mozart: String Quartet in B Flat, K. 458
( "The Hunt"). Haydn: Quartet
in D, Op.
76, No. 5. The Claremont String Quartet.
American Society SAS 1005 stereo
This Hew label is fully titled "American

Society Concerts-in-the-Home" and it is produced by Arthur Shimkin Enterprises, Inc.,
for Bell Records, Inc., recorded by Bouree
Productions . . . a typically complex kettle
of fish, if you ask me. Forget It, and note
that the proof of this fish -pudding is in the
eating, which is darned good.
The Claremont Quartet dates front 1954
and was, we are told, acclaimed by the unanimous verdict of press and public. So is every
other organization that gets promoted, these
days. but this one is good -tops,
The Claremont Haydn is about
beautifully played as any Haydn quartetasmusic
I
can think of, bar none. The Mozart is near tops, too; my favorite of all Mozart Quartets is given a careful musical styling, as
well shaped and as knowing as that of the
incomparable Budapest. Only a greater sense
of urgency, a deeper intensity of awareness,
makes the Budapest's performance, over the
years, a bigger one. This Mozart is n hit on
the Haydn side, low in tension where there
might be higher intensity. But It's lovely,
even so.
Bouree's stereo of this string quartet is

`980 Greenwich St., New York

14, N. Y.

Jri

ullt w re ,still iH
triróy area
for you must achieve stereo presence and
roundness, u sense of individual placement,
yet without lining up your four men in an
imaginary straight line. Too much stereo
separation and that's what you get. Too little
separation and your recording is no better
than mono.
Why not in a straight line? Because at
this stage in our musical tradition it Just
seems crazy- quartets don't play that way.
We must still, most of us, visualize
quartet as seated in the usual practical the
positrons, first fiddle left front, cello left rear
. . . though for a record collector
who has
never seen a quartet in action the visualization is purely- arbitrary and a straight -line
image is Just as acceptable. (A quartet
doesn't play that way because the players
must be able to see each other, hear each
other and turn each other's pages at many
crucial momenta.)
Anyhow, for the present I'd place Bouree's
quartet stereo at the top in effectiveness,
and I put the Claremont Quartet right into
the upper echelons, on the basis of this record.
This is one of a set of recordings casually
being called the l 'icnsso series, because the
covers are reproductions of Picasso drawing
minus any lettering-you have to look at
the back to find out what's inside. An odd
idea Slid very nice for art lovers. Buy your
Picasso here, and just throw out the record
if you don't enjoy music.

Haydn: String Quartets in C Minor, G
Minor, Op. 74, Nos.
and 3. Amadeus
Quartet.
Deutsche Grammophon 138072 stereo
1

In direct comparison with

remeltt
Quartet Haydn (above), this Ihtydu from
the
better known Amadeus Quartet is oddly more
formal and just a trace on the academic side.
The difference is not really qualitative
enjoy the new Claremont players, theI
Amadeus has just as much to offer. Theirs,
however, has a higher tension and involvement in the music than Claremont's. They
are a trade grimmer in the serious moments.
more explosive in the light finale music
t

CM

-if

(which is full of meaning and shape, light or
no).
Somehow, the A nm dens group plays
obviously In a "quartetty" manner, somore
to
speak. You are more aware of the quartetness
of the music than in the Claremont recording. Most musical Instruments have their
professional ¡sans of this sort-harpists who
sound harpy, flutists who are almost ostentatiously flute experts, fiddlers whose violin
sounds very violinist le. It isn't really objectionable, and yet it can sometimes he mildly
annoying to those who are neutral
as to
their feelings about various instruments'
special styles and traditions. That's all. The
Amadeus sounds like a quartet working extremely hard to be a very fine quartet-which it undoubtedly is in the highest professional sense. The Claremont players
sound like fouir good string men playing the
music of Haydn, rather genially and at low
-

tension.
The Amadeus recording is at a greater
in a larger space than the Clare mont -undoubtedly, the Amadeus sound 1s

distance and

ao

picked up by one Of the European single position stereo mike techniques (two mikes
built into one housing), whereas the Claremont is without a doubt miked in the American style, via two separate mikes spaced
apart. The Amadeus is a bit on the colorless
side as sound, somewhat dull and slightly
over -blurred (for my American ear). The
Claremont sound is sharper, the instruments
at closer range and with a slightly exagger-

ated distinctness.
Interesting comparison, on various counts.

Mozart: Clarinet Quintet, K. 581; Eine
Kleine Nachtmusik. David Oppenheim,
clarinet; Budapest Quartet, Julius Levine,
bass.

Columbia MS 6127 stereo
Columbia coyly

idtnt ¡ties yl r. tlppenheint
as "no stranger to the Budapest recording
sessions. for he participated in them during
the 1950't¡'. Ile certainly did, as a top
Columbia recording executive, though he is
now elsewhere, a TS producer, Ile was a
clarinetist before he began supervising Colit nibiá s recordings; if I am right, he once
recorded a Bernstein Clarinet Sonata (not
for Columbia) with the great Lenny himself
at the piano.
He is a good clarinetist of the modern
sort, not particularly elegant and not at all
mystical, as was once the classical clarinet
manner. His sense for the music is g.,,sl but
his control is less than ideal; the tone is
relatively earthy and a bit nasal, smacking
just a trace of jazz sound -higher notes that
are brittle and glassy, low notes that take on
a vaguely frog -like quality. Not the sound
Mozart once got, but it is increasingly common today and it does no great damage to
the Mozart Clarinet conception, unless you
are a very pure purist.
The quartet give him superb support in a
close and warm nticrophoning; the clarinet
is off in space, somewhat detached, the way
a French horn sounds in ensemble. Impressive. and It smooths out the tone.
Mozart's familiar little "Night Music"
scents always to be falling between musical
stools, on records. There are the heavily
orchestral versions -the standard way of
playing the music until recently -and they
come through with good effect, if not they
are not exactly authentic to the original.
There are the chamber orchestra versions
and those, as here, which use five solo instruments, one to a part. Mozart didn't
bother to specify what might be best for us,
in 29th century terns.
The music is clear enough, even so. It is
cast in the dirertimrnto style of his day -not
chamber music, not orchestral either, played
freely with groups of various size according
to need. It was a common style then. though
it falls betwixt and between for us. The small
string group is the best bet for recording,
but what really natters is the style of the
playing itself, and here the Budapest falls
down.
If they had done this piece as a straight
chamber work, quartet -style, it might have
had more conviction. But they knew that it
isn't that sort of music -not chamber music
at all. And so they have tried a curiously
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AUDIO FIDELITY RECORDS
presents its NEWEST RELEASES

...

records created through the use of
the most advanced electronic equipment and custom recording techniques. Music played by
outstanding artists and performed in peerless style. Truly the absolute peak of perfection
in high fidelity listening pleasure. Truly the HIGHEST STANDARD IN FIDELITY!

PICTI"IiI:S .1'I'
AN EXHIBITION

AUDIO

AUDIO FIDarTY

I3R.IIIMS
SYMPHONY

01F"ww4

STEREO
COAIKA
:ARIES
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standing addition to Audio
FIRST COMPONENT SERIES.

Fidelitÿsgreat
FCS

50001

THE AUDIO FIDELITY 1st COMPONENT STEREO SERIES
FCS 50,000 FCS STEREO TEST RECORD
FCS50,008 MARCHES FROM OPERAS

FCS50,002 SYMPHONY _6. PATHETIQUE
FCS50,003 SYMPHONIE FANTASTIQUE
FCS 50.005 BOLERO. Ravel: CARMEN SUITE
FCS50.006 ROMEO & JULIET, NUTCRACKER
FCS 50.007 MARCHES FOR CHILDREN

FCS50,009
FCS50,010
FCS 50.011
SUITE FCS50,012
FCS50,013

his

.,0.i

Dla.

Maidon

8 Orchestra

.,4, !, !UGH IID6üT)',w,ne

OrvLnT

BRAHMS SYMPHONY #4 IN E MINOR -OP.
98
The definitive recording -artistically
and technically
of Brahm's Fourth. This
inspired reading by Alfred Wallenstein, captured with perfect faithfulness, is an out-

PICTURES AT AN EXHIBITION
MOUS SORGSKY
RAVEL
.
Ravel's orchestration of the "Pictures" is probably the most
brilliant orchestral tour -de -force in the literature. For the first time it has been done
full justice in this breath-taking FIRST COMPONENT SERIES release.
FCS 50004

-

Co

¡r

MANDOLINO'

í¡in//>¡

/úii,,,

DOUR

shoo

STEREO

Minor, (1p.118

E

e

RUSSIAN MASTERPIECES
SWAN LAKE: SLEEPING BEAUTY
POPULAR OVERTURES
OVERTURE!
STRAUSS WALTZES

MANDOLINO ITALIANO!

,

.

.

A

phenomenal

rendition, great arrangements and fantastic
sound by DICK DIA make this the greatest
recording by a mandolin virtuoso tnat has
ever been created!!! Popular Italian favorites performed in true, scintillating Italian
style. Selections include the popular Sicillian Tarantella, Tango of the Roses, Carnival
of Venice, Santa Lucia, Non Dimenticare,
and Tra Veglia e Sono.
AFLP 1913 /AFSD 5923

SMASH HITS FROM THE AUDIO FIDELITY CATALOG
¡The BRAVE BULLS!

ROME* LOVE
L
'It

III

J:Bet
¡.

-...I.

II MA

.DIXIELAND

AF-

OHNNY PULED AND HIS HARMONICA

...

Here is a lovable little guy
and a zany group in the most dynamic breath -taking display of harmonica mastery, tonal effect and
imaginative arranging that has ever
been recorded. Selections include:
"South Rampart Street Parade ",
"Down Yonder", "Tailgate Ramble',
"Farewell Blues ", "High Society"
AFLP 1830 /AFSD 5830
GANG

...

WITH LOVE
The music
of romantic Rome that comes wafting

THE BRAVE BULLS! Here is the tra-

down the winding streets

bull ring dynamically and superbly
performed by the Banda Taurina, the
original band that plays at Plaza
Mexico, the largest Plaza de Toros
in the world. Selections include: "La
Virgen de la Macarena ", "El Relicario", "Espana Cani ", "Novilleros ",
" Cielo Andaluz".

ROME

... through
the sunny bustling market places...
past the outdoor cafes, tiny shops
and magnificent palaces. Played by
Jo Basile, his accordion and orchestra. Selections include: "Luna Rossa",
"Anima E Core ", "Tarantella ", "La
Piccinina", "Santa Lucia
Sole
Mio ".
AFLP 1822 /AFSD 5822

-0

ditional soul -stirring music of the

AFLP

1801 /AFSD 5801

THE PHENOMENAL DUKES OF DIXIELAND
A breath -taking example

...

of musical spontaneous combustion
that is irresistible in its appeal. The
Dukes mix equal parts of gusto,
brashness and natural feeling to
catch the true spirit of Dixieland.
"You Are Always In My Heart ", "Peanut Vendor ", "It had To Be You ".
"Peg O' My Heart ".
AFLP 1823 /AFSD 5823

I and stereo records,
For our free complete catalog containing stereophonic technical information, m
and stereo mastertapes (2 and 4 track) write to: Dept. A7, Audio Fidelity, Inc., 770 Eleventh Ave., N. Y. 19
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heavy- handed. jabbing sort of approach, as
though to give au orchestral impact with
solo players. It Is far from the easy -going
divertimento style which would have been
desirable here. For once, the Budapest seems
out of its depth. Should have played some-

thing else.

Beethoven: Octet in E Flat, Op. 103
(1792). Dvorak: Serenade in D Minor,
Op. 44. Marlboro Festival Octet, Woodwind Ensemble, Marcel and Louis Moyse.
Columbia MS 6116 stereo
This one is another product of Rudolph

Serkin's dynamic little summer school and
festival in Vermont, played by the resident
musicians under a pair of the master performers who are on hand. An earlier disc featured
Mozart, with Serkin himself and Alexander
Schneider conducting (ML 5209).
The Dvorak Serenade is, in spite of its
casual title, one of the very finest of all Ils
works, notably the lnner movements, a pas-

GRADO

stonate and moving andante (con moto) and a
wry, bitter -sweet minuet. This performance Is
a curious one. The players are tremendously
fluent, the ensemble is impeccable and the
whole is highly musical -but there is the
oddest Indefinable sense of a master -class, a
group of very advanced students, playing
smartly at attention before the maestro who
conducts. The high -Romantic expression is
there, the styling is right, but the emotion is
somehow borrowed. It is not the work of
conviction, out of personal experience
so
it sounds to nie, anyhow.
The Beethoven, a youthful novelty, fares
better In Its less deviously emotional content.
Excellent.

divary exactitude down to the tiniest details of phrasing and expression. 'l'he music
has a sound that is on the large side for
these very- small-scale works, but that is the
customary sound of Sir Thomas' conductorial

Schubert: Symphonies Nos. 3 and 5.
Royal Philharmonic, Beecham.
Capitol SG 7212 stereo
Periodically, Sir Thomas Beecham does up

Mendelssohn: Piano Concertos No. 1, No.
2. Philadelphia Orch., Columbia Symphony, Ormandy.
Columbia MS 6128 stereo

-or

one or two of the Schubert little symphonies
-the First through the Sixth
his special
and admirable manner, tailored with extraor-

-in

"Truly the world's finest..."

generation. Recording technique gives the
clarity of a smaller orchestra.
So much richness of detail is brought out
in the Beecham Schubert that the tempi are
apt to be on the slow side. But, done his
way. the music requires It ; other, more careless performances can afford to whip along
It high- tension speed -not Sir Thomas. The
Beecham style is no longer quite stylish, but
the Interpretations are good enough to last
as long as records can be played.

If anybody could make sense and impact
out of these Mendelssohn works, Se rk in could
-and does, as far as it is possible in this
modern age. Ills usual dynamic self is very
mach in evidence in both, to maximum advantage.
In fact the strongest appeal in ytendelasnhn's stylized music for its is the nervous
tensity that underlies its pat "Victorian"
umsienl clichés, evidence that the man himself was, indeed, a human dynamo who virtually burnt himself out at n quite early
age. This authentic aspect of the music is
protected eonv inciti gly by that modern dynunto. Serk in, where other less discerning pianists make Mendelssohn sound merely glittering.

Even s4 o, !Must of us will find two piano
works by M endelssulua a hit too much to take
in one sitting. The stuff is dreadfully dated;
its effects are of the sort that, In our time,
are old fashioned to n degree of sheer inanity, yet not well enough aged by time to
sound "classic" and therefore precious.
Mendelssohn obviously played up to the
tastes of his time; his musical language was
curse rva t l ve and conventional, bound rigidly
within an academic sort of harmony for the
most part. It's not easy to see the perfection
of outward forni, the ease and fluency of
thought, the nervous tenabuu, that do distinguish these characteristic works In spite
of their insipid styling; it's a question
whether they can ever mean much for us, at
this stage in our own dynastic century.
It is characteristic, too, that of these two
the earlier work is the most interesting.
%tendelssuhn's best music was largely from
his early years; the typical late works
seemwl only to revuhe endlessly about the
SHOO. thoughts, less and less convincingly.
'd ii ter of personality. Why do some people
grew in stature and others merely part on

wi_ht'

Miss Ann Schein -A Truly Brilliant Pianist. (Chopin: Four Scherzi).
Kapp KC 90405 stereo
Record titles are ra n_ìaz for :nut ii ide
these days -this one is enough to scare nutty
a lot of people who might really find Miss
Schein truly brilliant. Maybe it will bring in
enough newcomers to score
net profit.
She is good, this Schein, though not as
yet quite at master pianist. She belongs
clearly to the younger generation. the pianists whose fingers fly faster than ever before, who tend to make It
anti(' music come
as

Gunstock walnut wood
Smaller in size and mass
Vertical balance adjustment
Lateral balance adjustment
Tracking force adjustment

Custom Cartridge $32.50

For

-

further information write:

4614 Seventh Ave., Brooklyn 20,

ester

Vertical azimuth adjustment
Interchangeable cartridges
Adjustable overhang alignment
Completely wired to preamp
Ultrafine shielded cable

$49.50

- Micro

one Arm 529.95

GRADO LABORATORIES, INC.
N. Y.

Export

- Simontrice,

25 Warren St., N.Y.C.

forth hard and brilliant, ur uaouutonous and
deadpan, and usually half again as fast as
anybody dared try- a quarter reutury ago.
Site plays her Chopin in this manner, more
or less
goes like the wind, yet is straightforward and mines eccentricities, short haired, so to speak.
What vomits, over and beyond the style, is
that this lady does listen to the music and
to Its harmonies and melmlie structure, and
she does them proper service. That is, she
is musical. Some fleet- fingered pianists aren't.
or don't act so.
She plays like a whirlwind and her tone is
modern. but she never blurs harmonies together, site knows always when to firing out
n melodie line and subordhuate an aceonumnintent. Good Chopin, if still rather cool in the

-it

coloration.
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Liszt: Piano Sonata in

B

Minor. Weber:

Piano Sonata #4; Invitation
Dance. Leon Fleisher.

to

the

Epic LC 3675
found this disc n problem in II IIIIulog
the recording itself influenced my nuns:,
opinion of the playing.
Fleisher k the youngish pianist whose
Brnlums First Piano Concerto, with George
SzeII, WON the finest recording of that difficult music I'd yet heard. a year or so ago. Ile
is it follower of Sclun nisi, a profound and
serious musician as well an n quick man with
his fingers. I had every reason to expect a
terrific reading of these solo piano works
the Liszt, his biggest and most important
piece, the Weber sonata an important and
rarely heard work of early It
lelam. On
first hearing I was disappointed, decidedly.
The music seemed thin and lifeless, leek ing in impact. I analyzed it In any mind
what was missing? It suddenly struck me:
bass. I Jacked up my bass boost eontrol almost all the way. and presto, the Liszt sonata began to sound like real Liszt. The
piano took on presence and solidity, Fleisher
suddenly became the pianist I had thought
he wars. Unfortunately, though, there was
rumble, along with the added bass; so I
threw- In
50 -cps bass cutoff, and the music
I

-

an

tine. The rumble mostly waa gone, but
the musical fullness at the bottom remained.
The explanation, I'd guess, is that (nl
this music, especially the Liszt. is enormously
potent in the crucial lower boas and (b) the
music, espeeinlly the Liszt, Is long. In order
to get the whole of it onto LP it mast have
been necessary to roll off the bass In the
cutting, thereby allowing for closer grooves.
with less sidewise excursion on the loud bass
passages. But this almost threw out the
baby with the bath, since the missing
makes for n thin musical impact.
It was bass rolloff, not a cutoff, I gather.
woos

ba

M' amplifier

bass -boost
brought it back
smoothly and effectively. Indeed, at one
point, before I had put in the low-lass cutoff, the room begun actually to shake, exactly
as it might with n large piano Jiggling the
floor under violent Impact from an active
player, Wonderful: The frequency of that
shake was, I'd guess, around 10 cps
was
a periodic standing w-nve, n roans resonance,

-it

Alt speakers. I W011111 have enjoyed leaving it in action, but I was afraid
set up by the

the speakers might tear themselves straight
amt of their suspensions. The 511-cps cm toa
instantly removed the shaking. and probably Just as well.
Given n bit of bass boost, these are, indeed. splendid performances. The Weber Is a

This is a KLH coil, held by a KLH hand.
The quality of the coil contributes to
the quality of KLH speaker systems.
The quality of the coil depends on
the skill and patience of the hand.
KLH has good hands.

l.
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pleasure to hear-its main theme obviously
relates to the main opening Idea of the Liszt
and the choice surely was Fleisher's. Astonishingly pre-Wagnerian stuff, too.

Kirsten Flagstad Sings Wagner (Wesendonck Songs; excs. from Lohengrin, Par sifal, Die Walküre). with the Vienna
Philharmonic, Knappertsbusch.
London OS 25101 stereo
To hear Flagstad sing those Wagnerian
items In stereo is roughly like hearing that
Franklin D. Roosevelt Is back in the Presideucy -she's hard to believe, this still -operating grand Indy of Wagner, out of the
Thirties. But it is really not so surprising
when one understands how a well kept voice
and a superb ear may go on living over the
years.
III -used voices wear out ; poor technique
can force a voice less and less into extremes
as age comes on. Superficial musicianship,
style that is merely sensational, can put n
singer out of business as soon as music moves
on to new sensations. But a voice like Flag stad's grows older HS the vunlan herself
maintains its original freshness and quality
as long as she herself is mature, losing only
the one vitaI attribute-stamina, endurance.

-it
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Descriptive literature, with the name of
your nearest franchised KLH dealer,
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plus a gradual attrition of the extreme registers, just as the singer's own physical
strength grows slowly less over the years.
In the case of Flagstad, this lias involved
very interesting Happenings- perhaps the
first time such a situation has ever occurred
involving a great singer. Iler retirement from
opera came, as it always does, when the tremendous strain of whole evening -long performances grew too great even for her heroically powerful voice and physique. She
"retired" numerous times, but the inevitability of decreasing stamina had its usual
way with her in the end.
Now most singers of her sort turn gracefully to their memories, or to the lied-the
art song. Lotte Lehmann, for instance, was
world famous in that capacity for years after
her opera career ended. But Flagstad isn't
that type -she is big, in every sense, and it
is music on the grand scale that she does
best. And so, the modern miracle. She or

2

her canny managers- realized that even
though her stage ell reer night be done, opera

on records was something else again, or indeed, any muiSic Of large proportions.
For the plain facet is that such a voice re-

tains n large part of its useful sound long
after the stamina goes. In these hate years,
she lacks only the ability to hit really high
notes easily. and her instrument is a bit
darker and heavier than it was otherwise
site is much the same. and clearly as fine a
lit us kinii its ever. In her recordings only an
occasional high note is forced, uncomfortably. (She sings it on pitch, no matter how
much it hurts, where lesser voices just sing
tint.) The rest, honestly and truly, is great
singing that is easily comparable to her
earlier and famous "live- performances and
her early recordings. a quarter century ago!
Extraordiun ry.
The secret. of course. is
lens recording
technique. Sbe does not have to sing longer

for the money
circuit by

tubes by

Amperexe

(P] [Al C (o

ask Amperes
about hi -fi tubes
for hi -fi circuitry

AMPEREX TUBES FOR QUALITY HIGH -FIDELITY AUDIO APPLICATIONS

VOLTAGE AMPLIFIERS
6267/EF86: Pentode for pre-amps
12AT7 /ECC111:)l Twin triodes, low
12ÁB7 /ECC82:} hum, noise and
microphonics
6818 /ECF80: High gain, triode pentode, low hum, noise and
12A27 /ECC83:

microphonics

RF

for optimum musical effect. She can, above
all, sing excerpts from the enormously demanding operas that once kept her going for
hours with scarcely a break. For a few brief
minutes, in these excerpts, Flagstad can still
rise to her old heights.
On this record are the live Wesendonck
songs, several of them Studies for familiar
°penult- passages, here arranged with orchestral accompaniment (one by Wagner).
'l'he originals were with piano, but the style
ix orchestral, of course, and this is their
proper medi mm. The Flagstad performances
are S
-what on the reserved side, but
lovely.
you
Also
will thid astonishingly moving
performatives of Elan's Dream ( Lohengrin),
Kundry's "Ich salt dos Rind" from Ibirsifal
and two stunning excerpts from the first act
of Walkiire -"Der Manner Slime" and "Du
List der Lenz," these last probably out of
her complete recording of that act in a Louden albums. So
-ins are these, indeed, that
the sudden end to each, cut off in mid -flow,
W a shock - --one could go on and on ivith such
listening. Those sudden endings are the price
of time itself.

Chopin: The 24 Preludes. Alexander
Brailowsky, piano.
Columbia MS 6119 stereo
How much can recording technique affect
the apparent musical qualities of a performance? That's a question that will never have
a final answer
all depends. But there is no
doubt that a change in recording technique
has often seemed to change the musical product that is the result.
I've never heard Brailowsky in person. Ile
recorded for RCA for many a year, and I
have a strong cumulative impression of dislike for his recorded performances- was any
part of this due to the recorded medium itself?
here Is the same Brailowsky on the Columbia stereo label, with a piano sound very
unlike that of the earlier (and mono) RCA

-it

High fidelity manufacturers are vigorous competitors,
but in this one respect the quality leaders are unanimous
-to fulfill the great expectations of the original drawing board concept, they use tubes by Amperex!
PACO engineers designed a 40 -watt stereo preampamplifier kit that would provide remarkable flexibility.
Their next step was to assure high gain, inaudible hum,
noise and distortion, pins optimum dependability. In the
PACO SA -40, the total concept became a reality -with
three Amperex 12AX7 /ECC83's and four 7189's.
These and many other Amperex 'preferred' tube types
have proven their reliability and unique design advantages in the world's finest audio components.
Applications engineering assistance and detailed data
are always available to equipment manufacturers, Write:
Amperex Electronic Corp., Special Purpose Tube Division, 230 Duffy Ave., Hicksville, Long Island, New York.
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than she is able; she can try again and again,
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Dual triode for FM tuners
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2N1517: RF transistor, 70 me
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offerings.
At first, the playing seemed to me a tremendous improvement -such presence, such
conviction, such a grand instrumental effect!
But as the Preludes continued, I began to
get annoyed once again. My continuing conclusion, unfortunately, is that Mr. Brailowsky is a big pianist, an elder statesman of
long experience, a Chopin specialist of many
years, who nevertheless does things to the
elementary tnusienl sense that for me are
still just plain unmusical. A lack of feel for
the soaring melody. for melodic drama, for
the proper rhythmic place of accompaniments, a tendency to blur harmonies together, to miss the big moments in the
musical poetry as though they didn't matter,
a rubato that seems to me false, artificial,

ostentatious

.

.

It's easy for any critic to run along like
this in terms of wards. I know. It could be
hot air, and Mr- B. himself will be quite
within his ni tisical rights to think so. Never tlieless, they do represent part of n continuing feeling, that seems In lile to have survived
even the change front one reco nling t'ontpatty
to another, from medium -fl to hi -er ti and
from mono to stereo.
Strauss:

Don

figuration.
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Trans-

Symphony,

Dorati.
Mercury SR 90202 stereo
The oddest thing about Mercury's three channel original rerording is its peculiar effect
upon the instruments of the orchestra, which
seem somehow to be SIISpended in nearby
space, each one equidistant from the mike,
minus depth perspective.
It is actually the microphones, of course,
that are suspended in space; the orchestra
sits on a solid stage before theta. But the
spatial quality is transferred by the triplemike system to every part of the orchestra
itself. The players dangle, like so many
puppets hanging by their strings in mid -air.
I don't mean that the effect is poor- New
ways of projecting orchestral sound are always welcome and I ant the last person to
(Continued on page 55)
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Improve Directionality
PIONEER Speaker Model PAX -20E is an ideal two -way speaker which is
composed of an 8 inch woofer of very excellent transient characteristic
kept
and two tweeters whose voice voils, magnetic circuits and frames are
independent of the woofer, and as it has a built-in full -scale dividing network of 12 db /octave attenuation, it can reproduce evenly and faithfully
without distortion
a wide range of frequencies between 40 to 20,000 cps
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even near the crossover frequency.
Furthermore since two tweeters are vertically mounted, the high frequency
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octave attenuation, is an ideal two -way speaker just like PIONEER speaker
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high frequencies without distortion, and its fine tone quality is outstanding.
In addition its directionality from middle frequencies to high frequencies
of the
is exceedingly excellent, and the resultant overall characteristic
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through a dozen familiar western melodiesno television quickles included. NO arrange-

and off

traf,

CHARLES A. ROBERTSON*
STEREOPHONIC
This Here Is Bobby Timmons

Riverside 1164
McCann Plays The Truth
Pacific Jazz 2
While certain to blossom profusely at h.
hands of a few gifted soloists, the jazz wa l:z
wax never a thrifty plant and rarely su evil,,
when cultivated by less than accomplished
attendants. A prize hybrid introduced this
season shows every sign of being wilt resistant. Developed from the rhythmic shoat of
gospel songsters, the new strain also contains
the strength of the blues and Is readily available in the popular variety This Here, an All
American Cold Medal Winner for l D60, first
packaged by the Cannonball Adderley Quintet
in San Francisco. Due to the success of that
offering, with the composer of the piano.
Bobby Timmons now makes his 1.1' debut as
leader and lists the tune along with three
other originals. Making an initial recorded
appearance at the 511111e time is Les McCann.
a Los Angeles pianist who proves to be equally
adept at creating this species of waltz.
Tim nions grew up in Philadelphia' and began
studying organ and piano at the age of six.
As the grandfather who raised hint was n
minister, gospel music entered his life even
earlier and hemline firmly rooted when he
played organ in church while still a youngster.
That Timmons calls on this background frequently in his writing is no sign of distinetion. Jazz players have always drawn on spirituals and camp-meeting songs as well as the
blues. Where Timmons makes his mark is in
fusing these diverse elements halo a work that
owes more to the hand-clapping eu t liusiasm of
vocal groups than to strict Im llrtmni meters.
The fact that it is n waltz seems to escape a
good many of the Quintet's listeners, according to the liner notes, causing then' to get
fearfully tangled up in their clapping.
No one Is likely to be confused by the composer's trio version. with the support of bassist Sam Jones and drummer Jimmy Cobb. he
stresses the lyric qualities of the theme and
makes it sing. Judicious editing ',doses the
length to about one -fourth the Quintet's exuberant reading. but the amount of swing remains undiminished. Where the conventional
waltz must depend upon the individual artistry of a Milt Jackson, Benny ('aster or
Sonny Rollins to swing, this tune is virtually
foolproof. With fine stereo and the composer
in charge, nothing impedes it here.
Timmons also revisits ib anin', which first
drew attention his way when hr recorded It
with Art Blakey's .buzz Messengers. Ile drives
furiously through .lop Ride, and strives mightily on Dat Dere, a Latiulzed sequel to 7'i- is
Here. After the ample servings of soul supplied in his own musk, he apparently feels
safe In betraying classical training on such
ballads as My Funny Valentine, Lush Life,
and Prelude To :1 Kiss.
Lee McCann looks like the surprise discovery
of the year, particularly as he halls from an
area where his brand of the truth seldom
Les

I
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Parkway, Mamaroneck, N. Y.

reaches a x1111110. In addition to getting around
the piano with considerable two-handed skill.
he packs four originals to the brim with gospel spirit. The lovely waltz theme of the tune
which gives the album ils title is bound to
stick in the memory. Equally enticing are a
Little 3/l For God A- Co., and Fish 7'i- is Week
But Next Week Chitlings. '''races of Garner
and Oscar Peterson tue apt tu crop up on
such standards ils Ill Reim aller April and
How High The .Voon. Rut his main Influence
IA the late Carl Perkins, another self-taught
pianist, who receives a moving tribute. Credit
for this goes to bassist Leray \'Innega r, an
admirable aecompnnist throughout, along with
drummer Ron Jefferson.
Dick Hoek has come up with a real find to
mark the resumption of releases on the Pacific Jazz label. After being absorbed into the
corporate image of wo rid -I'ut ci tic for a title,
the series makes a healthy return to the lists.
As before, the engineering is the best nad
stereo frames the trio beautifully.
Dukes of Dixieland: Piano Ragtime
Audio Fidelity AFSD5928
111 chalking ap albsui_
levee, the Dukes of
Dixieland brio_ Stanley Mendelson front and
tenter to enjoy n ragtime puling- The Pianist delves Int.. several classic tunes, discovering afresh the gaiety 111111 syneapnt sun of
Grace and Beauty, Grandpa's Spells, and
.Maple Leaf Rag. . thorough grounding to
ragtime has long contributed to his work wit Ii
numerous dix itluul groups. One of the mainstays of the Dukes by today's standard he
also is 1t vet tritir of the New Orleans revival.
Among his aunty virtues is the ability to adapt
solos to easy band tempos, mid each selection
Is paved for relaxed listening or thawing. At
this singe of the game, Mendelson rightly deserves an albumin to himself, one that wnu ld
11110w 111111 Ill operate under his own head of

steam.

As it Is, the rest of the Dukes receive ample
opportunity to display their wanes from var
our points on the stereo stage. The .tssuutus
sire oat in force on sul'lu venerable standards
ns Tiger Rag, Sat, Copenhagen. and KI HMOS
City Stomp. Ce rlad Fu l ln's clarinet tone Is

sweet and true, while Lowell Miller, tuba and
bass, and drummer Norman Howley provide
a firm underptnnilg..\s always. the recording
quality is excellent.
The

Lawson -Haggart

Goes West

Band:

Dixieland

Everest SDBR1084

Barney Richards: Dixie In Hi Society
Mercury SR60185
Credit British writer Gralunm Itou field wit It
coining ''ruilpty- turn.° a bras,, new desrripthua of dixieland joie dc ri err. While departing front traditional fare in this instance, both
groups perform with eonxnderahle eclat on
westerns or show tunes. If any of tine material
seenns 1,11.1: lag in rumpty -tom cutrten t, the
quota is mure doua tilled in each cast by ram bunetluus stereo. Both recordings are designed
for dancing and weekend partying. The team
of Yank Lawson and Bob 'Taggart wheel

ments tither. just plain. hard riding on Fan's
O) l'era,., Empty Saddles, and High .Moon.
Bud Freeman and 11111 Stegmeyer are among
the outriders, and Lou Stein's piano Is right
next to the chuck wnguu. Drummer ('Iii' Leeman thunders over the horizon every once in
a while. too give him plenty of room.
Barney lticlm rda formed ltlut septet eight
years ago, culleeting former dance band Inusicltrus who, like himself, had settled into pros sale full -time lulus. Working In the Chicago
area, pianist Richards found the customer
favored show tunes with an acre.,' on twofold. To }MVO stayed togethtr SO lung, the
Mind must ills., approve. and each of the four
front horns plays lead. Itiehurds slips nn
ihlal bluer :u lnlang Blur Room, l'hou
Il. and Mountain Greenery, while Slip
lu is n uoultunest wort by of the moue.
I

Harty Breuer: The Happy Sound Of Ragtime
Audio Fidelity AFSD5912
Must students of ragtiuu 1e1:1y m, right lo

the classic ouu,,,sili,als of .luplin, Scutt. null
Idlnab. bypassing Ile large body of works by
later composers au the theory that it is wholly
infected by the taint of commercialism. harry
Breuer believes differently, having grown up
with the music of 'l'h1 Pan Alley during its
worst period-or best, according to the viewpoint. More important, he knows how the
tawdriest tune should be treated. Kid around
with .1. Len zberg's I/ u nfill rit, n Rag, or put
anything IIxx 11110 it thou the composer did,
111111
it becomes n mockery. Played straight,
with a dash of ragtime bravura. It takes n
rightful position 11s a delightfully humorous
period piece. Helped by crack studio men,
Breuer dues exactly this, nuumging to keep
tong ne in check even on n tune titled Turkish
Trophies. Only once dues he slip, on Bugle
Call Rag, where a caustic bebop quote is Interpolated from Salt frauds.
NO 'honk about the allies being more spectacular than a majority of the Items eon cucted especially to show tuff the .,medium of
stereo. Each boasts built -in effects that are a
Joy to the ear. Some seen) to totter on the
brink .,f disaster, yet all the staved by the skill
of the nun sichn lus 111111 engineers. A wizard on
vibes and xylophone, Breuer is showcased on
his awn Kbo,ll and Ivory, and Maggie' the
Scale. In the choice accompanying groups are
Dur Severinsomi, Al Klink, Boomie Richman,
Carmen M n st ren. and Don Butterfield. 'l'he
y.,mnger generation never heard most of the
tunes. Dud earlier outs never heard them
pl:lyed Ilk.. this.

Andy Gibson: Mainstream Jazz
RCA Camden CAS554

with this release, Stanley Dance moves his
mainstream entourage to ItC:\ t-amd.u :nut
pru11uetx au agreeably low' -priced summary
it of
the subject. One of the English critic's major

premises In his definition of the terns is often
passed over too lightly. It 1s the belief that
this type of nmsle is not static and holds n
great deal of appeal for younger musicians.
Some of the ideas 1101 ind Ihr new Art l "irrnmerBtnuy Goisou .lazzut would seem to beer him
out, as dues the personnel of the two groups
set up for this da ut. Ill Use assembled fifteenMom, Land, our of the brightest of modern
guitarists, Kenney Burrell. neatly balances
the ex pressf ve soloing of Prince Itobiuson, n
%'('l et'a it clarinetist who is heard all too geld
. They work out on
Blueprint, which develops into one of the longest arrangements
ever recorded by a big band, consuming more
than fifteen min.,' t's before the sound of Jim
utie l 'ruts- ford's last vocal exhortation fades
away on the final ensemble chorus. Andy Gibson, who plotted the course to allow ample
space for ad -lib solos, directs the spontaneous
outbursts and provides firm footing for nn
exciting terminal dash min tenor sax by l'nu1
Comsales. The trombone section of Eli Robinson, Vic Dickenson. and Dickie Wells excels
itself, and Emmett ]terry's nnuted trumpet
prepares the way for the climactic ending.
Shorty linker, Mugg a mainstay in Duke
i llington's trumpet sect i n, 11eatlx n sestet
Dud sketches three .,ruin, r.
till nut the re-

t
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EVERYTHING YOU'VE WANTED IN
A QUALITY CARDIOID MICROPHONE
... AND THEN SOME
Compact size ... modern design ... wide response . .. superior feedback suppression ...
uniform cardioid pattern . .. ruggedness .. .
reliability; you name it, SHURE has designed it into the dramatic new Unidyne III.
Five years in development, it is a superb example of microphone perfection:
50% SMALLER than ever before possible for
comparable quality, pick -up pattern and price
range. Less than 6" long, 1'4" diam., 0.6 lb.!

introducing
the world's smallest
cardioid dynamic
microphone

PERFECTION IN PERFORMANCE

THIS IS IT,

ACTUAL SIZE!

UMDYXE

...

by

SH U FRE

RUGGED AND RELIABLE

$5000
Professional Net

AUDIO

-moving coil

design with truly uniform cardioid pick -up
pattern. Response: 50 to 15,000 cps. Up to
'75% greater distances from sound source.
Impressive feedback suppression.
MAXIMUM VERSATILITY- unobtrusive size, dual
impedance, light weight, instant change -over
from stand to hand, and wide -range response
make it ideal for faithful reproduction of
voice or music, indoors or out, for P.A., tape
anywhere a fine quality microrecording
phone is required.

-Famous SHURE

quality throughout. Takes 6 -foot drop -tests
in its stride-and still performs according to
its critical specifications.
Literature available: Complete specifications,
applications, and data:
SHURE BROTHERS, INCORPORATED
222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, Illinois
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verse side. Dickenson returns, while Jimmy
Forrest completes the front line on tenor sax.
Good solos abound and the tempos are right
for dancing, but a slow blues would provide
a change of pace. One of the more ambitious
Camden stereo projects, it is also the most
successful.

Charles Mingus: Mingus Dynasty
Columbia CS8236
The second Charles Mingus opus for this
label is as fully rewarding as the first, and it
would be hard to find a brace of jazz Li's
more crammed with enlightenment and plain
good fun. Television scores for westerns and
private -eye dramas may remain the sanie after
the humorous poke taken at them on Gunslinging Bird, but one can only wonder if the
medium will endure after three Mingus compositions are screened next fall. One, from
the CBS play "Song With Oronge," features
an earthy plunger -muted solo by trombonist
Jimmy Knepper. The other pair forms part of
the score to "Frankie and Johnny," a television ballet starring Melissa Hayden. Gracing a septet of stalwart Mingus followers are

cellist Maurice Brown and Seymour Borah on
the opening theme, l'ut Me in that !tonguing,
and on a lively sequel to Retter Get it in Your
Soul, which served as a rehearsal piece for the
dancers. It also is filled with the joyous
lilt of gospel three -quarter thine and impelled,
from the depths of the stereo stage, by the
impromptu cries of drummer Danny Richmond. Unless the little Gods of television
schedule these programs at an impossible howl

.lust prior to "Sunrise Semester," fur instance.
some ramparts will full.
Two Ellington works, the only ones in the
set not penned by Mingns, are also played by
the septet, with the leader pouring his
prowess on bass into as so b Oil .flood Indigo,
while Booker Ervin's tenor sax is fentnril on
Things Ain't What They Used to Be. Jerome
Richardson, Ben uy Colson and a vibraphonist
swell the ranks on Diane, where Mingus manages to be both atonal and melodic, and on
Far 1Vclla, Mill Valley, which swings more
than the liner notes would Motivate.
One of the problems plaguing Mingus is the
discovery of a trumpet player capable of living
up to his expectations. If Dick Williams, his

current protege, develops as rapidly as Knep-

HERE'S THE YEAR'S BIGGEST NEWS IN STEREO
.

,

,

and look at the price!

Stereo Recorder

Monaural Recorder
Sound on Sound Recorder
Plays Half Track
and Full Track Monaural

or

U

NOW... for the first time... a
l_ -J "
modestly priced professional
stereo recorder that has exciting features found only in the finest
instruments. You won't believe it until you see it!
FEATHER TOUCH PUSH -BUTTON OPERATION
4 HEADS, INCLUDING SEPARATE 2 -TRACK AND 4 -TRACK PLAYBACK HEADS
3 MOTORS, INCLUDING
HYSTERESIS DRIVE
MECHANICAL FLUTTER FILTER
DYNAMICALLY BAL-

ANCED CAPSTAN FLYWHEEL INSTANT SOURCE /TAPE MONITORING TWO
RECORD /PLAYBACK PREAMPLIFIERS INSTANT START /STOP AUTOMATIC
CUT -OFF SWITCH
33/4 -71/2 IPS SPEEDS
AUTOMATIC TAPE LIFTERS TAPE

LOCATION INDICATOR

SEPARATE MICROPHONE

/LINE INPUTS, EACH

CHANNEL.

Poureel:

French

Wine- Drinking

I

Love Paris

Columbia CS8237
F.dd ie Condun's famed remark. indirectly
addressed to a visiting jazz critic, about
Americans not telling the French how to step
on a grape, is applicable here. It seems one of
this country's former jazz writers, Dave Dexter, Jr., has ventured where Condon would
fear to trend. Not only has he advised Frank
Poureel about stood music, as producer at the
session, but he also wrote an ode in praise of
Champagne. It nestles among eleven other
heady tunes dedicated to assorted wine-growing regions. Most of the varieties are light
and sparkling, with bubbling strings arrayed
in terraces for the benefit of stereo. Nothing
as heavy as port for this cellar, and Poureel
also has the assistance of Les Baxter and
Bobby Black in bottling salutes to Chablis,
Beaujolais, and Riesling.
Michel Legrand stomps on a grape with
slightly greater force than Poureel, but the
end result is still romantic mood music. The
pianist draws on both spirited jazz rhythms
and waltz tinte to run down the list of songs
about Paris. Complementing him in excellent
stereo are Guy Pederson. brass. and drummer
Gus 11'nllez.

r

AMERICAN CONCERTONE

See the phenomenal

DIVISION OF AMERICAN ELECTRONICS. INC.

CONCERTONE 505
Gentlemen:

9449 West Jefferson Boulevard
Culver City, California
Dept.

AUD -7

Please send your illustrated brochure on the new CONCERTONE
505 STEREO RECORDER, and the name of nearest dealer.

Name_
Address
City
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Contemporary 57567
These pianists are eiaiuently fitted for the
tasks assigned and to conceive of anyone else
doing them so well seems Impossible. Teddy
Wilson's only regret is the omission of Art
Tatum among the dozen pianists whose original works are interpreted here. A search failed
to locate anything of Tatum's in published
form, but plans for a second volume will bring
more artists to the fore. Certainly no single
pianist is better equipped to span the years
separating Morton and Brubeck or James P.
Johnson and Thelonious Monk. Much idle curiosity might be satisfied were Monk to undertake n similar project, but the results would
hardly be the same. 1Vilson is playing the best
piano of his career, having trimmed from his
style the embellishments which caught the
public fancy while he was with Benny Goodman. His own theme, Sunny Morning, is listed
among well -known compositions by Waller,
Ellington. Mines. Bogie, Kenton, and Shearing.
Major Holley. bass, and drummer Bert Dahhander complete the trio. Good sound in the
Stereo version, almost as great as some of
the titles.
Andre Previn resumes his solo piano exnminatiun of show composers, an enterprise
started with an album of Vernon Duke songs.
Turning to Jerome Kern, he goes all the way
back to 1917 for Go Little Boat, and to 192U
for Whip- Poor -Will. Previn shares Wilson's
flair for ballads, and both know how to make
older songs appear modish, without destroying
the original flavor or sniothering it in slickness. Previn's They Didn't Believe Me, beautifully preserved in stereo. is to he treasured.

Michel Legrand:

8495

the coupon for a
descriptive brochure and
the name of your
nearest dealer.

...

Capitol ST10229

4 Track Stereo

at your dealer, or send

him.

Teddy Wilson: And Then They Wrote
Columbia CS8238
Andre Previn Plays Songs By Jerome
Kern

Frank
Music

2 Track and

from

per and Richmond, prospects for an early solution are good. Knepper's muted solos on this
occasion are revelations, and he is learning to
shout in the old J. C. Higginbotham manner.
When he accomplishes that, none of the present crop ..f trombonists will be able to touch

Zone

State

J

The Seafarers: We Sing Of The Sea
Elektra EKS7179
The Kingston Trio: Sold Out
Capitol ST1352
The six chnntymen of The Seafarers are
paced by the lead voice of Eugene Brice on
hearty- songs used to raise sail or hoist anchor
on windjammers of yore. Milt Okun acts as
bosun and directs the work, having prepared
arrangements to outfit a crew making its first
voyage. Ile supplies traditional verses meant
to steady a sailor during hardships at sea
from Haul On The Bodine, at the start, to
the welcome words of Ro lainq Herne. Neil
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Wright sings the comforting hymn Eternal
Father, while Bob DeCormier joins In on Neu,
Bedford Whalers. and Bob Harter on tfangin'
Johnny. There can be no mistaking the crew's
Joy at the sight of Girl With 7'he Blue Drs.
On. Engineer Dave Jones lines the shipmates
up in working order for stereo, and an illustrated booklet contains texts.
The Kingston Trio's folk -song albums seem
destined to outlast the adventure series which
detailed the doing of Tom Swift or The lover
Boys. Students at colleges and universities
throughout the country regard each volume
ns part of a required extracurricular course.
'l'he institution of higher learning without
one or two carbon copies of the group is poor
indeed. Even poorer are record companies who
have failed to locate one capable of matching
The Kingstons on El Matador, Bimini, and
Raspberries, Strawberries. Old grads had better get that banjo or ukulele out of the closet
and start studying.
The Statesmen On Stage
RCA Victor LSP2188

Elvis Presley: Elvis

Is

Back!

RCA Victor LSP2231
Every MI often a juicy plum turns up in the
batches of country- nmsic Chet Atkins sends
out from Nashville. Of recent note were the
first two LI''s by folk -singer Jimmy Driftwood.
and the gospel quartet introduced here is an

equally rich prize. Since they were organized
ten years ago, The Statesmen have developed
into one of the foremost singing groups in the
South and are reported to outdraw rock -androll shows by a wide margin. The reasons for

their popularity are all evident in this performance before a live audience at the Ityman
Auditorium. The singers are impassioned and
rhythmic, while the songs programmed are unsegregated and include Roberta Martin's Ire's
Already Done. Jaded ears are likely to find it
a new listening experienee. and the stereo recording Is the bent yet from Nashville.
Elvis Presley, fresh from Army service and
back in the studios. falls victim of the current effort to elevate ruck -and -roll stars on
his first release. Even stereo is unable to free
hint from sticky accotnpaniste and a romunt kchoral group. The hips sway only when the
singer is left alone on Fcrer. At his best,
Elvis is a natural child with n gospel shout
and the cry of the blues. Rock -and -roll failed
to ruin him, but Hollywood and a few more
mistakes like this might. If it keeps up, he
had better join 'l'he Statesmen.

MONOPHONIC
Furry Lewis

Folkways FS3823
While recording the Memphis Jug Ift11nl for
Folkway's. Samuel Charters also located one
of the fabled old time singers of country blues,
Walter "Furry" Lewis, working for the city
as a laborer. Later he returned to record this
session and wrote a chapter on the singer for
his book "The Country Blues." Like many
other early blues artists, Lewis dropped out
of sight during the depression and was last
recorded in 1929. At the age of fifty- eight, he
retains a youthful vigor and will quickly assert, "I'm better now than I ever was." Wishful thinking or not, be does possess n elassir
purity of style that is virtually unchanged
since the late Ralph Peer recorded it more
than thirty years ago.
Lewis is heard describing the "Mississippi
bottleneck" guitar method and also talks about
his ru rd medicine -show days. He traveled with
the shows for years and picked up a number
of styles of playing on the way. The need to
keep audiences entertained Is quite possibly
the reason behind the extra verses on John
Henry, and Casey Jones. At least, no sung
sounds overworked when Lewis sings it, and
television medicine men night take the hint.
It could cause them to believe in a Lewis
blues title, I Will Turn Your .honey Green.
One of his bottleneck tricks is to extend a
h ute into the usual blues guitar cry and then
prolong it with a reverse Hawaiian twiat,
maintaining the same Intonation all the while.
Charters fails to state whether this is wholly
original, or was derived from a Hawaiian
selling cocoanut oil. Anyway, no Hawaünn
played this kind of blues before.
(Continued on page 60)
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OMPARE
microphones
standards
professional
meet exacting
and see why

Radio and television networks, recording studios, and independent stations from coast to coast have increased performance and lowered operating costs with the Electro -Voice
Model 666 Dynamic Microphone. Superior front to back
ratio duc to exclusive Variable "D" cardioid design coupled
with matchless manufacturing precision. The 666 insures
increased discrimination against unwanted sound, greater
working distance from the microphone to the artist and its
light I -ounce weight makes boom work easy. The only
the famous E -V exclusive Acoustalloy
moving element
improves response, reduces maintenance
diaphragm
is always reliable even under the most
and overhead
strenuous program operations. The Model 665 is similar in
function to the Model 666 but designed for less critical
applications. List SI 50.00.
I

...

...
.

For Complete Info,. 'ion Write Dept. 70A.

ELECTRO -VOICE, INC.,

BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN

the dependability only
microphones give you
Not long ago a 655C microphone fell from
an eight story building and for two weeks
lay snow -covered in a light -well. On recovery
it was still operative, and required only
factory cleaning. Such abuse, abnormal as
it is, reflects E-V dependability, instills confidence in performers, and helps reduce
station operating costs. The 655C has the
capacity for natural, life-like reproduction
with its exceptionally wide range (40 to
0.000 cps flat). It is lightweight with slim,
trim styling, making it ideal for TV staging,
radio remotes, or critical recording sessions.
The 655C features an indestructible E -V
Acoustalloy diaphragm, in a microphone
design.
The Model 654, noted for its ruggedness
and precision, is similar in design and intended for applications only slightly less
exacting than those requiring the Model
655C. Costs only $100.00 list.
For Complete Information II'rite Dept. 70A.

ELECTRO -VOICE, INC.,

Buchanan, Mich.
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NEW PRODUCTS
Connoisseur Turntable. Although nimlestly priced, this machine offers professional standards of performance in all respects. It is a two-speed table, operating
at 33 1/3 and 45 rpm, driven by a constant speed hysteresis sy ne h r.inous motor. The
speed change is accomplished by means of
a double stepped cone, ground integrally on
the motor shaft to assure concentricity.
The motor shaft is suspended in graphite
nylon bearings and all revolving shafts are
precision- ground and lapped to a mirror
finish. Minimum guaranteed performance:
rumble factor is down 50 db when referred

7 em /sec at 1000 cps; Wow is 0.15 per
rent, and flutter is 0.1 per cent. The turntable proper is a full 12 inches in diameter and is lathe- turned of non- ferrous
material. In this illustration, the new turntable is shown in conjunction with the
Connoisseur diaumond stereo cartridge and
automatic- control tune a cm. For complete

to

specifications write to Encona Corporation, 16 W. 46th St., New York 36, N.Y.

G-l.

Metallic Cue Tabs. highly- conductive,
pressure -sensitive, al u niinum -f, ll tabs aine
now available for application to magnetic
recording tape for automatic stop- startrepeat operation. Called Brady Quik -Cue
Contact Tabs, they are for use on all tape

recorder- players equipped with an autoe
matie switching feature. Fast and easy t.
use, they are supplied in units of 42 individual tabs on a handy dispenser card.
Permanent adhesive sticks tight on contact, and will not shift, loosen, or jam in
the equipment. For more information and
testing samples, write W. 11. Brady Company, Dept. 173, 727 W. Glendale Ave., Mil waukee 9, Wis.
G-2
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PACO Senil -Kit Speaker System. 'l'his
two -way wide-range .speaker system is
furnished with the cabinet completely factory built and finished. It incorporates a
special design 10 -in. Jensen long-excursion
woofer and a horn -loaded compressiontype tweeter to afford a frequency range
of 45 to 14,000 cps. An adjustable control

Knight Dynamic Microphone. .\ professional- quality unit at modest price, the
KN -45511 is well- suited for a recording
and public- address applications requiring
wide frequency range and direct i.tnal
pickup pattern. Employing a heart-shaped
(caudioid) pattern to obtain an extremely
high front -to -balk ratio, it reduces the
effects of audience noise and other sounds
originating at the back or sides. The Possibility of acoustic feedback is also minimized. Frequency response of the KN-4550
is 60 to 13,000 cps; output level is - 57 db.
Impedance can be adjusted at the nmienoII

at the rear of the cabinet permits the user
to balance the system output to match
room acoustics. Designed as a high -efficiency system, the Model I. -2 permits
effective operation with low -power hi -fl
amplifiers. The cabinet features at rich,
universal decor grille and blends harmoniously with traditional or modern furniture. It is finished on all four sides, permitting its use in either vertical or horizontal
(bookshelf) position. Further
infer atai ti on may be obtained by writing
to PA('O Electronics Company, Inc., 70 -31
%4th St., Glendale 27, N.Y.
G -3

Roberta Stereo Tape Recorder. Versatil-

ity is keynoted in this new all-hi-00v
-track stereo tape system, the Roberts
Model 990. In one complete unit with
monitoring stereo speakers, the 990 offers
4- track record /playback, four monophonic
4

tracks record /playback, and 2 -track playback. An exclusive new head assembly providing precise vertical movement of both
erase and record /play heads is one of several innovations in the machine. Other
unusual features of the 990 are the output
facilities, including dual outputs from the
heads, dual preamp outputs, dual power
amplifier outputs, and improved YU meters
for both channels. The recessed carrying

handle on the case makes this recorder
ideally suited to wall enclosure installation, as well as for portable use. The 990
weighs 421 lbs., and dimensions are 9 "d x
14 "w x 20 "h. Roberts Electronics, Inc., 829
N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 3S, Calif.
G -4

phone her c it bar 1511 ohms or high itapeda nee. The pressure -cast metal housing
of the unit features two tuned chambers,
and is finished in satin chrome. Allied
Radio Corporation, 100 N. Western Ave.,
'liicago 1.10, Ill.
G -5
c

Wide -Range Portable

Oscillator. The

Model 401 -It oscillator is a small, versatile
source of high -purity audio and ultrasonic sine waves. Distortion is less than
0.1 per cent at full output of 10 volts into
600 ohms. Frequency range of 9.0 cps to
120 ke is covered in four decade bands
with generous overlap at each end of the
dial. Accuracy is ± 2.0 per cent. Output

amplitude is controlled by a five-position
decade attenuator plus a continuous control, so that any voltage above 100 microvolts can be selected accurately without
the use of external pads, volt boxes, or
the like. Output amplitude is independent
of frequency within ± 0.5 dn. The unit's
small size of 8"11x 61/2"w x 101/2"d makes
it ideal for portable or field use, as well as
adding convenience to the labora ti t
Waveforms, Inc., 333 Sixth Ave., N.
York 14, N.Y.
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Transistorised Midget Recorder. Measuring only 21/2"h x 7 "l x 5%"d, and weighing less than five pounds, the Realistic
Model TR -730 plays and records at either
3% or 1% ips. It operates on low -cost self contained batteries, uses standard 3 -in.
reels, and plays up to 60 minutes. A builtin D'Arsonval -type VU meter shows both
recording level and the condition of the

e

r

New H. H. Scott
72 watt Stereo Amplifier drives

20 KLH Speakers at once!
batteries. Th, ,t packs are provided for
microphone, external speaker, and for
headphones. A built -in p.m. speaker is used
for monitoring. The motor is driven by
eight regular penlight cells, while the amplifier is powered by a standard 9 -volt battery available at all radio and camera supply stores. Surprisingly low -priced, the
Tlt -730 is supplied with microphone, zippered carrying bag with accessory pocket,
tape, and take -up reel. For full specifications write to Radio Shack Corp., 730
Commonwealth Ave., Boston 17, Mass.

3-7

Portable Sound System.
Called the Rythmaster, this system has
particular application in teaching skills
which demand synchronized movement
such as dancing, typing. skating and the
like. The unit embodies Rek- O -Kut's
patented "vari -cone" drive assembly,
which permits playing speed to be varied
continuously from 25 to 100 rpm without
stopping the turntable. The complete unit
e Rek -O-Knt

consists of the variable-speed turntable,
a 20 -watt amplifier, and a portable dual
speaker set. The amplifier has separate
bass and treble controls, a separate microphone volume control, and another individual control for tuner and phonograph.
Frequency response is 20 to 20,000 cps. A
microphone can be used while records are
being played to superimpose instructions
over the music. Two 10 -in. p.m. speakers
are custom built for high power and excellent fidelity. Sturdy plywood case is
covered with scuff -proof and washable
Pyroxlin. For full technical specifications
write Rek -O -Kut Company, Inc., 38 -19
10x h St., Corona 68, N.Y.
0-8
e Background Music Player. Engineered
primarily for use in background music
systems, the Model C-540 is a long -play
tape machine capable of playing up to 1G
hours 01' unduplicated music, with indefinite recycling. It is available for either
stereophonic or monophonic operation.
Ruggedly constructed and designed for
continuous unattended operation, the machine uses 14 -in, reels which may be rewound in three minutes in either direction. Performance specifications at 3%
ips: frequency response, virtually fiat from
40 to 8000 cps; signal -to -noise ratio in

AUDIO

H. H. SCOTT praudly introduces the most powerful,
most versatile complete stereo
amplifier ever made. A recent
demonstration at KLH Re-

search and Development
Corp., Cambridge, Mass.,

proved the 272's amazing capabilities. This powerful new
unit simultaneously drove 20
KLH Model Six speakers to
full room volume (with virtually unmeasurable distortion) .

Channel Output with front
panel control; massive output
transformers using EL34 output tubes. Total weight 47
pounds. Power Rating: 36
watts per channel (IHFM
rating); 0.8% Total Harmonic Distortion. $269.95.
Slightly higher West of Rockies.
Accessory Case Extra.

H. H. S(;UTrir

UNLIMITED VERSATILITY
The versatility of the 272 is
unmatched. It has 25 separate
controls. Its advanced features include such H. H. Scott
exclusives as: electronic Dynaural Rumble Suppressor*
which automatically removes
annoying turntable and record- changer rumble without
audible loss of music; unique

Pick -Up Selector Switch;
separate Bass and Treble controls on each channel; Center

JULY, 1960
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H. H. Scott Inc., Dept. A -7.
Powdermill Road, Maynard, Mass.
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Rush me your new 1960 Hi Fi Guide

and Catalog.

Also include complete technical information on your powerful new 272
complete stereo amplifier.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

Export: Telesco International, 36
St., N.Y.C.

W

40th

Covered by one or more of the fol-

lowing patents: 2,606,971, 2,600,972.
2,600.97J.

Dynamic Air Coupling...

)

Ì'
MINSTREL

... the remarkable principle
that has made the

Minstrel

the most

talked about speaker in its field...

...

Dynamic Air coupling, achieved
through the use of the patent.
ed 'AIR TRANSFORMER," is a
brilliant new development in
the science of sound. The AIR
TRANSFORMER not only matches

the impedance of the speaker

to the amplifier, but also

has now been improved and refined

for

LA SCALA
latest in I. /f. Manufacturing Company's superb
line of Ili-Fi Speakers

matches the impedance of the enclosure to the room.
The result is clear, smooth, undistorted response from 50 to 15,000 cps -"Sound (which) from such
a small speaker is hard to believe." -Audio Magazine. "Music timbres reproduced with a high degree
of accuracy
excellent reproduction of the human voice- string tone and percussion very well handled
.. very few systems handle brasses and woodwinds with equal authority." -High Fidelity. "Double
basses, drums, and even organ pedal audible with considerable authority throughout their musical
range.
Audtocraft.

...

"-

Size: 9"

x

9"

x

measured, with

16" wide; Power: 10 watts continuous RMS; Response: 50 to 15,000 cps; Ef icIeney: 7%
3 octaves of white noise; Impedance: 4 ohms.
MINSTREL: hardwood finishes- walnut, mahogany, blond: $29.95.
LA SCALA: genuine hardwoods- walnut, mahogany, blond: $34.95.

I. H. MFG. CO., INC.

(fli (7/et seatafiXez,4

Subsidiary of Industrial Electronic Hardware Corp.
121 Greene St., New York 12, N. Y.

Export: Roburn Agencies, 431 Greenwich St., N. Y. 13

Canada: Active Radio 8 TV, 58 Spadina Ave., Toronto

Circle

ieA

The First Book of its Kind -No Other Like

Mbh,
excess of 50 db; wow and flutter, 0.3 per

cent roes. Other features of the C -540 include three motors, two induction -type for
reeling, and one hysteresis induction motor
for drive; mecha n io:a I fail -safe braking,
and a safety eut -off sensor to stop the
machine if the tape should accidentally
break or run out. Manufactured by American Coneertone Division, American Electronics, Inc., 9449 W. Washington Blvd.,
Culver City, Calif.
G -9
AR. Accessory Tweeter. The At' -3st consists of an Alt I %-in. donne -type super
tweeter (the one used in the Alt -3 speaker
system), combined with crossover network, level control, and cabinet. It is designed primarily for use with the AR -2
speaker system -converting the AR -2 to
the equivalent of an Alt -2a -hut can also

It!

SOUND in the THEATRE
by Harold Burris -Meyer and Vincent Mallory
Nothing like SOUND in the THEATRE
has ever been published. It is the first
book to set forth in authoritative detail what
you can do with sound by electronic control,
and how to do it whenever the source (singer,
musician, speaker, etc.) and the audience are
present together. The book develops the requirements for electronic sound control from
the necessities of the performance, the characteristics of the audience (hearing and psychoacoustics), and the way sound is modified
by environment, hall, and scenery. Sound
sources are considered for their susceptibility
of control and need for it, and the many techniques for applying electronic sound control
are described and illustrated in thirty -two spe.
problems. From these problems are de-

`fic

sir

rived systems and equipment specifications.
Complete procedures are given for: Planning,
assembling, and testing sound control installations- Articulating sound control with other
elements of production- Rehearsals and performances Operation and maintenance of
sound control equipment.

-

THE AUTHORS

During the past thirty years, the authors have developed
the techniques of sound control in opera, open -air amphitheatres, theatres on Broadway, theatres on- the -road and
off-Broadway, in concert halls and night clubs, in Hollywood and in the laboratory. Some of their techniques are
used in broadcast and recording as well as in performances where an audience is present. From their laboratory
have come notably successful applications of sound control to psychological warfare and psychological screening.

o

RADIO`
MAGAZINES, INC.
Dept. 2
Post Office Box 629

An. invaluable

for $10.00
of
SOUND in the THEATRE postpaid.
I am enclosing my remittance

Send my copy

(No C.O.D., all books sent postpaid in U.S.A.

an

in

and possessions, Canada, and Mexico.
Add He for Foreign ordere.)

Now
Address
Zone

State

working
the theatre a con.
pille lechnelopcal thesaurus for
the engineer. architect. designer.
technrcan, student. and teacher
concerned with the reinforcement
of sound and speech.

speaker, or vertically alongside it. Acoustic Research, Inc., 24 Thorndike St., Cambridge 41, Mass.
G-10

If

dispensable torde 'or anyone

Mineola, New York

city

ref.enr,

be used to extend the high-frequency range
of an AR -1. When connected directly
across an AR -1 or AR -2, the AR -3st takes
over at 7500 cps. On -axis response extends
to 20,000 eps ± 1.5 db. Dimensions are
514 x 62 x 114ís in. The unit may be used
either horizontally on top of the other

NEW LITERATURE
Ill

H. H. Scott, Inc.,
Yuwdermill Road,
Maynard, Mass ., utnounces publication of
two technical bulletins; one on the new
Scott 272 72 -watt complete stereo amplifier, the other on the Model 314 AM -FM
tuner. Complete specifications and technical information are included. In view of
the excellence of these units, it is suggested that prospective buyers send for
both of these sheets before making a final
:

4

u

selection of the equipment they purchase.
Requests for copies should be directed to
G -11

Dept. D.

e The Astatic Corp., Conneaut, Ohio, has
available a new 12 -page catalog covering
its entire line of microphones. Included in
the publication is information covering
applications and prices, along with charts
showing typical frequency response characteristics. The catalog also lists microphone accessories such as stands, switch
and socket connectors, adaptors, and transformers. Page size of the book is S'fs "x
11" and it is punched for insertion in all
types of binders. Requests for copies
G -12
should specify Catalog MIO.

Lectronics of City Line Center Inc., 7644
City Line Ave., Philadelphia 31, l'a., will
mail on request a handsome four -page
folder giving full technical information
on the British -made SME tone arm. A
precision -built device throughout, the SASE
is :mailable in two models, differing only
G -13
in length.
Yardney Electric Corp., 40 -50 Leonard
St., New York City, N.Y., manufacturer of

Silvercel (silver -zinc) and Silcad (silver cadmium) batteries, has available technical sheets on two new silver -zinc batteries
-the P -1517 and the P/N 5522. The Pas-1517
unwas designed for such applications
derwater propulsion and aircraft electronics, while the P/N 5522 was developed as
a power supply for guidance systems, telemetering, radio beacons, and strobe lights
in nose cones. Data sheets for the two batteries are designated 1'102 and P104, reG -14
spectively.

Telectrosonic Corporation,

35 -15

37th

St., Long Island City 1, N.Y., is offering
its new 900 Series Tape I teck and ¡'ream -

plitlsr catalog. This attractive 20 -page
booklet outlines the advantages of tape,
points out the features of tape decks
which make for consistent, high -quality
operation with a minimum of complication
for the user, and describes the five models
in the 900 Series with respect to head
arrangement and facilities. In addition, it
describes their complete line of preamplifiers for recording and playback, giving all
of their essential characteristics, and describes bases and cases used for mounting
these units. A complete price list Is also
G -15
enclosed.

SOUND SYSTEM
front pogo

i

on the bottoni of the enclosure close to

the front. From the main power switch
the lines go to a central distribution
panel of outlets. As an additional precaution, all components are individually
Posed. A ground lead goes to a bus
equipped with taps so that each component can be properly grounded. Towards
the right hand side of the front panel
(facing it) is a panel of indicator lights
which show when any component is energized.
The elements of the system are:
Speaker -University Model
312

Tuner- liar:non Kardon
"Guide" (AM-

r'I

)

Tu enta ble- Bogen -Lesko

Amplifier-Preamp -Eieo 20 Watt
'l'ape liecorder- Concertoue
J£
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take
the controlssee why everything
the new

UHER
Stereo Record III
does best!
From the moment you hear its incomparable high fidelity performance -from the
instant you realize the wide range of capabilities the versatile controls put at your
command -you know that the Uher Stereo Record III is an exciting new experience
in stereo tape recording.
Here's what the Stereo Record III does ... and why it does it best!
High Fidelity Performance, Unsurpassed-Broad 40 to 20,000 cps frequency response; negligible wow and flutter 0.1% ; high -55 db signal -to -noise ratio and constant speed hysteresis -synchronous motor assure the highest possible performance
standards.
Versatility, Unlimited- Sound -on- sound! Play back on one track, record on the other
-simultaneously. It plays either 2 or 4-track pre- recorded tape, 4- tracks of t mil
tape, on a 7 -inch reel, played at I% ips provide more than 17 hours of play. The
optional AKUSTOMAT automatically operates the tape transport only when voice or
program material reaches the microphone. The Stereo Record III is adaptable for
synchronizing-automatic slide projectors.
Flexibility, Unequalled-Fool-proof and jam -proof controls provide individual
adjustments of each channel: volume, tone, fade -in and fade -out, channel and
speaker selection. Fingertip control of pause, stop, rewind, fast rewind, forward, fast
forward, speed selections of 71/2 , 33 , or 17/'e ips, and a recording safety lock. Has an
accurate digital cueing meter.
Monitoring facilities, plus dual recording level indicators, simplify making stereo or
mono recordings. High and low impedance inputs accommodate any type of program
source. Outputs for external speakers and for direct connection to external high
fidelity amplifiers are provided. Truly portable weighs only 33 pounds. Complete
with 2 Dynamic High Impedance Microphones, Amplifiers, Speakers and Carrying
Case. $399.50
High fidelity perform FAMOUS UHER UNIVERSAL
ance-a most remarkable dictating /playback instrument-3 speeds from 15/16 ips -voice activated
automatic continuous playback. With Remote Control
Microphone, Carrying Case, Reel, Dust Cover.
$299.95 plus f.e.t.

-

-

-

Your dealer invites you to take the controls of the exciting Uher Stereo Record III.
For further details write: Dept. A -7, WARREN J. WEISS ASSOCIATES
Sole U. S. Agents, 346 West 44th Street, New York 36, New York
53

for the finest in high fidelity kits

AGROSOUND
These popular Acrosound

kits are

simple and fast to assemble

...

HAROLD LAWRENCE

bring the newest sound advancements into your home in a matter of

A Preview of the "Concert Of The Week"

hours! Best of all, Acrosound's easy to- build, reasonably priced kits save
you dollars!

ACRO'S PREAMPLIFIER
new all feedback preamplifier with low
noise, 2 MV referred to phono input, high
gain, 60 DB phono and tape, and low distortion, 0.15% IM for 1.5V out. Extra features
A

include individual bass and treble controls,

rumble and scratch filters, phase switch, third
channel output, light matrix, and exclusive
Mic. Dub switch. Supplied with two low noise
7199 pentode /triode, two 7247 dual triode
tubes

$69.50

ACRO'S ULTRA LINEAR II AMPLIFIER
This famous 60 watt basic amplifier has long
been a favorite of discriminating audiophiles.
Acro perfected Ultra- Linear circuitry has been
combined with a unique feedback system to
provide an amplifier with unusually low distortion, superior feedback stability, and finest
transient performance. Construction time is
only two hours. Supplied with two EL-34 output tubes, one 12AX7, one 12AU7, and CZ34

rectifier

Airwt: NEW IROGRAM, conceived by
\ational Telefilm Associates as a

musical companion to "Tite Play Of
The Week," is scheduled to make its debut
this coating fall. The producers of this
latest entry in the field of concert music
on television hold with the revolutionary
belief that a genuine recital- nothing
store, nothing less -will attract and hold
a sizeable audience.
Everything about "The Concert Of The
Week," as the program is called, runs
counter to existing theories and practices
regarding the presentation of music on free
television. Words today have become to
the classical music telecast what horses are
to the Western. Only when a musical program is narrated by a "personality" does
it fit into the category of entertainment.
Among the concert music "explainers"
Leonard Bernstein is easily the king. Remove his spoken commentary, and the New
York Philharmonic telecasts would probably go the way of the now defunct Chicago
Symphony programs, which, despite superb
technical production and the attraction of
smelt names as Fritz Reiner and Bruno
Walter, failed to gain a firm place on the
television scene.
Even a "pops" concert, with its naturally
broader appeal, could not earn enough ratings to survive. "'l'he Firestone Hour" is a
case in point. In 1954 the program was
dropped by NIit', not because it lacked
sponsorship -the client, in fact, paid for
time. talent, and production -but because
II
time (Monday evening) had become
precious to the growing network. ABC
promptly signed the Firestone program,

t"

6 11'.

ink Si --

.\-ru- Fork, N. Y.

but it too abandoned the show four years
later when accelerated billing transformed
Monday front a "throwaway" to a boom
night. To bring up to date an old maxim,
"Tine is (more) money."
Music -minus -talk has not been banished
from television; let us say rather that it is
seldom allowed to go out alone at night.
Pure music appears occasionally on variety
shows where an operatic aria or a movement of a violin concerto is sandwiched in
between comics and acrobats. The Spring
Festival, an hour -long concert of light symphonic music, only serves to underscore the
meager representation of concert music on
television.
Against this background of harsh TV
realities, N. T. A.'s projected series of recitals and chamber music concerts night appear foolhardy because of its limited scope
of sight and sound. In terms of visual interest alone, the symphony orchestra probably constitutes music's most potent subject
for the television cameras. The electronic
eye can explore ranks of strings, catch the
glint of the brass, zoom in on a row of
French horns, or observe the timpanist as
he executes an intricate passage. The audio
portion of the telecast, too, offers a rich
variety of timbres as well as a wide dynamic range; but, in most instances, the
signal is unbalanced, poorly monitored, and
lacking true musical perspective.
"The Concert Of The Week," on the other
hand, seldom will offer more than four musicians, and generally only two, on each
two -hour program. Apart from the inter nnission interview, conducted in the proverbial "green room," no spoken words will
embellish the program's musical content. In
fact, the producers' guiding principle is to

$79.50

ACRO'S STEREO 20 -20 AMPLIFIER
two channel stereo amplifier which provides
full 18 watts in each channel, or a total of
36 watts of low distortion stereo in your listening room. Distortion is only 1.5% IM at
18 watts per channel, 0.5% at 16 watts. Excellent square-wave and transient performance. Supplied with four EL84 /6805 output
tubes, two 12AX7 driver tubes. Finest performance and lowest price for a dual amplifier.
A
a

write for information to:

$69.50

ACRO PRODUCTS CO.
410 Shurs Lane, Phila. 28, Pa., Dept. AUD -7

Acro
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Television in the Recital Hall.
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recreate in every detail the shape and mood
of a music recital such as One would expect
to attend at a legitimate concert hall.
The first "Concert" was videotaped last
May in a former Broadway theatre now
occupied by CBS. Joseph Szigeti and Leon
Pommers played sonatas by Prokofiev and
Brahms, and a sonatina by Schubert; in
addition, Szigeti performed Bach's Chaconne for unaccompanied violin. The stage
background was appropriately simple:
there were no sequined curtains, moving
spotlights, or "floating" platforms. In deference to the musically sophisticated audience that filled the auditorium, the pair of
applause signs located in the proscenium
did not light up at the end of each piece.
The audience, incidentally, played a vital
role in the program. Its primary function
was to supply the element of realism: before the concert and during intermission,
the cameras observed people milling around
in the lobby, filing into the auditorium to
get to their seats, and responding in varying degrees to each work. Once the music
began, of course, attention focused exclusively on the artists, just as we would -or
we too were sitting in the aushould
dience. More important than this visual
factor, however, is the unseen current of
excitement that flows back and forth from
players to listeners when generated by an
inspiring performance. The burst of applause that greeted the concluding notes of
the Chaconne was like the break of a giant
wave. Similarly, one can "hear" the stillness that settles over the audience when
it is totally absorbed in an expressive piece
of music.

-if

was
When Joseph Szigeti stepped out on the lights throughout the recital his head
bathed in perspiration, streams of sweat
stage accompanied by Leon Pommers (and
collected on
page tuner), he acknowledged the applause, flowed down his forehead and
on
and then, spotting the single microphone the tip of his nose where it spattered
to his Guarneri violin, making the instrususpended above the apron, peered through
Chiof
a
the strong lights in the direction of the ment glisten like the underbelly
control booth to confirm his exact position. nook salmon.
This writer watched the event first in a
A brief tuning followed and the artists
launched into the first work of the pro- monitor room and later in the theatre
a marked difference begram- Prokofiev's Sonata in D. Four cam- itself. There wasand
reproduced sound. Itt
eras were utilized for the videotaping: two tween the "live"
the auditorium, the acoustics were dry and
in the wings, one in the center, and anit seemed as if
other in the rear for distant shots. During intimate; on videotape,
playing in Carthe afternoon, a stand -in violinist of Szigeti and Pommers were
The sigaudience.
an
without
Szigeti's general height and build had per- negie Hallnal apparently had been reverberated artiformed the recital for the benefit of the
ficially; the resultant pickup might be
cameramen, producers, and engineers, while
described as an audio counterpart of the
the director marked his scores for angles
"long shot." This long shot never varied,
and changes of shots.
in rapid sucThere was one particular shot that even when the cameras shifted
to an intense
caught Szigeti unprepared. About a minute cession from a distant view
such a
witness
into the Scherzo movement of the Prokofiev close -up. When our eyes
ears fail to hear a
sonata, the center camera suddenly lunged change of shot and our of
perspective, we
forward, its boom lowering simultaneously corresponding change
if we are
for a close -up of the violinist's fingers. The are slightly disappointed. But
concerned with maintaining correct musispeed of the move even surprised some
in favor
be
hardly
we
would
cal balance,
people in the audience, and Szigeti, who
of manipulating levels to reflect every
took one startled look at what he later decamera angle. At best, the producer must
scribed as the "lion," stopped playing altocompromise between reality and musical
gether. He quickly regained his composure,
necessity. Perhaps the answer, in the case
however, and began the movement once
of "The Concert Of The Week," would be
again. Thanks to the versatility of the
bemedium, the program's sole mishap pre- to strike a more satisfactory balance
sented no difficulties; the interrupted take tween "presence" and reverberation.
The
Of
Concert
"The
No one expects
would later be removed from the master
Week" to rival the cowboys and the privideotape.
vate
eyes. That such a program is possible
of
remainder
the
for
It was clear sailing
of commercial telethe program, except that Szigeti was broil- within the framework
vision is in itself cause for jubilation. Æ
ing under the relentless glare of the flood-

RECORD REVUE
(front page -Li)
Insist on literal concert hall effects. But the
Mercury sound still Is odd, strange, to my
ears and will be to other ears until its values
become familiar and expected. We learn how
to make uses of the sound of various recording techniques simply by becoming accustomed

to them. Clearly, many Mercury customers
are already familiar with this sound out
-ed from
of Minneapolis, which is far re
a concert sound even though it was recorded
in
normal
in a concert hall with the orchestra
positions on the stage.
orchestra
St
of
a
Yaitn.ss
The inner workings
are always fascinating to hear at close range
and there Is much to be enjoyed in these
two recordings. But the lack of a big perspective, of a romantically distant over -all
view, makes the musical impact less dramatic
than Strauss envisioned. Dorat is impartial
and accurate performance leaves much that
should be warm, or scorching hot, on a cool
and itupersw notl plane instead. Not much
musical poetry here.

2. Heavenly Choirs
Berlioz:

Requiem.

Leopold

Simoneau;

New England Conservatory Chorus, Boston Symphony Orch., Munch.
RCA Victor LDS 6077 (2) stereo
This Is one of the newest batch of Soria
specials. a "spermcu tar" complete with fancy
booklet full cif pasted -in Skirt color reproductions, handsome black- and -whites. wide spoced text commentary. Raney, and the subject is an easy one to illustrate via old

toasters, too.

Musically, this Requiem comes n bit nearer
to encompassing the impossible size and
scope of the huge work alma any previous
recording. The stereo is, all in all, more effective. less zany, than the several earlier
valiant stereo attempts. You can't very well
reproduce the "Tuba Minim" as Intended by
Berlioz, with four extra brass bands nt the
four corners of the connpass. Not on any
stereo system so far launched. But you can
give a noble impression of immensity in
sound. to left and right. as an excellent stab-

AUDIO

Is done here in Boston's Symphony Hall-With all the seats taken out,
the chorus on stage, orchestra distributed
over the floor and the brass bands in the
Side balnconies. Territflc.
The biggest technical problem of all in this
massively eccentric work is that of dynamic
range, made intentionally extreme by Berlioz
himself. It is most judiciously solved here,
for home listening. The soft parts, unlike
\\'estminlster's version, do not simply disappear, down in the rumble and scratch -they
can be heard. The loud passages, millions of
times louder in the flesh, are somehow
br ht unobtrusively within the practical
dynamic range of stereo disc. Good job on
Rl'A's part -this Is what I call good recording under trying circumstances. We really
do progress in practical recording techu`.que,
as the stereo era goes forward.
The Berlioz music is a Munch specialty
and he is a part of French music, himself.
The ntlinity is real, the performance therefore authoritative.
The semi-pro student -type chorus is an excellent choice-with youthful purity- and vigor
but a very necessary professional stamina
that can cope with the taxing music and
make some headway In slaw terms of vol
against enormous instrumental odds. The
tenors in particular, are horribly taxed, solo
on their own, and cone through beautifully.
The one soloist, tenor Simoneau, Is pure
French in ids styling out of Canada), and
here is his usual poignant self. teetering to
the brink of seeming vocal disaster in the
very high passages and thetrhy adding pre
clsely the right [note of desperation to h
musical prayers'. Berlioz would have wept
with Joy.
.\ mighty good spectacular, this album.

stitute, which

-

Dvorak: Requiem, Op. 89. Stader, Wagner, Haefliger, Borg; Tschechische Phil -

harmonice, Ancerl.

Deutsche Grammophon SLPM 138026/27
(2) stereo
'Phis is an inspiring failure as a recording

consumption. The piece is simply
for I
too much removed from the reality of the
home living room and the stereo loudspeakers
to come through without immense assist from
the musical imagination.
It is huge music, slow, heavy, very long, on
a massively largo scale but remarkably undynatnic on the whole, in spite of numerous
relatively violent passages. allegro. It would
be foolish to say it Is a bad work-for It depends on what you mean by bad. This is
what Dvorak wanted and, presumably, it
suited his times, his listeners, his performers.
Who are we to complain if the great vehicle
seems turgid and longwinded to us in our
living rooms?
nimaginative recording In stereo adds an
extra burden. The orchestral and choral forces
are drowned in a huge liveness, at a distance,
but the soloists are plonked right down close up, clean outside of the over-all picture.
Why? Isn't stereo a medium for bringing large
forces together under, so to speak, one acoustic roof? No point at all in this sort of
treatment. for such a large and already spru will)); work.
It you like big Romantic pieces, if you go
for king-size Bruckner, Mahler, Ikalius, you'll
find plenty of genuine Dvorak in this pied.
But it's not for the Twentieth century masses,
decidedly. Our times worth money, double
here, it's better spent on music of eon, iseuess,
new or old.
I

3. Special
Purcell, The Gordian Knot Untied; Suites
8. 2. Pergoiesi: Trio Sonata in G
No.
Boyce: Symphony No. 8. Telemann. Trio
Sonata in C. Saidenberg Little Symphony,
Gotham Baroque Ensemble.
American Society SAS 1003 stereo
Handel: Double Concerto No. 3 for Two
Wind Choirs and Orch. Vivaldi: Flute
Concerto in D ( "Il Ga:dellino "). Geminiani: Concetto Grosso in C Minor, Op.
1
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of the living
room at the bottom of this page may
not
give
the
viewer
the
impression
Z
. that it is in a household which does not
have the ministrations of a housewife, it
must be agreed that it does snake provision
áia Z for a goodly amount of hi -fi equipment that
might not be so well received if there were
Z : a. woman in the house. Dr. McDonnell is, as
indicated by his list of equipment, an avid
m ö audio Lobbist in his spare time
his
Ñ v working hours lie is a urologist in the city
of Sacramento, Califonria.
Along the right wall in his living room,
1)r. McDonnell has grouped a Fisher Series
m ö su tuner and a 4011 -C master stereo control
Vwhich feeds two McIntosh 30 -watt ampliÑ w tiers; a Thorens CD43N changer
and a
LL1
s lIek-O -Kut LP50 turntable, the latter
equipped
with
a
Pickering
arm,
which
is
o
used with an ESL C -60 mono pickup and
a Pickering 371 for stereo; and a Viking
.2
75 tape deck with an RP61 amplifier provides for stereo and mono playback and for
mono recording. The sound emanates from
two JBL "Bel Aire" D42020 speakers lorated on the bookshelves at the two sides
of the fireplace.
The entire system is built into the "music
renter" cabinet, which provides plenty of
space for his collection of some 300 LP's,
95 stereo records, 1500 78's, and 25 tapes,
a music lover, he admits to being a hobby4
with one 45. Rather an imposing
ist and an enthusiast continuously over the
group, it would seem, though we can't help
past twenty years. He values his collection
but wonder why there is only one of the
of records equipment at $7500, not count> 45's.
ing "junked equipment."
In the tradition of all Audiomen, Dr.
His other activities include
\leDonnell is consttlltly consulted by and cooking-the latter a naturalgardening
result of
friends, neighbors, and relatives for some
his being an admitted gourmet and wine professional guidance in the planning and lover (which is a good idea if you live in
selection of their high fidelity components, Sacramento) -he also enjoys occasional
and he has actually helped plan and install
golf, boating, and fishing. He attends conseveral complete systems, in addition to certs, opera, and plays as often as able,
providing practical advice to many others usually about once a month, and he is acof his friends.
tive in Rotary Club work and other comDr. McDonnell has been a subscriber munity activities.
to AUDIO for over eleven years -which
We are pleased to welcome Dr. McDonnell
makes him practically a charter subscriber
to the growing membership of Audiomen,
-and he particularly enjoys articles which and
he now becomes a Life Subscriber with
are not "too techni9al." Aside from being our compliments.
HILF. THE APPEARANCE

k
3
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d
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Proving once again that a single man has certain advantages in pursuit of his hobby, Curtis H. McDonnell joins the ranks of Audiomen.
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in dynamic and static balance, in
control and regularity of speed, in
cueing accuracy, and in quality of
reproduction in mono or stereo.
Each EMT 940 Studio Turntable
has its own complete laboratory
checkout sheet showing its near perfect ideals in every mechanical
and electrical characteristic . . .
Built -in strobe, 4 speeds, instant
start -and -stop, kid -glove mechanical placement of stylus, hairline
control of stylus force, and many
other refinements in this economical version of the world- standard

LETTERS
(from page 6
entirely eliminated since .the sound seems
to emanate from somewhere between the
center speaker and each of the two outboard speakers.
.J. PUSHKIN,

Hempstead, N. Y.
(Seems to provide an interesting effect on
stereo, though it is not true stereo. It
would be an ideal way of covering the long
wall of a large room, even though one half
of the room would have "stereo reverse."
If all the three speakers were alike, and in
proper phase, the sound would have to appear to be coming from the center speaker
if heard from the middle on monophonic
material. With differing speakers, the
spread is excellent. En.)

AUDIO

EMT 927/930.

Literature on request. Electronic Applications,
Inc., Stamford, Connecticut.

ETC

(from page 14)
machine area too, perhaps, as a "record
player" that can do better than a changer
for a price well below that of the complete tape recorder.
This last home-machine gambit, I'll admit, is perhaps more dubious and maybe
I shouldn't mention it. The tape player I
have in mind is basically a hi -fi component, to promote better component hi -fi
from tape at a new and reasonable cost.
Tape in reel -to -reel form is basically a
component medium itself.
It seems likely that if and when the
cartridge tape record gets a start it will
move into the mass market. As already discussed here, that is its big potentiality. If
there are to be mass -type home tape players, then they will probably be in cartridge form. Reel -to-reel stands its best
chance in component hi -fi, and it is there
that the tape player is really a vital need
if tape in this form is to take its place as
a part of the bi -fi system.
As far as my own feeling about tape
playing is concerned, there isn't the slightest doubt that I will keep mostly away
from tape records until I have a tape
player for them -not a recorder. I keep
my recorders for other uses. I don't want
them cluttering things up as part of my
record playing system. I really need a simple tape player of solid quality. So do you.
Æ
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TAPE GUIDE
(from page 34)
away from these magnets. In another
form of permanent magnet erase head, a
single magnet runs diagonally from the
lower to the upper edge of the track,
thus subjecting each particle on the track
to a magnetic field which is changing in
polarity and strength.
Permanent magnet heads generally do
not erase as well as electromagnetic
heads, and they tend to leave noise on
the tape. Orientation of the head with
respect to the tape is critical. The head
must he automatically moved away from
the tape when the recorder is in the playback mode. Hence the permanent magnet head is seldbnu used.
19E
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FEATURES:

STEREO AMP.

*Can receive stereophonic broadcasts of both
AM -AM and AM -FM independently at the
some time and facilitates reception of any
kind of broadcasts -AM, SW, FM.
By pushing the "presence switch ", it can reproduce powerful low sound which has
hitherto not been possible.
*Easy to see "glamour magic eye" is equipped
for tuning indication.
By only changing the mode switch, output of
as much as 15W -15W for stereo and 30W for
ordinary broadcast can be obtained.
CA highest class versatile "mammoth" amplifier
that con also be used as a crossover 3500c /s
channel amplifier.

SM -30 (OUTPUT

15W-15W)

SPECIFICATIONS
4- germanium diodes, 23 tubes

Maximum Power Output:
Frequency Characteristics

:

6BQ5p.p.x2
15W -15W
40 c /s ---70K

cfs, within -1db (at IOW output)

Distortion : °o at 14W output
Gain (Input for 10W output ):
TAPE ...I.23mV
MAG ....3.17mV
MIC ....1.34mV
X -TAL .... 54mV
1

AUX

....74mV

Freq
y Response
88--- 108Mc /s for FM
535Kc /s^- 1605Kc /sx 2 for MW
3.5Mc /s^-- 10Mc /s for SW
s

SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
460, lzurni-cho,

Suginamiku, Tokyo, Japan
Circle SIB
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No. 120
THE 4th AUDIO ANTHOLOGY

A new compendium of AUDIO knowledge.
Here is a collection of the best of AUDIO -The AUDIOclinic
by Joseph Giovanelli...noted audio engineer and the original
high fidelity answer -man-EQUIPMENT PROFILES edited by
C. G. McProud ...Editor of AUDIO. Here is a wealth of hi -fi
and audio information. Answers to the most important issues
in high fidelity and a valuable reference on the performance of
leading makes of high fidelity components. Volume I $2.00

S2.95 Postpaid

Audio Anthology ever!
Contains a wealth of essential high fidelity
know -how in 144 pages of complete articles by world -famous authors.
This
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NEW! Greatest Reference Work on Audio

"The AUDIO Cyclopedia
Up to the minute, including

Hi Fi

",

stereo!

A convenient service to AUDIO

readers. Order your books
leisurely by mail-save time and
travel, we pay the postage.

8.

No. 123

rd M."1 remaine

1280 pages
3400 topics
1600 illustrations

is one single volume with the most comprehensive coverage of every phase of audio. Concise, accurate explanations
of all audio and hi fi subjects. More than 7 years in preparation-the most authoritative encyclopedic work with a unique
quick reference system for instant answers to any question. A

Here

vital complete reference book for every audio engineer, technician, and serious audiophile. $19.95

No. 115

No. 112

McPROUD HIGH FIDELITY OMNIBOOK
Prepared and edited by C. G. McProud,
publisher of Audio and noted authority
and pioneer in the field of high fidelity.
Contains a wealth of ideas, how to's,
what to's and when to's, written so
plainly that both engineer and layman
can appreciate its valuable context.
Covers planning, problems with decoration, cabinets and building hi -fi furniture. A perfect guide. S2.50 Postpaid.

TAPE RECORDERS AND TAPE RECORDING
by Harold D. Weiler
A complete book on home recording by the author of
High Fidelity Simplified. Easy to read and learn the
techniques required for professional results with home
recorders. Covers room acoustics, microphone techniques, sound effects, editing and splicing, etc. Invaluable to recording enthusiasts. Hard Cover $3.95. Paper
Cover $2.95 Postpaid.
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HANDBOOK OF SOUND REPRODUCTION No. 110
by Edgar M. Villchur
Right up to date, a complete course on
sound reproduction. Covers everything
from the basic elements to individual
chapters of each of the important
components of a high fidelity system.
Regularly $6.50...offered for a limited
time at only $3.75.

SPECIAL! You pay only $2.75 for this

JULY

SPECIAL!
SAVE

sac(' 55'
with this combination of valuable
eudio and high fidelity hooks. The Handbook of
Sound lit production ($6.501; the best of AUDIO
$2.001: -tape Recorders & Tape Recording ($2.95)
YOU

TOTAL VALUE OF ALL THREE $11.45
Your cost ONLY $5.00 POSTPAID

$6.45

book when you order it with any other book on this page.

This offer expires July 31. 1960
Good only on direct order to publisher
ORDER
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AUDIO Bookshelf
RADIO MAGAZINES, INC., Dept. 67
P.O. Box 629, Mineola, New York

Please send me the books I have circled below. I am enclosing the
full remittance of $
(No. C.O.D.)
All U.S.A. and CANADIAN orders shipped postpaid. Add 50P for Foreign orders
(sent at buyer's risk).
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SILICON DIODE IN AUDIO EQUIPMENT
(from page 22)
diodes unless wasteful voltage dropping
resistors or chokes are added, and the
penalty of somewhat poorer regulation
i. accepted. Of course there are many
ways to mount diodes, and only the layout requirements control the method, for
heat is no problem at audio power levels.
Diode Regulators

There is a form of silicon diode that
can have valuable application in audio
circuitry, and that is the Zeiler diode.
These are silicon diodes with a somewhat different inverse voltage characteristic that makes them excellent voltage

regulators.
Referring to Fig. 5, as an inverse
voltage is applied to a Zeller diode,
there is it point where diode current will
increase a great deal with a minute
voltage increase. This is the Zeiler, or
regulating point. Of course the maximum current must lw limited. Zener
diodes operate like gas regulator tubes,
but usually at a lower voltage and higher
current. They are small units like rectifiers, and may be connected in series for
higher voltage regulation.
Figore 6 illustrates a simple and accurate d.e. Voltage standard for shop
use. An lniemathmal Rectifier MZ27
Zeiler Diode was used. Its individual
calibration chart, furnished with the
diode, indicated regulation at. 28 volts
with 8 ma through the diode. Resistance
R was selected to give the 8 mima with the
diode shorted out. A wire-wound resistor
was used for safety and stability. At
ambient shop temperatures, the unit is
simply turned on and meters are checked
at the output. Lnnternational Rectifier
Corp. publishes an Engineering Handbook that covers the field quite thoroughly.
New Equipment Design

Now that we have covered many as!wets of silicon diode power supplies,
let us design n supply for a new amplifier.
The recently announced General Electric Company's 7189A output pentode
seems worth a trial. The output tube is
similar to the popular EL84, but G.E.
has used a new heat- eonductive laminated plate (:mode) material, and has
used all the sprue base pins to act as
heat sinks for the grids and plate. The
tube will strand 440 volts on the plate.
The screen will take 400 volts, or even
415 volts with a tapped screen arra:ecnunt. The rated voltages will give an
output of 20 to 25 watts, which should
be about right for most systems.
The popular Mallard circuit, considerably modified through long experi-
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meta, is extremely satisfactory, and was national Rectifier Corp. MZ18 (1 \1515)
chosen. The old Ampex front end, the Zeller diode could he arranged to regulow -phase -shift .as70, needs about 210 late the negative bias voltage to a balvolts for lowest distortion. The long - ancing network. A bread -board test intailed -pair splitter using a 6CG7 in dicated that the desired negative 14 volts
high -load operutiou requires 300 volts. would hold without variation as the a.c.
The two first stages draw about 4 ma. supply varied from 80 to 130 volts, so
The 5879 can be, and usually is, a very
here was stability. A Triad F13X transgood tube, but there is an occasional former has its 6.3 volt winding convariable that can be very bad, but these nected to the 6.3 -volt filament supply
"sports" seem less frequent lately.
of the amplifier. The secondary high
Depending on thE, operating mode, voltage is rectified with a Sarkes Tarzian
class B or AB, the 71[89A push -pull pair F4- another tiny silicon diode unit
will draw from 15 to SO ma at zero sig- and is filtered and fed to the regulating
nal, and about 125 ma at full drive. Thus resistor and Zeller diode. R,, was selected
a total power supply drain of 150 ma to give the required -14 volts, and
at steady peak drive will suffice for a 5001) ohms proved correct with a 19.5 monophonic amplifier.
volt regulated source.
To allow a small-safety factor, a B
The amplifier is shown in Figs. 7 and
plus of 390 volts at zero signal seemed 8 and the circuit is shown in Fig. 9. The
about right. So if there were no power measured results were:
transformer and rectifier diode losses at Power
at clipping
22 watts
zero signal, and if we didn't have to 1.M. distortion at 2(1
draw some current, the secondary voltwatts
0.6 per cent
age for a full wave center- tapped supply 1.M. distortion nt 5
watts
under 0.1 per cent
would he 390/1.414, or 275 volts on each
i: plus at zero signal
390 v. dc
side of ground for a center -tapped sup- It plus at 20 watt4
382 y. de
ply. The transformer would obviously
Output tube i at zero
signal
80 ma
have to supply a bit more than 275(0.4V at test points)
0 -275 volts, but just how much more was
Input signal for 20the question.
watt output
0.6 P. de
A 400 -0-400 volt power transformer
was available for tests. The primary was
This amplifier has operated daily for
fed through a 10-ampere Variute to al- u number of months. Periodic measurelow exploration of- 'secondary voltage
ments have been identical to the initial
level. Silicon diodes were temporarily
tests, indicating a very stable design.
connected, a 30-30 tuf, 500 -volt capacitor 7189A tub: s operate quite hot, and
was paralleled for 60 t f and was placed proper ventilation is required.
across the output. An 80 -ma load at
This circuit is an adaptation of that
390 v. d.c. would be: 39,000/8=4875 described by the author in the March,
ohms, so a string of power resistors was 1959, issue of' Aromo, and that article
wired to make the test load 5000 ohms, covers component and circuit consideraand the experimental supply was fired tions that can be applied to this smaller
up. The desired 390 v. d.c. was obtained unit. The 6CG7 may be replaced with
with 288 volts a.c. on each side of the a 12AU7/ECCS2 with excellent results.
center tap. A Triad R66BC transformer
The Triad R93A power transformer
would fill the bill, as it is rated at 290- can be connected to supply the proper
0-290 at 271) ma., furnishes 6.3 v. a.c. doubler voltage for a stereo pair of the
at 10 amps, and has a 5 -volt 3 -amp amplifier circuits, and will handle them
winding which is not necessary with at full power. In this case the optional
silicon diodes. The transformer would stereo- decoupliug of Fig. 4 has proved
require a rather large rectangular chas- satisfactory.
sis cut -out, but aluminum is easily cut
Diode failure is possible, although
and filed.
theoretically it should be extremely rare.
The center-trapped full -wave supply Out of sixty diodes in various circuits
was selected, as the amplifier was to be the author has experienced one failure,
packaged in a California Chassis LTC and this after 350 hours of operation.
469, and space, especially height, was The diode was hot, and found to have
controlling. The output transformer se- 100 ohms resistance in both directions.
lected was a Dynaco A410, which Its mate in one doubler leg continues to
matches the 7189A's required 8000 -ohm operate properly. Other diodes in douhind, and will give 25 watts at low dis- bler and center- tapped supplies and as
tortion.
bias rectifiers have given complete satisNow for bias. There are real ad- faction. Improved manufacturing methvautagcs to 1w gained in fixed -bias class ods, including diffused junctions, will
AB operation, and accurate bias voltage make diodes more reliable. Theoretically,
assures consistent operation. An Inter- at least, they should last for years. Æ
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Wide-Band Ribbon Microphones
Maurice Chevalier: Toujours Maurice
RCA Camden CAL579

FOR
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AND
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FIGURE 8
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AND HOME
USE
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for consistently
superior stereo
recordings
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Brownie McGhee and Sonny Terry: Down
Home Blues

Available

Prestige Bluesvile 1002

on Request

DYNACO,
Powelton

Because on side of the lower- priced Camden
reissue Is sung In French and favors the music
hall stage rather than Hollywood, it earns
top billing here. Three numbers date from
1947, the year Chevalier brought his "One
Man Show" to New York. The remaining three
were recorded in 1930 for export to France,
and include a version released In America for
the first time of Paris, Je T'aime D'amour.
Now If only some adventurous company would
only import a slew of the vintage sides
Chevalier made prior to his first visit to this
country in 1928. MGM certainly profited
enough from "Gigi" to take the risk.
Most of the bit songs from the star's early
seven -year Hollywood stretch are listed on the
Victor LI' and the reverse Camden side. RCA's
apologies for the sound quality on both are
really unnecessary. Chevalier enjoys the distinction, along with such popular favorites as
Sir Harry Lauder, Enrico Caruso, and Louis
Armstrong, of being phonngenic under any

conditions.

Complete Data

3916

Thank Heaven For Maurice Chevalier!
RCA Victor LPM2076

INCORPORATED

Ave.,

Philadelphia

4,

Pa.
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UNEQUALLED PERFORMANCE

Lightin' Hopkins: Autobiography In Blues
Tradition TLP1040
Although partners for nearly twenty years.

Brownie McGhee and Sunny Terry only re-

tr-ntly began to place their songs on records
with soak's to do them justice. Long experi-

ence before all sorts of audiences has made
them more polished performers than the average blues singer, and each number is a care-

fully sifted composite of older versions. Still,

the bncie pulse of the blues is never forgotten,
and they form a tenni unique in the Held.
'Phis installment includes Terry's dashing harnmmiea chase on

TETRAXIAL

1

2"/

Fox Ilunf, I'm Prison Bound,

and Freight 7'rain. Sound of America, which
last year programmed the pair in stereo on
Janus, handled the production and the engineering is by Rudy Van Gelder.
Light in' Hopkins continues his saga at the
urging of Mack McCormick, pausing between
personalized reworkiugs of traditional tunes
to deliver episodes from life as he finals it in
Texas and other Southwestern points. In less
time than It takes to get his guitar in position, Hopkins can turn a plain everyday happening into a song. Those winning approval
become part of his repertoire. though additions are apt to be made at any time to such
themes as So Long Baby, 7'hat Gambling Life,
and Short Haired Woman. Whether or not
Hopkins is the best blues singer around Is of
Small import when compared to an inventiveness which stakes each of his stories true
:eel alive.

Buddy Tate: Tate's Date
Prestige -Swingville 2003
Prestige adds another new division with this

MANUFACTURER

FUKUYO SOUND
2 -25 -3 HORIFUNE,

KITAKU, TOKYO

Coble, CORAL FUKUYO
Circle 60B
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release and no better jazz series are to be
found than those lurking under the Swings 'ille and Bluesville Labels. The records also
are often concealed in stores where dealers
may lure them placed on the shelves alphabetically, or at the begining, middle or end
of the parent Prestige line. All those issued
so far are well worth tracking down under
any name.
Although the label is aimed at nutinstreanmers and admirers of older musicians, few jazz
fans of any persuasion can afford to ignore
Buddy Tate's new offering. It is easily the best
made by the former Basic tenor -sax player
since critics located him at Ilarlem's Celebrity Club. Now that the first flurry of excitement is over, the leader has happily settled
down and puts the band through its paces
just as he does at the club. One lone conces-

working in a studio is the drafting of
Wendell Marshall, bass, and drummer Osle
Johnson. The arrangements are by the band's
pianist, Sadik Hakim, and trombonist Eli
Robinson, with a couple from Dlckie Wells.
All are likely to prove irresistible to dancers,
while ninny listeners will experience a flood
of 011O00 111t memories amt the band's. sound.
sdon to

Red

Garland At The Prelude
Prestige 7170

Duke Pearson: Profile
Blue Note 4022
The average 1.1' boasts nn. or tico features
which usually can be pointed out in the space
of a paragraph or so. Once in a while one so
outstanding over -all conies along as to defy
such treatment. It could be said that the Prelude audience helps Red Garland to relax, but
the pianist is IIIN'a ys Just as much at ease In
a studio. The club atmosphere is nonetheless
enjoyable, and a line recording ensures the
listener a choice sent with all the comforts
of home. Garland slips an original blues in
among a bewildering array of goodies, while
cohorts Jimmy Rowser, on bass, and drummer
Specs Wright never get in his way. After having gone that far, it would take a detailed
analysis to arrive at the same decision-unreservedly recommended.
Duke Pearson proves to be a supremely
lyric pianist, although his debut program also
turns out to lie somewhat baffling. A young
newcomer front Atlanta, he seems intent on
achieving the stature and independence of a
Garland without having decided quite how to
go about it. On two original works, he makes
a determined bid for the admiration of jazz
aficionados and fellow musicians, winning
points by it wide margin with (late City Blues.
and Two Mile Run. Five standards are aimed
at the large audience which has opened its
collective pocketbook to Alumni Jaral. Pearson not only plat's considerably mare piano,
but is also more persuasive to my ears than
Jamaal. Gene Taylor provides it bass line as
richly melodic as Israel Crosby's on Witchcraft, Black Coffee, and l'm Glad There Is
Sou. Drummer Specs Wright lays down an
exotic background on 7'aboo. Some smart man agerial genius is likely Io decide Pearson's
future course. This may be the only chance to
discover him before that happens.

Harold Land: The Fox

Hifijazz J612
Clifford Brown: Jazz Immortal
Pacific Jazz PJ3
Despite the absence of Max Roach, both
dates contain spirited evidence of the drummer's leadership and recall memories of the
not -too -remote heyday of his Quintet. Harold
Land, who partnered the late Clifford Brown
while with Roach, resides now in Los Angeles
and still keeps the flame of their association
alive. Gathered about him are four kindred
souls, two of whom are making recorded debuts. Dupree Bolton, the newcomer on trustpet, is technically fluent and bears a marked
resemblance to Brown, appropriately enough,
in the vital drive of his playing. The test of
his ballad style must wait until later, however, as the wily lope of the title tune sets
the tone of the session. lierbie Lewis, another
youngster on bass, is teamed with the seasoned Frank Butler, a drummer who makes
every crisp accent mean something. The recording balance is a reati treat for anyone
who likes to know drums are being handled
with restraint and still hear them. Besides
leading the pack on tenor sax, Land shares
writing honors with veteran pianist Elmo
Hope. Most noteworthy is the construction of
a tune dedicated to Little Chris.
Clifford Brown, while visiting the West
Coast with Land and Roach in 1954, made
one of the last of his studio appearances away
from the regular group. To showcase his trumpet style, Jack Montrose wrote arrangements
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for a septet featuring 'Loot Sims, Bob Gordon,
Stu Williamson, Russ Freeman, and Shelly
Manne. AR they present Brown In a different
context less than two years before his death,
the performances assume new value today and
four of his originals are included in the reissue.

Thelonious Monk: Work!
Prestige 7169

Gigi Gryce: Nica's Tempo
Savoy MG12137
L11's are selling
to an ever -widening audience, some of his performances which were so bravely released several years ago are being restored to circulation. The Prestige reissue includes a quintet
N w

that Thelon ions Monk

version of Friday The Thirteenth, along with
a vivid description of the factors which contributed to the title. Monk's piano is also
heard in a trio, where he is joined by Percy
Heath and Art Blakey on two originals, and
in a quartet headed by Sonny Rollins.
Gigi Gryce directs two groups for Savoy,
employing Monk in a quartet and playing
three of his originals. The spark of spontaneity- is alive throughout, and the alto sax ist contributes the title tune. On the reverse
side, Gryce is involved in an ambitious duplication of the sound of the Miles Davis group
of 1049. Ernestine Anderson sings Social Call,
prior to the European visit which established
her reputation. Each album is worth investigating, either for works not recorded ag:riior because Monk never repeats himself
Æ
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GET THE TURNTABLE

THAT CHANGES RECORDS!

MIRACORD XS-200
heavyweight, professional -type turntable -and a fully -automatic changer!
playa both stereo and monophonic!
push-button controlled throughout!
Magic Wand spindles eliminate
pusher platforms and stabilizing
arms!
1
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RIBBON MICROPHONE
(front pay,
ences produced across the ribbon surfaces by the pole pieces, but is negligible
compared to the much larger pressure
differences produced by the pole pieces
at higher frequencies. The natural tendency for the high frequencies to fall off
as the distance d approaches a half

S

acoustic impedance of the holes in the
fluted upper part of the case having a
preferred value. The frequency response
of this microphone is given in Fig. 7.
The total harmonic distortion has a
maximum value of less than 0.1 per cent
for the vast majority of frequencies and

and for the stereo cartridge that
ELIMINATES HUM...

SIEREUfWIN 210/D
PERFECT FOR MONOPHONIC. TOO!
FITS A1.1. STANDARD TONE ARMS!
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Fig. 7. Frequency response curve of
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wavelength is compensated by a broad
resonant cavity gain due to the pole
piece chamfer and also by a standing
wave reflection gain due to the spacing
of the case from the ribbon plane, the

sound levels normally encountered in
operation.
Acknowledgments are due to Messrs.
Standard Telephones and Cables, Ltd.,
for permission to publish this article.

on quality Stereo hi -si! See
top buys in Allied- recommended complete systems, KNIGHT® quality Stereo
hi -fi units, and KNIGHT -KIT° build -yourown Stereo. You'll find hundreds of
money -saving values in famous name
amplifiers, tuners, changers, speakers,
cabinetry, accessories-as well as recorders, P. A. systems, teat instruments
and electronic supplies. Extra big savings on stereo records and tapes! Send
for your FREE Allied Supplement packed
SAVE MOST
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LIGHT LISTENING
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Lehar: The Merry Widow

Angel

S

35816

Lehar: The Merry Widow
Vox STVX 421.400
Angel's latest recording of the most popular operetta of the past fifty -five years presents a Sadler's Wells Theatre production in a
brand new English version. The Vox recording is a new pressing of a traditional Viennese
performance that first came out on two-track
stereo tape some years ago. Those who rate
this show on its melodic content won't insist
on a translation of the dated libretto. The
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ALLIED RADIO

words tend to get underfoot. With judicious
treble reduction , the more distantly- mikeal
\'lennese cast can be reproduced in acceptable
sound. The orchestras are equally competent
but Angel's newer sound is especially welcome when the chorus enters.
Dance Along With Russ Morgan
Everest SDBR 1083
Let's Dance Awhile to the Griff Williams
Mercury SR 60173
Style
The sweet bands for dancers seem to go on
forever. Both of these outfits cater to the ma-

ALLIED RADIO, Dept. 73 -G
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago SO, III.
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Allied Supplement No. 195
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Lure customer who likes his music on the
folksy side. Russ ylorgan has the advantage
of Everest's 35 -nun magnetic film recording
technique but he certainly doesn't need all of
that reverberation at full volume. The Griff
Williams hand continues smoothly despite the
loss of its leader about a year ago. Mercury
gives it the sanie elaborate treatment accorded
David Carroll and Richard Hayman.
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A Thurber Carnival: Original Broadway
Cast
Columbia KOL 5500

Now you, your friends and co- workers
can save $1.00 on each subscription
to AUDIO. If you send 6 or more subscriptions for the U.S., Possessions and
Canada, they will cost each subscriber
$3.00 each, 1/4 less than the regular
one year subscription price. Present
subscriptions may be renewed or extended as part of a group. Remittance
to accompany orders.
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devoted entirely to
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Bye Bye Birdie:

Cousin[illon among the leading lab. -I, is a
rugged affair these days when the rrorli ng
rights to a hit musical are being assigned.

Name
Address

(In those

[

j

Renewal

Address

O Renewal

Name
Address
New

Renewal

is

disc firma puts money

anyone has dared to use on the voice and
guitar of such artistes. Music and lyrics by
Charles :Grouse and Lee Adana" have Just the
right degree of tartness in commenting on the
antics nl' Birdie's managers and teenage facts.
One of the pleasant surprises in the album is
the unhnckneyed job turned in by Elliott Lawrence's pit band.

Name
Address

Rnwal

New

cases where

Into a show, recording privilege then becomes
part of the deal.) "Bye Bye Birdie," one of
latest hits on Broadway, undoubtedly aroused
very little interest within the inner circles of
R('A Victor. The central character in the
show, Conrad Birdie, happens to be a headlong take -off on their rock and roll star -Elvis
Presley. It is n safe guess that Columbia's
staff, for that reason shine. derived somewhat
more than average Pleasure in transferring
the show to records. Even the technical crew
got In on the fun during the recording session. When Dick Gautier, as Conrad Birdie
launches his first rock and roll song Honestly
.:iarere they throw in three tittles the reverb

Name

New

Original Broadway Cast
Columbia KOL 5510

)Please print)

H New

-

night."

PA systems
Record Revues

[l

The pccinl "cavil of .tapes Thurber is a
product of drawings and words. Early this
year. an a nt heiii sgy of his material reached
Broadway in the form of a revue called "A
Thurber Carnival." Portions of this quietly
hilarious production have been brought to records by Columbia. Thurber fans. listening to
this disc, will find it easier to visualize the
drawn characters titan they would in attending the show. Since the cast has been selected
wilt care and insight, the ear is free to concentrate on the unique turn of phrase that Is
the trademark of one of the most polished
humorists of our generation. There are no
songs in the revue but Hon Elliott's poised
Jazz quartet has been engaged to set the mood.
The record's opening episode catches four
couples dancing. They stop every few seconds
for fragments of conversation that d
strafe how sharp a weapon the cliche can be
in Thurber's hands. Tom Ewell ltn lersona tes
the author in a reading of The Night the
Bed bill and Memorial to a Dog. Ile is under standably waspish In a sketch dealing with
a lengthy and frustrating exchange of letters
between ale author and several echelons at
the office of his publisher. Also included is
the famous story of the f slieorn. in the Hoiden. the brief Little Hirt and the Wolf and
the yarn about the mermaid in Casuals of the
Keys. In this release, Columbia has a worthy
companion to its other example of nature wit
in recent theatre annals
'il rk 'twain T.I.s
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separate label to handle reissues called the Star Line, and one of
Its first releases is this collection of top swing
arrangements accumulated in Its vaults by
Les Brown, Benny (' itnnn. Glen (tray,
Woad): Herman. Harry James. and Stan Kenton. t'pela toil pressings offer n crispness and
clarity that wasn't there when the records
first came out. We're all familiar Willi reissues on other labels thstt present toil artists
on pressings cheaper than those of the prig: nal
releases but these are full grade in every respect. The new masters prove beyond a doubt
that Capitol's studio work was a fees' years
ahead of Its time when these sessions were
Bret recorded.
JE
a

')'RAIDE l'l' '1'11 STEREO: Largest selection
of new, used hl -fi causi
sots. I'nrfessiuna
service facilities available. Wri e Audio Ex
change, Dept. AE. for trading information.
1i32 -21
Hillside Ave.. Jamaica :12, X. Y
Hran cites lee Brooklyn, White Plains, Mall
basset.

HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKERS REPAIRED
AMI'RITE SPEAKER SERVICE, 168 W. 23rd
St.. New York 11, N. Y. CH 3-4812.

ENJOY PLEASANT SURPRISES? Then write
us before you purchase any 11 -lt. Y.iii'II be
glad you did. Unusual sayings. Key Electronics, 120 Liberty St., New York 0, N. Y. E.Vergreen 4- 11(171.

WRITE for confidential money -saving prices
your HI-Fidelity amplifiers. tuners. speaktape recordes s. Individual quotations
only no Catalogs. Classified Ili -FI Exchange,
Alt. 2375 East 85th St., Brooklyn :1, N. Y.
up

ers,

7

IIE11'I.ETT- l'Al'KARD audio oscillator. 21)E. Johnson. Muntguney Rond, Middletown, N. Y.
20,11111).

TAPE RECORDER professional Berlant BR -1

7.5 -15" /sec. hysteresis Motor, 4 heads in 30"
rack on casters. Shure mike 330, shod. boons.

trans former, miscellaneous ne,ess.Nes. Like
uew. Sacriliee at $5110. l'. d. Childs. DM W.
115th St.. N. Y. 25, N. Y. Weekday "evenings"
MO 0 -3667.

U.% N'l'I :D: $ $ $

RCA.

Presto

for Western Electric, Alte..

IeE. (fates. Raytheon. I.nngevin, &
terundcnst- theater audio email
'nl:

NEED old files on above companies: STATE
I'ItII'I:: P. 0. H. J'275, Lyons, Illinois.
IA I11' quotes on everything. Hi Fi and Sterro
tales. Bargain list. IIIFI Roslyn 4, Ila.

SALE:

78 rpm recordings. 1900-I950. Free
lists. Collections bought. P. O. BOX 155 IAt I.

Verona, N. J.

Conti lllll puts. recorders. free wholesale catalogue. Carlton 125 -N East 148th Street. N,'w

York

2R, N.

Y.

Ampex. t 'uncertlene, Crown. Nlagnecorel. Noreleo. )'resto. Bogen. Tandberg, Sherwood.
Itk -O -Kit, Scott. Shure. I lynnk it. ushers.
Trades. Heu-ii ton Studio. Dept. ANI. 10 Pennsylvania Ave., Tuckaboe, N. Y.

INDI'( "P(IRS for crossover networks.

118

types in stock. Send for brochure. (' & M
('oils, 3010 Holmes Ave., N. \V.. Huntsville,

Ala.

Ekotale Recorder, new condition. $75: IBM
Electric Typewriter. $75. "Ted" Hein, 418
Gregoy. Rockford. Illinois.
RENT STEREO TAPES -over 1,500 different
-all
major labels -free eut iili cg. Stereo-Parti,
811 -II Cent inela Ave.. Inglew
I :i, California.
Used Coneertone 61 K recorder. like new with
many professional features. $555 new. tOlw'
$295. Write Robert Baum, 431 Summit St.,

Lemoyne, Pa.

SELL: Electro -Voice

1211'K woofer in light
mahogany Klipsch -type cabinet with 350 cps
cot ss(iver, wits
t tweeters: $0i5. University
t 'obra flex mid -range horn without driver: $10
Handmade 25 watt amplifier with KT00's
and Dynaco A -4211 transformer: $1R. Sent
stamped envelope for details. K. W. 1(etsh
1918 Haverhill Rond, Baltimore 34. Maryland.
IF YOU ARE

MOVING

Please notify our Circulation Department
at least 5 weeks in advance. The Post Office
does not forward magazines sent to wrong
destinations unless you pay add tional postage. and we can NOT duplicate ccpies sent
H you once. To save yourself, us. and the
Post Office a headache. won't you please
ccorerate? When notifying us, please give
your old address and your new address.

Circulation Department
P.
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RECORD REVUE
THE FINEST OF ITS KIND
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Get more FM stations with the world's most
powerful FM Yogi Antenna systems.
fully informed,

To be

send no for book
"Theme And Variabons" by L. F B. Carini
and containing FM
Station Directory

the playing.
That's where

WETHERSFIELD 9, CONN
Circle 63C

CANADA

High Fidelity Equipment
Complete Service
Complete Lines
Hi -FI Records
Components

-

and Accessories

&LECTRO-UO1C,E

SOUND SYSTEMS

RUNDAS ST. WEST. TORONTO, CANADA
Circle 63D

ELECTROSTATIC TWEETER
THRILLING
HI FREQUENCY
RESPONSE

ONLY $19.95
ORDER BY

MAIL
S.

1015
FIGUEROA

LOS ANGELES
15

CALIFORNIA

Circle 63E

BEST

IN HI -FI VALUES!

NO

DELAY
SERVICE

in
aedi¢üj

All orders rushed to yOU
in factory- sealed cartons.
Write for free catalog.
25 -A Oxford Rood

Massapequa, New York
Circle 63F

A NOTE TO THE HI -FI BUYER
AIR MAIL us your requirements for
on IMMEDIATE WHOLESALE QUOTATION
Components, Tapes and Recorders
SHIPPED PROMPTLY AT LOWEST PRICES
WRITE TODAY FOR FREE CATALOG
714 -A Lexington Ave.

audio
unlimited

the trouble comes. Why?
claim to be an early
proponent of Baroque
ic. Ile is hardly
rushing in at this point to capitalize on the
current preference. I can't tell, in listening.
which aspects of the music are attributable
to hint and which to the Gotham Ensemble
-they do ac'hiev'e a clltllmendable unity of
approach, generally speaking. All I can say
is that these performances, speaking generally. violate my sense of Baroque style in
very fundamental ways.
Saddenberg can well

APPARATUS DEVELOPMENT CO.

126

No. 2. Seidenberg Little Symphony,
Samuel Baron, flute.
Am. Society SAS 1001 stereo
These recordings have given m, consider:thle
anguish; the music upon them Is priceless
and in m3' favorite sphere. the project is a
noble one in both cases, but I can't stand
2,

New York 22, N. Y.

The slow movements drag, the end cadences
are slowed down throughout in an anacbn,nistlC style out of an earlier and fuzzier concept
of this DOW well -k iloWll MUSIC, the faster
tilt O'PIIWIIt5 have a peculiar choppiness that I
hind very objectionable -and recognize as a
too -familiar phenomenon in certain playing
Ch'cles,
There is that tell -take pounding rhythm.
that lack of phrasing. shaping. that is oleo
peculiarly evident in the Baroque playing of
many conservatory- trained professional musicians in this country-who would not think
Of playing Beethoven or 3I,zart In such a
fashion but, for some reaoou, have come to
believe that this jabbing style IS the way
"old" music ought to he played. It isn't.
loreover, In line With this Same parochial
and narrow professional viewpoint. the tempi
and expression of many movements slimily
go dead against what should seem fairly ob
Onus indications to all Who are up to date
on Baroque practice. Worst of all, the inevitable dotted -rltyt tini
slow I n t roluct ory
movements In several of these works -Purcell and Handel. for lusts nCe -are played in
the old plodding, literal -minded "syugihon'.s '
style exactly "as written," which should have
gone out with the St okliwski transcription but
hasn't. :t iy'boly ought to know by now that
such music Is rightly played with double -dots,
the short notes taken shorter than written.
These people don't (except In the Telerannn
Trio Sonata. where the rhythms of the opening are more normal).
All this causes me anguish because I think
it unfortunate that musicians of the highly
respected calibre of these men should still
know so little of what goes on In the rest of
their own musical World. True -they are
busy, they work hard at playing, they have
no time for listening and study. But they
should take time -somehow. True, we critics
are lazy-all we do Is listen. I have enormous
respect for any working musician and hence
any unpleasant feelings in this ease. where
can't help criticizing a serious lack of
I
tlalaical information on the part of this group
of players, because I seem to have heard
what they have not.
It would take a whole issue to discuss
each of these works; there are many lovely
spots in the playing, in spite of my objections,
and the music is of sterling value throughout. Read me -then go out and try theta
anyhow.
7£

Circle 63C

LOOKING FOR a
pleasant surprise?

Write for our new hi -f
catalog. You'll be glad
you did.

KEY Electronics
120 Liberty St..
New York 6, N. Y.
CL 8 -4288
Circle 63H
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PACKAGE

HI

FI

or SINGLE COMPONENTS

PERFECT
TOGETHER
Matched perfection of movement:
the two shoes at dance time, and
the ESL MICRO/FLEX cartridge'
in the ESL GYRO/BALANCEarm.t
Such matchless stereo
perfection can be yours!
only

$49.50 +only $34.88

FOR LISTENING AT ITS BEST

Electro -Sonic
Laboratories, Inc.
Dept e

35 -54 38th

8t Long Island City

8, NY

Circle 63A

DYNACO
Super
Fidelity

I

OUTPUT
TRANSFORMERS
Advanced pulse techniques and Dynaco's patented para- coupled windings
and massive grain- oriented cores insure
superior square wave performance and
near -perfect transients. All transformers handle full rated power from 20
cps to 20 KC, and are conservatively
rated and guaranteed to handle double
nominal power from 30 cps to 15 KC.
SPECIFICATIONS
Response: Plus or minus
db 6 cps to 60 KC.
Power Curve: Within 1 db 20 cps to 20 KC.
Square Wave Response: No ringing or distortion from 20 cps. to 20 KC.
Permissible Feedback: 30 db.
1

MODELS
14.95
EL -84, 6V6, 6A05
19.95
9881, EL -34, KT -66
KT -88, EL -34
29.95
39.95
120 watts KT -88, 6550
39.95
120 watts pp par KT -88, EL -34
35 watts pp por EL -84, EL -34 24.95
(all with topped primaries except A -440 which
has tertiary for screen or cathode feedback,
Write for complete data on Dynaco transformers including suggested circuits and modernisation of Williamson -type amplifiers to 50

A -410
A -420
A -430
A -440
A -450
A -470

.i

15

watts

30 watts
60 watts

alt, ulpul
,

You'll find our prices low

'MC ô INC.

and service fast.
Write for our quotation
CENTER ELECTRONICS Co., Inc.
74 -A Cortlandt St.
New York 7, N. Y.

3916 Powelton Ave., Philadelphia 4, Po.

Circle 63K
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âette

Superior Quality Hi -Fi Kit

OUTSTANDING DESIGN

--

WATTS

GRATED STEREO AMPLIFIER
A completely new stereo

i

99.50

74.50

MONAURALLY

EACH

STEREO CHANNEL
40,000 CPS :: .5 DB (at

level)

-

25

WATTS

RESPONSE

normal

15-

listening

UNIQUE "BLEND" CONTROL
PREMIUM EL86 OUTPUT TUBES
SEPARATE BASS AND TREBLE CONTROLS
CLUTCH- OPERATED
VOLUME CONTROL
3rd CHANNEL OUT

high fidelity amplifier
with a high quality of reproduction, versatility of
operation, and distinctly* styling.
A full range of controls enables you to enjoy the
utmost in listening pleasure in any situation. Deluxe features include, unique "Blend" control
for continuously variable channel separationfrom full monaural to full stereo, 4- position
Selector, Mode, Loudness and Phase switches.
Also provided are outputs for 4, 8 and 16 ohm
speakers. Humfree operation is insured by the
use of DC on all proamp and tone control tubes.
Harmonic distortion, less than 0.25 %. IM distortion, less than .5 %. Hum and noise, 74 db below
full output. Designed with the kit builder in
mind, assembly Is simple -no special skills or
tools required. Complete with deluxe cabinet and
legs, all parts, tubes and detailed instruction
manual. Shpg. Wt., 26 lbs.
KT -250A Stereo Amplifier Kit
5.00 Down
LA-250A Steno Amplifier, wired

Net

74.50

More than

Multiplex Output for New Stereo FM
11 Tubes (including 4 dual -purpose)
}Tuning Eye
Selenium rectifier Provide 17
Tube Performance
Pre -aligned IF's
Dual Cathode

Follower Output

a year of research, planning and engineering went into the making of the Lafayette
Stereo Tuner. FM specifications include grounded grid triode low noise front end with triode mixer,
doubletuned dual limiters with Foster -Seeley discriminator, less than I% harmonic distortion, full
200 kc bandwidth and sensitivity of 2 microvolts
for 30 db quieting with full limiting at one microvolt.
The AM and FM sections have separate 3gang
tuning cond
, separate flywheel tuning and
separate volume control. Automatic frequency
control "locks ln" FM signal permanently. Two
separate printed circuit boards make construction
and wiring simple. Complete kit includes all parts
and metal cover, a step- bstep instruction manual, schematic and pictorial diagrams. Size is

13 %" W x 10 %" D x 4h" H. Shpg. wt., 22 lbs.
KT -S00
5.00 Down
Net 74.50
LT-SO. Same as above. completely factory wired
and tested
5.00 Down, .. _. Net 124.50

KT-600 PROFESSIONAL
Monaural
Control Problem!

Solves Every Stereo

LA -600

¡

I COMPLETELY

79.50

I

A

WIRED

134.50

REVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENT
IN STEREO HIGH FIDELITY.

UNIQUE STEREO 8 MONAURAL CONTROL
FEATURES
AMAZING NEW BRIDGE CIRCUITRY FOR VARIABLE 3d CHANNEL OUTPUT
CROSS -CHANNEL FEED
PRECISE `NULL"
BALANCING SYSTEM
RESPONSE 5- 40,000
CPS

±

1

DB

-Ce2z#yette Radio
L

P.O. BOX 222

Name

I

Address

I

City
64

Audio Fidelity Records
Audiogersh Corp.
Audion
Audio Unlimited

41

Dyna- Empire, Inc.

1

Volume Control. Has channel reverse, electronic
phasing, input level controls. Sensitivity 2.2 millivolts for 1 volt out. Dual low- impedance outputs (plate followers), 1500 ohms. Response 540,000 cps ± 1 db. Less than .03% IM distortion. Uses 7 new 7025 low-noise dual triodes.
Size 14^ x 41/2" x 10 % ". Shpg. wt., 16 lbs.
Complete with printed circuit board, cage, profusely illustrated instructions, all necessary parts.

63
58
13

39
61

63
63

Bell Telephone Laboratories

Net

134.50

18

Bogen- Presto Company
Bozak

31

37

British Industries Corporation

3

Center Electronics Co., Inc.
Classified
Dynaco,

63

62

Inc.

12, 60, 63

EICO

Electronic Applications, Inc.
Electro-Sonic Laboratories. Inc.
Electro-Voice. Inc.
Electro-Voice Sound Systems, Inc.
Fisher Radio Corp.

49
63

45

60

General Electric
Gotham Audio Sales Co., Inc.
Grado Laboratories, Inc.

15

Coy. III

42

Manufacturing Company

52

Key Electronics
Kierulff Sound Corporation
Cr

11

57
63

9

Fukuin Electric (Pioneer)
Fukuyo Sound Co., Ltd. (Coral)

63
63

Development

43

Lafayette Radio

64

Magnetic Shield Division Perfection
Mica Co.

14

Neat Onko Denki Co., Ltd.
North American Philips Co.

6
5

Pickering & Company
Radio Corporation of America

-

LAFAYETTE KT- 600 -Stereo Preamplifier kit
5.00 Down
Net 79.30
LAFAYETTE LA- 600 -Stereo Preamplifier, Wired

DEPT. AG -6

48
44
29

17

....

Cov. II

Sansui

57

Scott. H. H., Inc.
Sherwood Electronics Laboratories
Shure Brothers, Inc.
Sonotone Corp,
Superscope, Inc.

51
I

47
4

35

JAMAICA 31, N. Y.

Send FREE 308 GIANT SIZED PAGE Catalog 600

Transis- Tronics, Inc.

Cov. IV

CUT OUT

1
1

elimination of "ping -pong" (exaggerated separation) effects. Also has full input mixing of mona4ral program sources, special "null" stereo balancing and calibrating system. Also has 24 equal.
¡cation positions, all -concentric controls, rumble
and scratch filters, loudness switch. Clutch type
volume controls for balancing or as
Master

- 5.00 Down

2
61
7

KLH Research
Corporation

Provides such unusual features as a Bridge Con.
trol, for variable cross channel signal feed fas

IN KIT FORM

33
54
56

Allied Radio Corp.
Altec Lansing Corporation
American Electronics, Inc., American
Concertone Division
Amperes Electronic Corp.
Ampex Audio Company
Apparatus Development Corporation
Audio Bookshelf
Audio Devices, Inc.
Audio Empire, Precision Products of

I. H.

STEREO CONTROL CENTER

KT -600

Acoustic Research, Inc.
Acro Products Co.
Advanced Acoustics Corp.
AIWA Co.. Ltd.

5.00 Down
Net 99.50

KT -500 FM -AM
STEREO TUNER KIT

Tuned Cascode FM

INDEX

NEW! KT -250A 50 WATT INTE-

COMPLETELY WIRED

IN KIT FORM

ADVERTISING

INCOMPARABLE PERFORMANCE

LA -250A'

KT -250A

50

-

AND
ON
POSTCARD

Uher

53

Weiss. Warren. Associates

53

PASTE

Zone.... State
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the most sensitive ear r in sound
capture the absolute truth in sound, the world
of broadcasting and recording inevitably turns
to Neumann.
To

In

the United States, Neumann Microphones,

Disk Recording Equipment, and Stereo Cutting

Systems are distributed by Gotham Audio
Corporation
and only by Gotham. With
Neumann and other lines of parallel quality
with its imaginative and widely respected staff of
sound engineers, Gotham provides
you with the one source of equipment and service to solve every
problem in sound
perfectly. Next
lime, call Gotham
and be certain
of satisfaction from start to finish!

-

...

-

4

GOTHAM AUDIO CORPORATION,

2 W. 46 St., N. Y. 36, N. Y., Tel: CO 5 -4111

Formerly Gotham Audio Soles Co. Inc.

Exclusive United States Sales and Service Representatives for: NEUMANN, "the microphone standard of the world."

www.americanradiohistory.com
AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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TEC has NO TUBES ...TEC alone generates no tube heat, no hum, no
microphonics. TEC alone provides such superb transient response.
Precision engineering permits TEC to make a two year guarantee on
both parts and workmanship. See detailed specifications below and
listen to a TEC all transistor amplifier soon for unparalleled sound.
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS: TEC S -25 STEREO PREAMPLIFIERAMPLIFIER. POWER RATING: Music power output each channel 34 watts.
Steady power output each channel 25 watts. FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 20- 20,000 cps. HARMONIC DISTORTION: 0.7%. INTERMODULATION
DISTORTION: 0.9 %. TONE CONTROLS: ±15 db bass control ±15 db treble control. POWER REQUIREMENTS: 117 VAC or 12 to 18 volts DC.
70 watts maximum at full power. less than 15 watts at normal listening levels. HUM: Inaudible. 16 INPUTS: Each channel has 2 low level
RIAA equalized phono inputs, switch for high level phono, NARTB equalized low level playback for tape, low level microphone. 3 high level
tuner, and one high level auxiliary input. OUTPUTS: 4, 8, 16 ohm for each channel. Tape recorder outputs for each channel, and a mixed
A +B for a 3rd channel. CONTROLS: Function Selector: Monophonic A, Monophonic B, Monophonic A & B, Stereo, Reverse Stereo. SOURCE
SELECTOR: TV -TV. AM -AM, AM -FM, FMFM, phono 1. phono 2, tape, mike, aux. TONE CONTROLS: Separate Bass and Treble each channel.
BALANCE CONTROL: Separate level adjust each channel for optimum setting. OTHERS: On -Off Volume Control, Loudness Contour Switch,
Rumble Filter Switch, Phase Reversal Switch, Phono Selector Switch.

UNIQUE all transistor high fidelity preamplifier -amplifier
TEC S -25 STEREO AMPLIFIER 68 WATTS, 34 WATTS EACH CHANNEL

ME=
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TRANSIS- TRONICS INC. (TEC) / 1650 21st ST / SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA
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